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ABSTRACT
Genuine dialogues reflect the way that language is initially developed by
providing opportunities to hear and practice language. Participants within dialogues are
found to speak in similar ways through the priming effect, giving language learners
continued opportunities to hear and practice a greater variety of syntactic structures. The
purpose of this study was to determine if genuine dialogue, and the priming that occurs,
could aid in the use and expansion of syntactic structures.
Within the context of Reading Recovery, the teacher/researcher (a female member
of the dominant culture) and a single student participant (male, African American, 6years-old) were engaged in dialogue. Dialogues were transcribed and analyzed for the
syntactic structures used, relationships between the syntactic structures of dialogue
participants, and the engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue.
The results indicated that the student participant was engaged in genuine dialogue
and was primed to use similar syntactic structures as the teacher/researcher. The student
participant had more opportunities to talk (using a variety of syntactic structures) during
genuine dialogue than in explicit instruction. The most profitable dialogue for the student
participant, in terms of talking opportunities and primed contributions, was a dialogue in
which the teacher/researcher and the student participant discussed a shared experience.
Through the course of this study, the student showed evidence of varied syntactic usage
and growth.
Children can be primed within the context of genuine dialogue, possibly
providing opportunities for continued language growth and expansion. The use of

genuine dialogues within classrooms can provide similar opportunities to lessexperienced language users. Further research could include studies that (a) utilize a
greater number of subjects, (b) concern the topic of dialogue, and/or (c) examine the
application of new syntactic structures practiced through dialogic priming in other
language forms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Individuals must pull knowledge from previous language experiences and then
apply the relevant information to the processes involved in activities that utilize language,
such as reading and writing (Anderson & Briggs, 2011; Bock, 1964; Clay, 2001; Clay
2004; Dyson, 2006). All language components (e.g.: phonology, semantics, syntax) play
important roles in the application of language during the development of reading and
writing skills. The importance of syntax, however, is one that is often overlooked in
instruction, with reliance primarily on phonological (sounds) and semantic (vocabulary)
information (Anderson & Briggs, 2011). Syntactic knowledge impacts developing
reading and writing skills by influencing how words are ordered (Turnbull & Justice,
2011) and what sounds right (Dyson & Smitherman, 2009) to individuals. This affects
comprehension, fluency, and accuracy (Muter, Hulme, Snowling, & Stevenson, 2004;
Purcell-Gates, 1988; Roth, Speece, & Cooper, 2002), which makes attention to syntax
necessary. Continuing to overlook syntax will impact the skill of being able to pull from
syntactic knowledge sources in order to anticipate what might come next in text, as well
as the skill to be able to mediate syntactic knowledge with newer syntactic structures
presented in reading and writing situations.
Decisions are made about language components based upon knowledge garnered
from previous language experiences, such as early dialogic opportunities and exposure
to print (Aikens & Barbarin, 2008; Hoff, 2006; Hoff & Tian, 2005; Rush, 1999). These
early language experiences (stemming from home and community) in this
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developmental process determine the language components that are heard, practiced, and
adopted by developing learners (Aikens & Barbarin, 2008; Hoff, 2006; Hoff & Tian,
2005; Rush, 1999). Syntactic knowledge developed during these experiences may differ
from the syntactic structures that are expected in school, by the teacher (Clay, 1991;
Jones, 2010), and in written text (Richgels, 2004).
The language acquired at home is often not the same as the written language
found in school and text (Purcell-Gates, 1989), which typically involves more complex
syntactic structures and vocabulary (Richgels, 2004). This results in many children
coming to school with an oral language system that does not prepare them for the
complexity and variety that will be found in written language (Clay, 1991). This variance
does not mean that the oral language of children needs to be altered to meet these
expectations. An individual’s oral language is a representation of home and culture (Clay,
2001; Clay, 2004). Respecting these language differences, a teacher who is culturally
responsive does not try to change the way a child speaks (Clay, 1991) in order to match
the language of school and text (Dyson, 2006). It is not the teacher’s place to critique a
child’s home language. Rather, the teacher can provide a variety of experiences that help
to develop knowledge of greater varieties of language and how to use that variety flexibly
(Clay, Gill, Glynn, McNaughton, & Salmon, 2007).
The difference between the syntactic structures used in a child’s oral language and
the syntactic structures expected in text needs to be addressed in school (Purcell-Gates,
1989). Developing the ability to use and understand the language of school, in addition to
the oral language of home, will give learners access to a greater variety of syntactic
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structures to choose from when reading and writing (Clay, 2004). It is acknowledged by
Delpit (2002) that having access to the language found in school (syntax in this case) will
not necessarily guarantee success for each child. However, according to Delpit, when a
child does not have access to it, failure is almost certain. Children need to be prepared for
the language complexity that will be encountered in school while still maintaining and
validating the language of home. According to Clay (1991), this desired flexibility with
language can be developed and syntactic knowledge can be expanded through dialogues
with more experienced language users.
The use of dialogue as a way to expand language knowledge mimics the way that
language is initially developed, through hearing and practicing language (Hoff, 2006;
Leonard, 2011). In fact, it has been shown that participants within a dialogue begin to
speak in similar ways (a process known as priming; Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland,
2000; Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004), often unintentionally adopting
the same syntactic structures in subsequent utterances (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Gries,
2005). It is possible that with repeated exposure to new syntactic structures within
dialogue (and opportunities to practice these new structures through the process of
priming) a developing language user will eventually use those same syntactic structures
independently. An investigation of the possible priming of syntactic structures within
dialogues between experienced and developing language users can provide information
on the possibility of utilizing the priming phenomenon to expand language and develop
language flexibility.
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The purpose of the present study is to investigate the relationship between the
syntactic structures utilized by dialogue participants. The goal is to determine if priming
occurs in dialogues, potentially helping children to develop the flexibility to access the
language most frequently found in school. The engagement in genuine dialogue will be
explored since genuine dialogue offers more opportunities for students to expand
language usage (Boyd & Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004). As stated by Clay (2005b),
however, a child’s language cannot be expanded quickly. Therefore, any independent
usage of new syntactic structures would not be expected without considerable exposure
and practice. The intention of the expansion of syntactic knowledge is for readers and
writers to access this new information when reading or writing text in the school setting.
The desired outcome is for readers and writers to be more flexible with language and
have access to alternative ways of putting ideas together (Clay et al., 2007).
The specific questions of this study include:
1. What syntactic structures does the student use when engaged in dialogue
during Reading Recovery lessons?
2.

Is there a relationship between the syntactic structures used by the teacher
and the syntactic structures used by the student during the dialogues of
Reading Recovery lessons?

3. Am I engaged in genuine dialogue during a Reading Recovery lesson?
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Key Terms
There are terms critical to understanding the focus of the study and the criteria
with which information will be collected. In order to clarify any potential
misinterpretation regarding what is meant by each term within the context of this study, a
description is provided for each. Understandings of the terms syntax, dialogue, priming,
and culturally responsive are necessary for reading and interpreting the provided
literature review and methods for a study of genuine dialogue and the syntactic structures
occurring within dialogue.
Syntax
The rules that determine the order in which words should be organized within
sentences and utterances for any language are known as syntax (Turnbull & Justice,
2011). Utterances are described by Crookes (1990) as speech acts distinguished by
intonation, bounded by silence, and pertaining to single semantic units. Individuals learn
syntactic rules from the speech communities within which they dwell. As syntactic
knowledge grows more complex, syntactic structures increase in length and utilize
multiple clauses and phrases.
Dialogue
A dialogue is a coordinated speech activity between a speaker and at least one
addressee in which participants take turns delivering utterances (Branigan, Pickering,
McLean, & Cleland, 2007). Participants must alternate between speaking and listening,
ready to contribute the next relevant utterance (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Beyond just
delivering utterances, participants within a dialogue must contend with the inherent drive
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to understand the other participants and to be understood as well (Clark & Schaefer,
1989).
Priming
During dialogue, one utterance has been shown to influence the semantics and
syntactic structures of another (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000; Levelt & Kelter,
1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Reitter & Moore, 2014). Upon hearing an utterance, an
abstract representation is activated within the listener, triggering the use of similar
language components (Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Priming is not
prompted by deliberate action on the part of dialogic participants (Bock & Griffin, 2000).
It happens without awareness or intent, making the priming effect an implicit occurrence.
Culturally Responsive
An individual’s understanding of language is a reflection of culture, social class,
and origins (Clay, 2004; Purcell-Gates, 1993). These understandings are often not the
same as the expectations set in schools (Clay, 1991; Jones, 2010). Teachers who are
culturally responsive are aware of these differences and do not ask children to change
their way of speaking to match school expectations (Dyson, 2006). Instead children are
encouraged to develop flexibility with language through a variety of linguistic
experiences.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The greatest influences on a developing language are the exposures to that
language and the opportunities individuals have to practice it (Aikens & Barbarin, 2008;
Hoff, 2006; Hoff & Tian, 2005; Rush, 1999). Language, as developed through these
experiences, consists of phonology (sound structure of words and syllables), morphology
(structure of words), semantics (meanings of words), pragmatics (how language is used),
and syntax (rules of how words are ordered). According to Anderson and Briggs (2011),
the power of language components such as syntax is often overlooked. However, just as
with language components that receive a lot of attention (e.g.: semantics), experiences
with syntax can influence an individual’s developing reading and writing skills (Muter et
al., 2004; Purcell-Gates, 1988; Roth et al., 2002). Individuals with limited syntactic
knowledge need opportunities to hear and use a variety of syntactic structures in order to
be prepared to utilize them when reading or writing (Clay, 1991; Richgels, 2004). One of
the most natural ways to hear and use language is to participate in dialogue (Pickering &
Garrod, 2004). Pickering and Garrod claim that while it takes a certain amount of skill to
be able to execute other language forms, such as reading and writing, any language user
(no matter the skill level) can participate in a form of dialogue. Providing such language
opportunities can foster the development of varying linguistic skills, including syntax
(Hoff, 2006).
Key issues in understanding the use of dialogue to increase knowledge of
syntactic structures include an understanding of the importance of syntax, as well as the
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teacher’s role in the development of syntactic knowledge. This literature review
addresses the importance of syntax on reading and writing development, being culturally
responsive to linguistic differences, and addressing syntax through the utilization of
dialogue. An overview of the components of dialogue, the tendency for dialogic
participants to linguistically align themselves, and any implications this may have for the
classroom are also included in this review.
Importance of Attention to Syntax
Most of what individuals utilize as language users is known implicitly (Richgels,
2004). Even when making conscious decisions about the content, the forms of language
that individuals choose are unconscious. These decisions are based on the language that
has developed as a result of experiences with language, starting with experiences in the
home (Aikens & Barbarin, 2008; Hoff, 2006; Hoff & Tian, 2005; Rush, 1999). According
to Turnbull and Justice (2011), children learn the rules of how words are organized into
sentences/utterances (syntax) from their home oral language system. Purcell-Gates
(1989) states that oral language of home and written language are not the same. For
example, the syntactic structures of written language are typically more complex than
that of oral language (Richgels, 2004). As syntax grows in complexity, utterances
increase in length and become more elaborate by including multiple phrases and/or
clauses (Turnbull & Justice, 2011). Addressing the difference between the syntax of oral
language and the syntax of written language enables young learners to flexibly switch
between the language of home and the more complex language that is often expected
when in school, particularly when reading and writing (Purcell-Gates, 1989).
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Syntax and Reading
Knowledge of syntactic structures plays a critical role in developing literacy
(Muter et al., 2004; Purcell-Gates, 1988; Roth et al., 2002). A longitudinal study
conducted by Muter et al. (2004) found that grammatical (syntactic) skills, as well as
vocabulary, are important predictors of reading comprehension. These influences on
comprehension are greater than the influence of early word recognition, letter
recognition, and phonological skills. Letter and word recognition, as well as phonology,
are all components of decoding, the act of correctly deciphering (and pronouncing)
written words. While the ability to decode is important, the importance of syntactic skills
increases as texts grow more complex and reading must move beyond decoding (Roth et
al., 2002).
As the reading challenges grow more complex, syntactic knowledge can serve as
a more efficient problem-solving strategy than decoding. Being able to utilize knowledge
of syntactic structures helps readers anticipate the order of the words in print (PurcellGates, 1988). Upcoming words are influenced by what has preceded them (Clay, 2001)
and word order ultimately constructs the meaning of the text (Roth et al., 2002). The
ability to anticipate what comes next, as a result of knowledge of syntactic structures,
supports fluency as well (Clay, 1991). This is because fluent reading goes beyond rate
(speed) and involves the reading of text that is phrased with expression and maintains a
rate similar to a speaking voice (Clay, 2005b). If readers are able to anticipate what may
come next, as well as use other sources of information such as meaning, they may not
have to halt the reading of a text to attempt to decode an unknown word. Thus, fluent
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reading can be maintained and, when reading in a way that resembles a comprehensible
speaking voice, comprehension of the text can be supported. Texts are written using
predictive syntactic structures and since written language often uses more complex
structures (Richgels, 2004), an understanding of a variety of syntactic structures is helpful
when reading.
Readers use what they know about the world, along with their understanding of
syntactic structures, to determine what will be read next in text (Clay, 2004). Knowledge
of oral syntactic structures can narrow the range of possibilities when reading, making the
decision of what could come next in the text more efficient (occurring more quickly and
accurately; Clay, 1991). Developing readers can come closer to accurately predicting
what comes next if the written language is similar to the way that reader might say it.
However, language varies and is too flexible to allow any reader to always predict the
exact next word (Clay, 2004). Rather, several possibilities are activated based on the
syntactic structures with which the reader is familiar. The reader must be able to switch
between what the reader expects to see and the language utilized by the author since
authors typically do not use the same structures as a reader’s oral language. This makes
knowledge of a large number of syntactic structures more important.
Since reading is an activity that utilizes language, children who have limited
knowledge and experience with language are more prone to have difficulties when
reading (Clay, 1991). These children need opportunities to expand their syntactic
knowledge beyond their own oral language and then learn to use this knowledge flexibly
(using the new information when the situation calls for it). Richgels (2004) argues that
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while spoken language development does not usually require conscious decisions, the
development of written language found in text does involve purposeful effort. As
acknowledged by Richgels, since written language is unlike the oral language that comes
naturally, effort needs to be taken to learn the syntax of written language. Even more
effort may be necessary when working with children with limited exposure to written
language.
Children who have been read stories develop an understanding that the written
language of text is different from the way that people talk (Purcell-Gates, 1988; PurcellGates, 1989). These children have been provided exposure to those text structures
regularly. As a result, these children have an understanding that the syntactic structures,
as well as vocabulary, are different from the spoken language of most people. This aids in
developing the ability to use language flexibly (switching between oral language and the
language of the text) when learning to read. “Well read-to children” (Purcell-Gates,
1988) become familiar with book language before formal instruction begins and are
better prepared for instruction involving books and text.
The understanding that oral language is different from book language is
documented in a study by Purcell-Gates (1998). Purcell-Gates researched kindergarten
and second grade students who had been read to frequently prior to attending school.
Students in both age groups were asked to tell a story and were then asked to tell a
separate story like a book. Students in both groups used a greater variety of verbs and
syntactic structures similar to those found in texts when telling a story like a book.
Children who have been read stories implicitly understand the idea that oral and written
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languages are different and are prepared to be more flexible with greater language
complexity.
The varieties of syntactic structures and vocabulary become more complex as the
texts for young readers progress in complexity (Dorn & Soffos, 2005). In order to
become a reader of these texts, children need exposure to those complex syntactic
structures, in addition to more complex vocabulary (Clay, 1991). As already addressed,
not all children are prepared for the complexity of written language. According to Clay
(1991), this knowledge of language can be expanded by the conversations held with
children. When discussing the conditions in which children learn English, Fillmore and
Snow (2000), suggest that interactions with expert language users can provide access to
language, reveal how it works, and how it can be used. Dialogic patterns of a greater
variety of syntactic structures will provide readers with exposure to different possibilities
when coming across unfamiliar syntactic structures in text (Dorn & Soffos, 2005). The
same syntactic structures that appear in text will need to be utilized when writing in order
to create a comprehensible message, making syntactic knowledge applicable to the act of
writing, as well.
Syntax and Writing
In order to learn to read and write, children must learn to use language in ways
different from their oral language (Clay, 2001). When writing, children learn to merge
everyday speech with the more academic language found in school (Dorn & Soffos,
2012). While a child’s everyday speech is a resource for early writing (Anderson &
Briggs, 2011; Clay, 2005c; Dyson, 2006; Dyson & Smitherman, 2009), in order to
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increase in complexity and match the expectations of school, children need to combine
(not change) what is already controlled with the more complex syntactic structures (Clay
et al., 2007, Dyson, 2006). Children can flexibly use these newer syntactic structures, as
used in oral language or when reading, to expand writing skills in the school setting.
The syntax of different language forms (e.g.: talking, reading) influence writing
(Sperling, 1996). Spoken language, as used in everyday speech, has rules of order
(syntax; Turnbull & Justice, 2011). Those rules may vary by language and dialect (Clay,
2001). Dialects are mutually comprehensible variations of the same language (Heckler,
2009) that differ in terms of language features such as sounds, vocabulary, and syntactic
structures (Clay, 1991). What sounds right is determined by the syntactic rules of order
for each dialect and may be different from what is expected in school (Dyson &
Smitherman, 2009). The rules of order applicable to any language dialect are also applied
when writing sentences (Clay, 2001). These rules must be utilized, even in writing, in
order to relay the intended meaning of the written message. Without these rules of order,
the written message will not make sense to the reader. When the rules of order for a
particular dialect are used in writing, the written message may not make sense to a
speaker of a different dialect simply because it does not sound right. When a written
message is composed utilizing the rules of order of the academic language found in
school, learners of a particular dialect (not familiar with the rules of order for academic
language) may not understand what has been written. In order to understand and write
text in the school setting, children need to combine the influence of their own oral
language with the academic language found in school (Dorn & Soffos, 2012).
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Children’s oral language knowledge influences written compositions (Kim, Al
Otaiba, Folsom, Greulich, & Puranik, 2014). When specifically considering syntax, Kim
et al. (2014) suggest that children with more sophisticated syntactic knowledge might use
that understanding to write more cohesive, clear, and accurate messages. However, many
developing writers are not prepared with knowledge of more advanced syntactic
structures. Clay (2005c) claims that writing can initially be made more accessible for a
child with limited written language knowledge by writing something the same way that
child would say it (Clay, 2005c). This aids in helping children to understand the link
between oral and written language (Clay, 2005a). However, children need to be
prepared to write works of increased length and complexity (Clay, 2001). As stated by
Anderson and Briggs (2011) children can pull syntactic information from oral language
and from knowledge of book language in order to put words together and convey
meaning in writing. Creating the opportunities for children to achieve a better grasp of
the more complex book language mentioned by Anderson and Briggs will aid in
increased writing complexity.
Dorn and Soffos (2005) point out that written language increases in complexity as
children’s books advance to chapter books. Reading and writing are connected forms of
written language since they depend on similar sources of knowledge (e.g.: syntactic
structures, phonology; Fitzgerald & Shanahan, 2000). Therefore, as the expected reading
advances, the writing complexity should advance. When readers do not have the
opportunity to write, those readers may begin to struggle with literacy (Anderson &
Briggs, 2011). A student who struggles with reading or writing is likely to become
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unbalanced in proficiency (i.e.: proficient in one area and struggling in another).
(Fitzgerald & Shanahan, 2000). Therefore, teachers need to explicitly teach the
reciprocity between language forms (e.g.: reading, writing) as it is a powerful method for
accelerating learning (Anderson & Briggs, 2011).
Reciprocity of Reading, Writing, and Talking
Learning in one area of language (reading, writing, or talking) can potentially
enhance the learning in another area of language (Clay, 2004). Combining reading,
writing, and talking can make literacy instruction more powerful (Anderson & Briggs,
2011; Clay, 2001). The learning that stems from inter-mixing all three areas of language
allows the learner to handle more complex language, expand upon what is already
controlled, and connect that learning to written language (Clay, 2004).
According to Fitzgerald and Shanahan (2000) reading and writing are connected
because they share similar cognitive processes and knowledge sources. These
commonalities include, but are not limited to, (a) meaning making, (b) syntax (rules of
order for words within a sentence), (c) semantics (word meanings), (d) letter/sound
interaction, and (e) utilization of prior knowledge. While there are many similarities, the
differences between reading and writing should not be overlooked. Reading and writing
have different starting points. Reading starts with the author’s words and the reader’s
eyes. Writing starts with the writer’s ideas and the recording of necessary sounds
(phonemes). Fitzgerald and Shanahan state that if reading and writing were completely
identical, instruction would only need to occur for one. The fact that they are similar, and
not identical, suggests that teachers need to take advantage of the commonalities and the
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differences. The differences should not be ignored but treated as secondary instruction.
Fitzgerald and Shanahan insist that reading and writing provide alternate perspectives on
similar systems, and teaching in tandem can promote new learning.
Reading and writing development are also influenced by oral language. An
individual’s oral language is a starting point for reading and writing. It is often used as
an initial source for developing writers, as writers use word order (syntax) to record a
message and make it sound right (Anderson & Briggs, 2011). Oral language is a
reference for developing readers when encountering something new in text. Readers can
check against known syntactic structures and determine what would sound right.
Anderson and Briggs (2011) insist that it is essential that readers and writers understand
that prior experiences with language can be sources of information. These prior
experiences can be used as sources for (a) searching for information, (b) monitoring, and
(c) self-correcting errors. Fitzgerald and Shanahan (2000) state that syntactic knowledge
can stem from oral language experiences, but there are some syntactic structures that are
only found in text. This makes the teacher’s role in the exposure to syntactic complexity
in text reading, as well as in dialogue, an important part of language development. The
more experience a developing reader and writer has, the more plentiful the sources of
information from which the individual can pull to assist at difficulty and to aid in the
expansion of language usage.
The breadth of knowledge a child has in a language form (e.g.: reading, writing,
talking) can be used to develop knowledge in another. In reference to speaking and
writing, the two language forms inform each other (Sperling, 1996). Writers can write
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what is said and speakers can say something the way it is written. According to Sperling
(1996), most individuals learn to speak fluently, but only some individuals develop the
ability to write well. Since this is the case, the oral language and writing connection
needs to be considered more fully by teachers. Sperling claims that thinking about a
child’s writing development in reference to the child’s speaking can provide more insight
into the child’s learning and development. A teacher can gauge how a child’s control
over language is developing when looking at the child’s writing and comparing it to the
child’s speech. Since these language modes complement one another, looking at the
information in tandem can serve as a jumping-off point for instruction in reading, writing,
and/or talking.
Learning to read and write at the same time helps children to think more
analytically about the oral language that they already control (Clay, 2001). Jointly using
the eye (reading), hand (writing), and ear (talking) in instruction allows children to
monitor and check one area of development against the other. For example, writing is a
way for learners to monitor the language that is often used to say something (Clay, 1991).
The most obvious, and most frequently addressed, connection between reading and
writing is the letter/sound interaction (Anderson & Briggs, 2011). When writing,
individuals can say unknown words slowly to listen for the order of sounds within the
word and connect those to letter forms. The child can use a similar process of anticipating
words and checking the sequence of sounds to the sequence of letters in words when
reading. The importance of syntax for a developing reader and writer, however, is often
underestimated by teachers. According to Anderson and Briggs (2011), these teachers
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resort to mostly addressing letters and sounds. All components involved in the act of
writing, however, can offer much more to the development of reading and oral language
than simply understanding the connection between letters and sounds.
According to Clay (2001), writing is critical to learning how to read because
learners are unable to overlook things of importance about the written language of text
when writing. The act of writing uses many of the elements found in the reading process
(such as syntactic structures). However, the speed of using those elements is slower in
writing as the learner is creating (encoding) the text instead of using a provided text to
decode. Using writing to support reading development increases awareness of many
aspects of language through motor production (Dorn & Soffos, 2012). The teacher needs
to find ways to support the development of these understandings.
Teachers play a critical role in demonstrating the reciprocity between the three
language forms (reading, writing, and talking). According to Anderson and Briggs (2011)
teachers will need to use explicit language to show children that connection. A teacher’s
language will scaffold a child in understanding that prior language experiences can be
utilized in developing reading and writing. For example, the realization that what is done
in writing (i.e.: thinking about whether something sounds right) can be used to help in
reading will need teacher support. Children can be encouraged to develop the
understanding of reciprocity, the idea that all language forms (reading, writing, and
talking) are linked processes (Clay, 1991; Clay, 2001). Development in reading, writing,
and talking can be improved, when teachers attend to strengthening children’s
understanding and control over the structures of language (Clay, 2004).
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Syntax and the Teacher
The teacher plays a primary role in the opportunities students have to experiment
with language in the classroom. Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Cymerman, and Levine (2002)
investigated the influences on syntactic development of preschool children within the
classroom. At the start of the examination, it was hypothesized that possible explanations
for the syntactic differences between children included that (a) input plays a large role
and (b) the usefulness of the input is determined by current ability levels and/or genetics.
Huttenlocher et al. (2002) examined the teacher’s speech during the school day and
contrasted that with students’ syntactic comprehension at the beginning and end of the
year. At the start of the year, student syntax complexity and student socio-economic
status (SES) were significantly correlated. However, the syntactic growth made over the
course of the school year was not significantly correlated to SES. Huttenlocher et al.
(2002) determined that the teacher, who had no history or shared genetics with the
students, played a significant role in the syntactic growth of the students. This suggests
that teacher input is essential for syntactic comprehension and that change in the input
provided by a teacher fosters growth. It is acknowledged by Huttenlocher et al. (2002)
that input is not enough to prompt speakers to utilize complex syntactic structures, but
input provides the support to build the understanding of such complex structures.
Proficiency with any syntactic structure, complexity and otherwise, will require a
significant amount of exposure.
Teachers can provide exposure to syntactic structures in order to develop
flexibility of language, aiding in the reading and writing of text. Children develop a basic
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understanding of syntax very early on that can be used in talking, reading, and writing
(Clay, 2004). By channeling the established oral language of a child upon entrance to
school, teachers can help to demonstrate the link between emerging literacy knowledge
and the developing oral language skills from the beginning (Clay, 2001; Purcell-Gates,
1989). Giving continuous attention to expanding children’s control over language is
about building flexibility (Clay, 2004). Developing flexibility between home language
and the language that is often found in school will provide a child access to more
alternative syntactic structures to choose from, in addition to what is already controlled.
Attention to syntax will scaffold a child in the development of the more complex
syntactic structures (Richgels, 2004). This flexibility is necessary as the language that
children typically come to school with is not the same language that is often found in
text.
Written language has different vocabulary and syntactic structures, often more
complex, than those of oral language (Purcell-Gates, 1989; Richgels, 2004). When
switching between the way individuals speak, and the language written down, those
individuals are actually switching registers. A register is defined by Heckler (2009) as the
language used in certain situations. The register of oral language (a reflection of home
environment) is a different register than that found in text. The development of
flexibility allowed for by the teacher will provide access to another register and access to
text. Discovering how to vary language is an important part of learning language (Clay,
2004). It is also important, however, that children understand that this developing
variance of language only applies in certain situations (e.g.: when using the academic
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register of school and text) and should not be a message to change everyday speech, the
language of home.
Culturally Responsive Instruction
Members of a culture are individuals who share a similar set of beliefs, traditions,
and customs (Heckler, 2009). This joint heritage influences language patterns and
literacy practices (Bock, 1964; Heckler, 2009). Ways in which individuals speak reflect
ethnic culture, social class, and regional origins (Clay, 2004; Fillmore & Snow, 2000).
Among members of the same speech community there is consensus on the expectations
of the verbal behavior of that group (e.g.: use of morphemes), most of which are
unconscious (Bock, 1964; Dyson, 2006). These variations of a language are called
dialects (Turnbull & Justice, 2011). According to Heckler (2009) and Jones (2010),
dialects have differences but are understandable to speakers of other varieties of the same
language. Dialects of the same language are based on the same orthographic system, but
sounds and word forms might be distinctive (Heckler, 2009; Jones, 2010). Learners
develop their initial understandings of literacy and language within the parameters of
their subcultural frames (Purcell-Gates, 1993), or speech groups (Clay, 1991).
Children learn the language of their community without being taught (Bock,
1964; Dyson, 2006). This language is what they were exposed to prior to formal
schooling (Clay, 2004). It is the language of their caregivers and playmates (Clay, 1991).
Many children, however, are coming from homes that speak a dialect that is distinctively
different from the register used in school and/or the dialect used by the teacher (Clay,
1991; Fillmore & Snow, 2000; Jones, 2010). These language varieties differ “…in
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sounds, accent or intonation, in vocabulary, in the grammatical forms, and in the type and
range of sentence forms used” (Clay, 1991, p. 71). There are many individuals who feel
that there is only one correct form of language (Heckler, 2009), referred to in this review
as the mainstream dialect of English. This same group feels that speakers using dialects
other than the mainstream dialect of English found in (a) education, (b) government, (c)
business, and (d) national media should be considered to be operating from a deficit
(Heckler, 2009). However, Heckler (2009) argues that there are other individuals who do
not consider it a matter of deprivation but a matter of difference. This view claims that
speakers of dialects are not operating on a deficit because each dialect is a functional
system. It operates on its own rules and can effectively communicate to speakers of the
same dialect. The perspective each teacher takes in this debate impacts students’
attitudes and performance. According to Fillmore and Snow (2000), a teacher’s actions
toward a student’s language will impact how successfully that student will make the
transition from home to school.
The attitudes toward students speaking a dialect other than the mainstream dialect
of English play a major role in school performance. Most of the language used in
classrooms is that of the mainstream dialect of English (Heckler, 2009). When children
start school, the expectation is that they use the academic register of the classroom. The
register of the classroom is most often similar to the mainstream dialect of English.
Children of the middle-class culture are often brought up in an environment that uses this
dialect and maintains communication practices that are similar to those used in school.
Heckler claims that these children are more prone to success in school because they have
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had exposure and practice similar to school language expectations. These children are
able to build on what they already learned at home, blending into the expectations of
school (Fillmore & Snow, 2000). When dialects are different, however, children must
learn a new variation of language in order to be successful (Heckler, 2009). Children
speaking non-mainstream dialects are evaluated more negatively by teachers, affecting
school performance (Heckler, 2009) and the attitudes of those children toward school
(Delpit, 2002). As stated by Dyson and Smitherman (2009), school districts often
identify these children as being at risk and in need of learning correct grammar. These
challenges, as a result of attitudes on language differences, directly impact students.
The challenges facing children speaking non-mainstream dialects of English
extend to reading and writing tasks. Clay (2004) acknowledges that many people don’t
understand the difficulties that reading a book will put upon a child’s control of grammar
(or syntax). When reading, writing, and even talking, children will use the language that
they already control (Clay, 2004). When literacy tasks take them beyond what is familiar,
a layer of difficulty has been added. Books cannot be written to account for all dialects,
so the syntactic structures will be unfamiliar and not match those used by some children
in any given classroom. These children might encounter language that they have never
had the chance to hear or see before. Readers depend on previous experiences with
syntactic structures to determine what to expect next in a sentence. These previous
experiences that guide readers, and writers, when asking what sounds right (syntactically)
are situated in social expectations that might be outside the realm of the expectations of
most curricula (Dyson, 2006).
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Using what sounds right has long been a resource for writing. Children, in
particular, use what sounds familiar to them when creating a writing piece. Utilizing the
way you speak and the voices of those in your life is a major resource for all children
(Dyson, 2006; Dyson & Smitherman, 2009), but can be a major problem for children of
non-mainstream dialects of English (Dyson, 2006). What sounds right to children will
depend on their sociocultural background, dialect, and language development (Dyson &
Smitherman, 2009). What sounds right to a child of one dialect does not sound right to a
child of another, and may not sound right to the teacher. A child’s knowledge of the
syntactic structures used in the world in which the child lives will guide the child’s
judgment about whether something sounds right (Dyson, 2006; Dyson & Smitherman,
2009). Though what sounds right may match up to community and cultural expectations,
it does not always match up to what is expected in school.
In an investigation of the role that community and culture, as well as the
perception of the community and culture, play on school performance (and ultimately
becoming literate) Purcell-Gates (1993) conducted an ethnographic study. As part of this
study, Purcell-Gates (1993) investigated an adult Urban Appalachian woman’s struggle
in learning to read and write. The dialect that this participant spoke did not match that of
school. After years of trying to match the phonological system of her dialect to that of the
lessons taught in school, the participant dropped out in the seventh grade. The participant
was unable to mediate what was known with what was being instructed. There is a
history of programs for language development operating under the assumption that there
is only one way of speaking (Dyson & Smitherman, 2009). This has long created a
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struggle between the linguistic resources students bring with them to school and the
emphasis on there being only one correct way, a better way (Dyson, 2006). During the
two years working with the participant, Purcell-Gates (1993) provided relevant reading
material (relatable contexts) to the participant. The participant was provided a purpose
for writing by being asked to write in a journal every day. These journal entries were
then typed and provided for the participant to read later. Purcell-Gates (1993) involved
the participant in the literacy learning, validating the participant’s experiences and
language. This helped move the participant toward functional literacy more effectively
than the skills-based instruction that the participant received when she was in school. By
working from the participant’s own oral language, and providing authentic literacy
practices, Purcell-Gates (1993) was able to expand the participant’s language abilities.
While in school, this participant had been made to feel as if a dialect other than what was
found in school was unacceptable, therefore the participant was deemed unacceptable.
There are many teachers who think that children need to be taught the mainstream
dialect of English in order to be successful in school (Delpit, 2002). However, Dyson and
Smitherman (2009) insist that teachers, and their students, need to understand that there is
more than one way to say something. While it is important to learn the language used in
school, Fillmore and Snow (2000) claim that this should not be done at the expense of the
student’s home language. It is not the teacher’s place to try and change the way a child
speaks (Clay et al., 2007; & Jones, 2010). That dialect is a reflection of home and in
trying to change it teachers are placing judgment on the voices of those children (Dyson,
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2006). Trying to change a child’s home language does little to support language
development, but rather impedes it.
Delpit (2002) argues that when teachers constantly correct speech it makes it
difficult for children to experiment with the language that they hear. Further, only paying
attention to a child’s language when there is a perceived error will lead the child to the
understanding that what is said is wrong (Clay, 1991). In fact, some children are often
made to feel bad about saying something the way that their family does (Jones, 2010).
This will only increase a negative perception of school and self. Additionally,
continuously interrupting a child will make it more difficult for the child to become a
phrased and fluent reader (Delpit, 2002). If always stopping, the child will not hear the
reading as a continuous piece resembling speech. This also makes the reading piece more
difficult to understand. According to Dyson (2006), there is no evidence to support the
idea that explicitly correcting a child’s language usage is effective. Teachers will not be
able to correct a child’s language to a point where perceived unfavorable features of the
child’s dialect will disappear (Dyson, 2006). Dialect is a part of where children come
from and a reflection of family, culture, and community. A good teacher would not
attempt to diminish a child’s home language (Clay, 1991). Clay et al. (2007) claim that
what teachers need to do is to show students that there is another way to say something
and help those students figure out when to use each dialect.
In a learning environment in which teachers are responsive to culturally linguistic
differences, children are not asked to change their way of speaking to match that of a
perceived correct way (Dyson, 2006). Rather, children are provided with a multitude of
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linguistic resources that could be used in a variety of situations, teaching children to use
language flexibly. Curriculums should consider the different registers, dialects, and
languages as part of that multitude of linguistic resources to be used in literacy learning.
This can happen by validating all dialects and languages within a classroom. Clay et al.
(2007) argue that children are flexible in language learning and can learn to use different
dialects in different settings. By respecting a student’s home language, and understanding
the value that is placed on it within the home and family, teachers can teach the flexibility
of language without challenging the home (Fillmore & Snow, 2000). There is more than
one way to say it, so children need to be prepared for more than one way of hearing it,
reading it, and writing it.
A teacher can help children to expand their language by providing exposure and
opportunities to practice in greater variety. If materials are meaningful and relevant, then
children will seek to understand the content, even when the dialects used are different
(Goodman, 1970). The problem of differing syntactic structures will then diminish
because the children are working to make sense of the material. The work of Goodman
(1970) found that with continued exposure, children will begin to equate syntactic
structures of their dialect with those that are found in the language of school, the
academic register. Jones (2010) argues that over years of exposure children will begin to
internalize language forms, the at-home dialect and the academic register/mainstream
dialect of English. According to Delpit (2002), having access to the mainstream dialect of
English will not guarantee a child success, but not having access to it (and other
variations) will almost guarantee failure. A method for providing that access can be in the
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form of dialogue tailored to a child’s interests (making it relevant and meaningful) with a
more knowledgeable individual.
Dialogue
Clay (1991) suggests teachers can expand the language usage of children by
engaging them in dialogue. Dialogue is genuine when it is contingent upon what each
individual says (Boyd & Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004). Questions are not asked with a
specific answer in mind, as you would typically find in a traditional classroom (Boyd &
Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004; Orsolini & Pontecorvo, 1992). Rather, children get
experiences that mimic the way language is initially developed in the home, through
genuine exposure and practice (Hoff, 2006; Leonard, 2011). In order to see the full
benefits of utilizing dialogue in the classroom, it is important to consider the roles that
teachers play and ensure that the experiences that are provided contain the components of
genuine dialogue.
Teacher and Dialogue
A teacher who provides varied opportunities for students to talk is creating
language learning opportunities for those students (McVittie, 2004). The experiences
that teachers create will foster the understanding that students can utilize the language of
others to further their own language development, as well as their own thinking
(Johnston, 2004). Important to this language learning process are the dialogues allowed
for by the teacher (Richgels, 2004). Dialogues are at the heart of naturally-occurring
language usage. Children know how dialogue works, even when their linguistic skills
(e.g.: semantics, syntax) appear to be more limited. Within these dialogues, teachers can
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provide support in language development and adjust that support as students advance
toward greater language complexity (Palinscar, 1986). Conversing with a more
knowledgeable adult is one of the best ways to provide more opportunities and to expand
a child’s language knowledge and usage (Clay, 1991; Clay, 2005a; Richgels, 2004).
Through these dialogues, children start to internalize the behaviors and language of the
adult and use that new knowledge to monitor their own language usage (Dorn & Jones,
2012).
While dialogue can be used to expand the language knowledge of children, the
language that children control cannot be expanded quickly (Clay, 2005b). Nevertheless,
dialogues are a genuine and effective way to hear and practice language (Boyd & Galda,
2011; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Teachers need to understand that the interactions a
child has in dialogue provide that child with the building blocks for learning language
(Clay, 2004). In dialogue, the natural exchange of utterances creates a need to produce
language and will provide children with more opportunities for expansion than requiring
them to simply listen. Further, a personalized dialogue will produce the desire within
children to say something and a yearning to make themselves understood (Clay, 1991;
Clay, 2004). The genuine format of a dialogue makes it unlike a traditional lesson in that
the teacher is not seeking a specific answer to evaluate (Boyd & Galda, 2011; Johnston,
2004; Orsolini & Pontecorvo, 1992). These dialogues cannot be crafted, but are organic
and have a purpose beyond just answering the teacher’s questions (Boyd & Galda, 2011;
Johnston, 2004). The teacher’s contributions to the dialogue are determined by what the
students are saying, just as it would be in any dialogue outside of the school setting
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(Boyd & Galda, 2011). In these dialogues, students are (a) asked open-ended questions,
(b) provided a response contingent on what they have said, and (c) are encouraged to
expand their thinking and language, making the students more likely to develop language
(Wasik, 2010). Genuine dialogues provide the opportunity to freely express oneself while
expanding on what is known about ideas and language (Boyd & Galda, 2011; Johnston,
2004). The more of these experiences provided to a child, the more mature and flexible
that child’s language becomes (Clay, 1991). Opportunities to participate in genuine
dialogues in school are a natural method for language expansion.
Dialogue opportunities and the ways in which students participate in the dialogues
at school can provide insight into the students’ successes in school (McVittie, 2004).
There can be a disconnection between the ways students have learned to speak at home
and the expectations (dialogic and otherwise) of school (Cazden, 1979). Cazden (1979)
claims that cultural expectations have developed the manner in which children
communicate, which may be different than the way they are expected to communicate at
school. Such differences can lead to a lack of success in school for some children
(Cazden, 1979). Scull and Bremner (2013) experimented with utilizing dialogue, within
the setting of Reading Recovery, to expand the language complexity of first grade
students. Reading Recovery, developed by Marie Clay, is an intense literacy intervention
aimed at accelerating the learning of the lowest achieving first grade students. Within the
experiment conducted by Scull and Bremner, the teacher created opportunities for the
students to hear new vocabulary and syntactic structures during conversations leading up
to writing messages. The teacher provided scaffolds by making utterances contingent
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upon the students’ utterances. These scaffolds included (a) questioning, (b) extending, (c)
affirming, and (d) clarifying. Through the utilization of these scaffolding moves, the
teacher helped the students extend and elaborate the oral stories that were to be written
down. Scull and Bremner claim that the scaffolding moves of this teacher aided in
bridging the language of home with the language of school. The teacher’s scaffolding
prompted the gradual addition of new language features into the students’ repertoires.
These results help to demonstrate that students may just need exposure, modeling, and
practice with the different expectations in order to experience that success. The
collaborative nature of the dialogue between teacher and student can provoke language
growth.
Components of Dialogue
Dialogue is a collaborative, and highly coordinated, activity that involves both
cognitive and social skills (Branigan et al., 2007). For each utterance within a dialogue
there are a speaker and at least one addressee (Branigan et al, 2007.). These participants
must switch between speaking and listening continuously (Pickering & Garrod, 2004).
Addressees need to be ready to become the speaker while simultaneously planning an
utterance. Somewhere between the development of an idea and the production of the
utterance that represents that message, the speaker has to decide what to say (Cleland &
Pickering, 2003). Speakers have to quickly choose the words from their lexicon
(vocabulary knowledge) and place them in the correct order so that their message can be
heard and understood by the other participants. Without this coordination between
participants, the dialogue may be unsuccessful in communicating messages.
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Coordination between participants is an essential function of dialogue. According
to Clark and Schaefer (1989), however, this coordination extends beyond participants
taking turns making utterances. The collaborative nature of a dialogue involves making
sure that what is said is being listened to and understood by the other participants (Clark
& Schaefer, 1989). Understanding what has just been articulated by the speaker
determines the subsequent utterances by the other participants in the dialogue (Pickering
& Garrod, 2004). For this reason, the production of utterances and understanding the
meaning of messages within any given dialogue become closely connected. Clark and
Schaefer identify two phases within a dialogue that help to accomplish these tasks. The
presentation phase is when an utterance is offered up by the speaker and brought to the
attention of the other participants (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). The acceptance phase is
when the addressee(s) must offer evidence that what was said by the speaker has been
understood. This could be done by (a) asking for clarification, (b) providing a nonverbal
assertion (e.g.: nodding), or (c) by making the next contributive utterance to the dialogue.
If the speaker has not been adequately understood, successful communication will be
hindered. This cooperation is necessary for all participants to understand the messages
being conveyed during the dialogue.
Dialogues revolve around a common ground, aiding in the understanding between
participants of the intended messages (Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Pickering & Garrod,
2004). The common ground is what is believed to be known and understood about the
content of the dialogue by all dialogic participants (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). This can
be determined by using the evidence explicitly provided by the participants within the
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dialogue and through events prior to the dialogue. Clark and Schaefer (1989) insist that
all dialogues not only need common ground, but also that common ground will
accumulate and involve unilateral action that consists of speakers making the right
utterance at the right time. Those utterances will assist in developing the mutual
understanding that what has been said has been understood, as well as gradually change
the course of the dialogue (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). The common ground of a dialogue
will change as more information is provided and the discussion proceeds on its course.
As the dialogue advances, there may be a misunderstanding of information
provided and the participants will need to take steps to repair it and regain understanding
(Clark & Schaefer, 1989, Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Dialogue goes back and forth,
building on previous utterances. If participants are unsure of, or misunderstand, an
utterance the intended message may not be delivered to the addressee(s). Repair will be
necessary to ensure that the addressee(s) are prepared with a corresponding utterance and
successful communication can continue. Participants may signal that they understood the
previous speaker’s utterance (e.g.: providing a responding utterance or a nonverbal cue).
Alternatively, participants may signal that they were confused by the previous utterance.
This signal can include providing a responding utterance that doesn’t seem to make sense
in terms of what should come next in the dialogue. Misunderstandings can also be
signaled by asking clarifying questions, thus causing a need for repair. When making
these repairs, the participants may need to draw upon the common ground that has been
established between participants (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). Common ground is the
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information that has been explicitly shared between participants and this information may
need to be referred to when there are misunderstandings.
As claimed by Pickering and Garrod (2004), however, going to the full common
ground to regain understanding is not always necessary. Referring to implicit common
ground is often enough. Implicit common ground, as defined by Pickering and Garrod, is
information shared between speakers. However, unlike full common ground, implicit
common ground is not explicitly modeled within the dialogue (Pickering & Garrod,
2004). If utilizing implicit common ground when there is a misunderstanding,
participants reflect upon what they know about the other participants to regain
understanding. Implicit information can come from either the dialogue or from other
interactions, and can then be used to figure out what the speaker meant. This is an
alternative to stopping the dialogue to explicitly ask and determine what went wrong. As
more information is shared between participants, the implicit common ground grows. The
participants will have more information to utilize at confusion. Less effort will need to be
taken to continue a successful line of communication, as the participants will not need to
interrupt the dialogue. When reflection upon known information does not resolve the
misunderstandings, stopping the dialogue and specifically asking clarifying questions
about the common ground will then be necessary for successful communication. This can
make participating in dialogue challenging. Participants have different points of view
and linguistic backgrounds (e.g.: preferences for particular syntactic structures; Reitter &
Moore, 2014). Despite any challenges, however, individuals (including children)
implicitly know how dialogues work (Richgels, 2004). The implicit strive for meaning
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and the understanding that participants are expected to listen and respond helps dialogues
to be a fruitful form of language usage, promoting the adoption of similar language
practices between participants.
Priming
Participants within a dialogue will begin to speak in similar ways, often utilizing
the same vocabulary and syntactic structures (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000;
Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). When participants hear an utterance
in dialogue, that utterance will trigger an abstract representation of the utterance (Levelt
& Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). The abstract representation is then used to
produce a similar utterance in the subsequent turn (Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering &
Garrod, 2004; Reitter & Moore, 2014). Producing an utterance with similarities to the
preceding utterance has come to be known as alignment, or co-ordination. The act of one
utterance influencing another is referred to as priming.
Alignment between participants of a dialogue happens without any purposeful
action on the part of the participants (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000). This kind
of alignment can be considered implicit because there is not a direct intent on the part of
the speaker to imitate the previous speaker (Bock & Griffin, 2000). In an experiment
conducted by Levelt and Kelter (1982) participants were asked questions and had to
repeat a 6-digit number at the same time the question was asked. This rehearsal
prevented any part of the question from being memorized prior to providing an answer
(Levelt & Kelter, 1982). Question and answer pairs were strongly aligned (in this case
syntactic alignment was the focus) despite the interference. These findings imply that
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priming is not an act of rehearsal or memorization. Priming is not deliberate as it can
occur even when the mind is focused on another task. Rather, priming is the result of the
nature of the forms of communication (e.g.: dialogue, written messages).
Pickering and Garrod (2004) state that comprehension and utterance production
are so closely entwined that alignment is the consequence. This can happen on different
levels including semantics and syntax, as well as situation models. Pickering and Garrod
define situation models as the participants’ understandings/mental representations of
particular situations or topics of discussion in dialogues. Participants of a successful
dialogue will often have the same mental representations of the topic being discussed
(Pickering & Garrod, 2004). However, participants in dialogue do not always start with
the same situations models. As an example, when discussing how to troubleshoot a
computer, a person with a limited understanding may have a difficult time discussing the
problem with a person who has studied computer sciences. Although both participants are
talking about the same topic, they each bring with them different levels of understanding
and coordinating jargon. Through dialogue, however, participants may gradually come to
a common understanding of the situation being discussed, helping to establish a common
ground (Reitter & Moore, 2014). In such situations as that described above, one of the
participants may have to stop to explain the vocabulary being used in the given context to
make sure that what is said is being understood. Once a common ground has been
established, and situation models have been aligned, alignment at other levels (semantics
and syntax) will follow (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). As participants align themselves on
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multiple levels, the participants are better able to understand one another (Pickering &
Garrod, 2004; Reitter & Moore, 2014).
Semantic Priming
The use of a particular word in an utterance may prime the other participant(s) of
the dialogue to use a word within the same semantic network (Gonzalez, 2011;
Tamminen & Gaskell, 2013) A semantic network is a network of related words and
words that are often associated with one another (Gonzalez, 2011; Tamminen & Gaskell,
2013; Turnbull & Justice, 2011). Words can have a relationship in that the use of one
word can predict the use of another. For example, when a speaker uses the word ‘apple’
in an utterance the semantic network is activated for that word, prompting the other
participant to think of the word ‘pie’. ‘Apple’ and ‘pie’ commonly occur in dialogue at
the same time, and the pair could be considered a semantic association. This association
may prime the other speaker to bring up the word ‘pie’ in the adjacent utterance.
Semantic priming can also occur between words that share similar properties. Referring
to the above example, when the speaker uses the word ‘apple’ in an utterance, the other
participant may think of the word ‘cherry’ because they are related words. Thus, the use
of ‘apple’ primed the use of ‘cherry’ in an adjacent utterance. Activation of semantic
networks can keep participants connected to the same (or naturally diverging) topics and
keep the dialogues flowing.
Speakers in a dialogue semantically align themselves by using related, or
associated, vocabulary across turns. Semantic alignment reveals a drive for participants
to be understood (Gonzalez, 2011) and helps to establish a common ground (Garrod &
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Anderson, 1987). This alignment is a collaborative effort on the part of all participants to
establish a mutually comprehensible dialogue (Garrod & Anderson, 1987). Borrowing
from Pickering and Garrod’s (2004) discussion of a situational model, semantic priming
can be addressed within a situational model. When participants have the same situation
model of a given topic, semantic networks can be activated. Using known and related
vocabulary aids in understanding. As in the computer example above, when one
participant of a dialogue doesn’t have a semantic network for the words being used, (not
only does the participant not understand) the participant will not be able to predict what
words to use next. The other participant needs to stop and explicitly explain what is being
discussed to establish a common ground. When using the same situation model, related
and associated words will be primed and understanding will continue. When using
different situation models, the participants will not have the same semantic networks and
participants will need to refer to explicit common ground to build up that understanding.
This understanding allows the dialogue to continue and semantic priming is once again
possible.
Syntactic Priming
The alignment between participants of a dialogue extends to the different
components of language, including syntax. The tendency to repeat the syntactic patterns
of previous speakers is not deliberate, nor does it serve any pragmatic purpose (Bock &
Griffin, 2000). This repetition is not mimicry of an exact utterance but rather an adoption
of the syntactic structure that was previously encountered (Gries, 2005). Utterances
within dialogues seem to trigger the same abstract syntactic representations and thus
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speakers will align with one another (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). In this sense, syntactic
priming is the increased chance that syntactic patterns will be utilized following the use,
and activation, of that same pattern (Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, & Shimpi, 2004). In order
to fully explore the idea of syntactic priming, previous experiments which evaluated
syntactic priming within controlled settings will be discussed. Investigations of any
evidence suggesting syntactic priming in genuine dialogues will be addressed, as well.
The focus of this literature review will be on the syntactic priming that occurs within
controlled experiments as well as within genuine dialogue settings.
Syntactic priming in controlled experiments. Syntactic priming experiments in
which variables are controlled often utilize similar procedures. A common priming
paradigm was developed by Bock (1986) in which participants repeat sentences and then
describe different events, often after looking at pictures. There are few (or no)
restrictions in how the participants must describe, or scribe, the events. Confederates
(individuals aware of the purpose of the study and for which participation is sometimes
scripted) may be used to provide scripted utterances. If the experiment utilizes a writing
task, predetermined sentences may be provided that must be responded to or finished.
The events for each participant are typically (but not always) ordered in a manner in
which there are no semantic or pragmatic similarities between adjacent events. They are
unrelated and seemingly disorganized. The participants would not benefit in any way
from repeating each other. The experiments are carefully crafted in a way that does not
promote priming and yet the priming of syntax still occurs. Researchers have investigated
a variety of queries with regards to syntactic priming including (a) the influence of
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participant role in the dialogue, (b) the influence of lexical information, (c) the influence
of time and interference, (d) syntactic priming with children, as well as (e) priming
between languages.
Influence of participant role. Genuine dialogues can often involve more than two
people. Therefore, in a controlled setting, Branigan et al. (2007) investigated whether
priming is impacted by additional participants. The roles that participants take during
dialogues vary. At times the participants may be the speaker, the addressee (the
individual being spoken to), or even a side-participant (taking part in the dialogue but not
being specifically addressed by the speaker). Branigan et al. (2007) conducted three
experiments in order to discern if group size and participant role impacted the priming
effect.
In the first experiment, native English speaking university students were either
examined as part of a two party dialogue or a three party dialogue (Branigan et al., 2007).
No matter the group size, none of the participants could see one another. Participants
were asked to take turns describing picture cards. In this experiment, the cards were
arranged by the verb and the participants were asked to describe the picture using that
verb. In each grouping, there was a confederate who was provided with scripted
descriptions for the picture cards. It was found that the naïve participants aligned with the
confederates. A naïve participant is not aware of the purpose of the experiment, is not
provided a script, and is unaware that there is a confederate involved. The results of this
experiment showed that the structure of the utterance was clearly influenced by the
immediately preceding utterance. Alignment occurred even in three party dialogues.
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However the tendency to align was stronger for any particular participant when that
participant was being directly addressed and was then immediately providing the adjacent
turn. The tendency was not as strong if the participant had been acting as a side
participant during the previous utterance and was then providing the adjacent turn.
In the second experiment, different participants were a part of a three party
dialogue, completing a similar task (Branigan et al., 2007). This time, two of the
participants were confederates. The naïve participant was investigated for alignment as
both the addressee and side participant. Participants took turns describing a picture while
the other participants decided if a picture in their own collection matched the picture
being described (and simultaneously visible on a computer screen). Like with the first
experiment, it was found that there was greater alignment between the speaker and the
addressee when the addressee of the previous utterance also provided the adjacent turn.
When the naïve participant was the side participant to the previous utterance there was a
lesser tendency to align with that utterance when providing the adjacent turn.
The third experiment conducted by Branigan et al. (2007), utilized another set of
native-English speaking university students. This experiment followed the same
procedures as the second experiment, however all participants were naïve. Results
indicated that even when there are more than two people in a dialogue, the volley
between two participants plays a strong role in the priming effect. A speaker is more
likely to align with an utterance when the speaker is the addressee of that utterance and
then responds directly to the original speaker.
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The results of the experiments conducted by Branigan et al. (2007) demonstrate
implications regarding the influence a participant’s role in a dialogue has on the tendency
for alignment. Branigan et al. (2007) were able to conclude that alignment can occur in
multiple-participant dialogues. The syntactic alignment between speakers was sensitive
to the role a participant had in the dialogue, however. Addressees and side participants
both listen to the speaker, but the addressee is the only one expected to respond. It is
suggested that the addressee will then process the utterance at a deeper level. It is also
suggested that when comprehending utterances, the verbs and word combination
possibilities associated with a particular syntactic structure will all be activated by the
addressee. These suggested occurrences increase the tendency of using the same syntactic
structure. Due to this claim, it is important to look at the role that a participant’s lexicon
(a collection of known words) plays in syntactic priming.
Influence of lexical information. It has been suggested that syntactic priming is
enhanced when lexical information is shared between adjacent utterances (Pickering &
Garrod, 2004; Reitter & Moore, 2014). This has been referred to as a lexical boost
(Reitter & Moore, 2014). For it to be considered syntactic priming, however, the
possibility that the alignment is a result of non-syntactic factors (such as a repetition of
particular words) must be eliminated (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000). Evaluating
the role of lexical information, there have been many experiments that have researched
the influence of prepositions, verbs, and noun phrases on syntactic priming.
A variety of experiments have examined the influence of various lexical items
(Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000; Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Branigan,
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1998). As part of an investigation of the influence of prepositions, Levelt and Kelter
(1982) found that, following the viewing of a picture, participants often repeated the
structural format of the corresponding question (questions with a preposition and
without) when providing an answer. The lack of a preposition did not impede a priming
effect. Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000) found different results, however, when
setting up a priming experiment to determine the influence of verbs. Participants were
set up in dyads (groups of two) and one participant in each dyad was a confederate.
Participants were asked to describe a picture card using the verb printed on the card. The
other participant then picked out a picture card from a pile that best matched the
description. Verbs on corresponding cards were manipulated to match, or not match, and
confederates were provided with scripted descriptions. It was discovered that speakers
created utterances of syntactic structures similar to the immediately preceding utterances.
It was noted, however, that the likelihood was greater if the verbs provided on the cards
were the same. Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000) further explain that the
alignment that occurred in this experiment is syntactic and not a result of a more
meaning-driven semantic alignment. It can be stated that it was based on syntax because
even though syntactic alignment wasn’t necessary to communicate messages, syntactic
alignment still occurred.
Pickering and Branigan (1998) also conducted a series of experiments looking at
the influence of verbs. While these experiments involved writing, rather than dialogue,
they still provide a look into the effect of priming on language production. Through five
experiments, college age students were provided with a series of sentence fragments
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which acted as primes for a later set of sentence fragments (targets). Participants were
asked to complete the target sentence fragments as quickly as possible. Results
demonstrated that, even in writing, the preceding primes had an impact on the subsequent
sentence completions. Target completions were similar to the primes and the tendency for
such completions was greater when targets and primes shared the same verb. Upon
further verb manipulation (with varying sets of college students), Pickering and Branigan
found that priming was unaffected by verb tense, verb aspect (verbs in relation to time),
and number (e.g.: go v. goes). In fact, priming still occurred even when verbs were not
manipulated to be the same or related. Although, Pickering and Branigan maintain that
the tendency is stronger if the verbs stem from the same lemma, a word under which a set
of words are related (e.g.: runs, running, and runner all stem from the lemma of run).
If verbs have such a strong impact on syntactic priming, it stands to wonder about
the influence of nouns and noun phrases. Cleland and Pickering (2003) investigated this
by researching whether the syntactic priming effect would still occur if the head nouns
(nouns determining the syntactic type of a phrase, such as small blue bag) used in prime
and target utterances were the same, as well as if they were semantically related.
Experiments were comprised of dyads of college students, one confederate and one naïve.
Participants were asked to listen to partners describe a picture and pick a picture from
their own pile that they thought matched their partner’s. In a series of three experiments
the cards included colored shapes (experiment 1), semantically related objects
(experiment 2), and objects that were phonologically similar (experiment 3). In the first
experiment, the inclination to syntactically align was greater when the nouns were
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repeated between cards. In the second experiment, the priming effect was greater if the
nouns were semantically related than when they were not. However, this tendency was
not as great as when the nouns were the same. In the third experiment, the results
showed that the phonology of a noun had no impact on syntactic priming. In a similar
experiment, however, Santesteban, Pickering, and McLean (2010) found that when the
noun in the prime and target were homophones (e.g.: bread, bred), the syntactic priming
effect still occurred. Santesteban et al. deemed this a homophone boost, similar to the
previously mentioned lexical boost. This information provides the conclusion that
priming is strong when lexical information (e.g.: nouns) is related, and even stronger
when it is the same (Cleland & Pickering, 2003). It is also strong when the semantic
information is phonologically identical (Santesteban et al., 2010), but not as strong when
phonological information is similar such as “dog” and “log” (Cleland & Pickering, 2003;
Santesteban et al., 2010). It can be stated that lexical information influences syntactic
priming but lexical similarity is not necessary for syntactic priming to occur. Proof that
priming occurs (lexically influenced or not) between adjacent utterances prompts the
question of the influence of time on priming effects.
Influence of time and interference. The duration of the effects of syntactic priming
have been questioned, as many experiments show priming only between adjacent turns
(e.g.: Levelt & Kelter, 1982). Levelt and Kelter (1982) conducted a similar experiment to
the question and answer experiment already mentioned. In this experiment, however,
additional questions were added as distractors. Participants either answered the
immediately preceding question, or they had to listen to another question before
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answering the first question. There was a significant priming effect in both cases;
however it was slightly stronger for the former.
Levelt and Kelter (1982) next investigated if the priming effect was an act of
some portion of the question being kept active in working memory. Participants were
asked to answer the second to last question in a series of questions and corresponding
pictures. Participants were asked to recall particular questions at a later time. Although
there was a lesser tendency to provide a syntactically aligned response to a question when
there were intervening events, the priming effect was still significant. Levelt and Kelter
state that the alignment occurred after a question’s form had probably been erased from
working memory. In the recall portion of the examination (an investigation of long-term
storage) participants were less likely to recall a previous question when the time between
the question-answer pair and recall request was greater. Levelt and Kelter claim that this
is evidence that participants keep form in working memory only long enough to provide
an answer and immediately recall the original question. This claim labels the priming
effect as short-term.
A series of experiments conducted by Bock and Griffin (2000) found different
results suggesting more long-term effects. Bock and Griffin set up the priming
experiment utilizing picture cards and predetermined utterances. Pictures were displayed
on a computer screen and participants typed their descriptions of the events. These trials
were intermixed with trials in which the participants listened to an utterance and then
repeated it. These utterances acted as primes. The results indicated that the priming from
the utterances endured over the intervals and were not easily disturbed by other events in
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the experiment. This means that the priming of one structure type continued even though
other utterances and pictures were presented. In order to investigate just how long
priming could be maintained, Bock and Griffin conducted another experiment. This time
the participants heard and repeated the prime utterance, ten intermittent utterances
followed, and then the participants looked at the picture card needing to be described.
The priming of the initial utterance was maintained despite the ten intervening events.
There were no declines in the potency of the priming, so Bock and Griffin argue that
priming could be sustained over intervals that would be too lengthy to state that this was
an act of explicit memory.
Additional experiments have found that the influence of time and interference
have similar results (e.g.: Branigan, Pickering, Stewart, & McLean, 2000; Hartsuiker,
Bernolet, Schoonbaert, Speybroeck, & Vanderelst, 2008; Huttenlocher et al., 2004;
Pickering & Branigan, 1998). Huttenlocher et al. (2004) found comparable results with
young children, which will be discussed in the paragraphs below. Additionally, Branigan,
Pickering, Stewart, and McLean (2000) found that the priming results were similar in
experiments when (a) the prime and target were adjacent, (b) the prime and target were
one intervening fragment apart, and (c) there was a delay between prime and target (but
no intervening fragment was uttered). Hartsuiker et al. (2008) found that there is a
lexical boost (as referenced above) in both written response and spoken dialogue, but that
boost was short-term. In a later experiment, Hartsuiker et al. (2008) found that there was
little decay of priming effects when verbs were different. When the verbs were different,
there was a lesser chance for a lexical boost. When the verbs were the same (and there
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was a resultant lexical boost) priming effects decayed more quickly. As stated by
Leonard (2011), even when there are several unrelated events between prime and target,
priming effects are similar for pairs that share the same verb and pairs that do not. This
suggests that the lexical boost that results is such strong results between adjacent events
decays quickly, but priming can still occur in the long-term. Despite this lexical boost
decay, there is some abstract representation that is retained by the participant that
contributes to later application. Children, with fewer verbal experiences than adults,
could potentially benefit from retaining the syntactic structures of others in order to be
used in later situations.
Syntactic priming with children. Participants in a dialogue must be able interact
with one another to develop a mutual understanding of what is being said (Garrod &
Clark, 1993). Adult participants use the knowledge of basic syntactic structures to
convey their messages within the dialogue but precisely when those structures emerge in
children is unclear (Huttenlocher et al., 2004). It stands to question at what age children
would be susceptible to priming effects and for which syntactic structures. Additionally,
if priming effects for children are similar to that of adults, it should be determined if the
priming is a result of syntactic priming or an influence of semantic information. Since
children do not have the same experiences as adults, it should also be determined if the
priming effect impacts children or if there are verbal prerequisites for priming to occur.
Huttenlocher et al. (2004) investigated the effects of syntactic priming on young
children. These experiments evaluated effects in preschool children, aged 4-5 years.
Prior to the start of the experiment, however, Huttenlocher et al. (2004) examined the
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spontaneous speech of the children to get an idea of the language that they were capable
of utilizing. It was found that the children’s structures represented a restricted variety. In
the first experiment, 30 preschoolers were shown a picture, listened to the utterance used
to describe the picture, and then repeated the utterance. Following this, the preschoolers
were shown another picture and were then asked to describe it. It was found that, as
young as preschool, children are more likely to produce a particular structure if the
experimenter used it first.
In a similar experiment to the first, Huttenlocher et al. (2004) investigated the
influence of repetition. This time the participants were not asked to repeat the utterance
after the experimenter. These results showed that the participants often repeated similar
syntactic structures as the experimenter, even when just listening. In fact, it could be
stated that the priming effect was similar in both experiments, thus repetition of
utterances made no significant difference.
Huttenlocher et al. (2004) then went on to test the duration of these effects in a
similar fashion as Bock and Griffin (2000) when participants heard and repeated an
utterance and then listened to 10 additional utterances prior to typing a description of a
picture. In the experiment by Huttenlocher et al. (2004) ten pictures were described using
a particular structure and then the participant described 10 pictures. The children were
more likely to produce a particular structure after hearing the researcher use the same
structure. The results indicated that the priming effect did not decrease over the period of
10 picture descriptions. This suggested, as did the information provided by Bock and
Griffin, that priming effects can be long-term.
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All three experiments by Huttenlocher et al. (2004) demonstrated that priming
affects young children. Interestingly in each experiment, the verb used by the
experimenter was rarely used by the participant. This suggests that lexical information
did not influence the participants, which counters the findings of many experiments on
the influence of lexical information (e.g.: Pickering & Branigan, 1998). Goldwater,
Tomlinson, Echols, and Love (2011) on the other hand, found that age had influence on
the effect that lexical information had on priming. Younger children (4 year olds)
demonstrated a stronger priming effect when the verbs between prime and target were the
same (Goldwater et al., 2011). However, slightly older children (5 year olds)
demonstrated priming effects, regardless of whether the verbs were the same or not. This
suggests that the semantic supports that children need for syntactic priming vary
depending on the age of the participant.
While it is not yet clear when conceptions of syntactic structures emerge in
children, children can succumb to priming effects (Goldwater et al., 2011; Huttenlocher
et al., 2004). When reflecting back on the observation of the spontaneous speech used by
the participants prior to the experiments by Huttenlocher et al. (2004), the participants
were using a limited variety of structures. According to Huttenlocher et al. (2004), this
suggests that children do have some understanding of syntactic structures at an abstract
level. If children have an abstract understanding of a syntactic structure, they may be able
to use the structure when primed, though they may not use it in everyday situations
(Huttenlocher et al., 2004). To be able to use a wider variety of structures in multiple
situations would require a higher level of proficiency than what might be expected of
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preschool-aged children. As children acquire more experiences with syntactic structures,
their knowledge will move beyond abstract and mature in order to use those structures in
a multitude of situations.
Syntactic priming between languages. A high percentage of the world’s
population speaks more than one language (Hartsuiker, Pickering, & Veltkamp, 2004).
According to Hartsuiker et al. (2004), syntactic constructions for any two languages will
bear both differences and similarities. The curiosity becomes whether speakers who are
moderately proficient to fluent in two languages will be able to be primed from one
language to the next when utilizing syntactic constructions that are similar between both
languages. There are two accounts, according to Hartsuiker et al. (2004), that could
explain how this might work. It could be that syntactic information is stored in the brain
twice, once for each language, referred to as a separate-syntax account. However, there
is another possibility. In the shared-syntax account it is thought that bilinguals store any
shared syntactic constructions just one total time and any additional information that isn’t
shared could be stored separately as necessary (Hartsuiker et al., 2004). It is thought that
this may be the more efficient method, as bilinguals who need to switch between
languages during conversations would not need to frequently change the store of
information being accessed. According to this account, when a bilingual speaker accesses
a word in one language, related words and word order possibilities will be activated. This
same word and word order activation can activate related words and word orders in
another language.
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Researchers have conducted experiments in an effort to determine if the syntactic
usage in one language can influence the syntactic usage in another (Desmet & Declercq,
2006; Hartsuiker, et al., 2004; Loebell & Bock, 2003). In an experiment conducted by
Hartsuiker, et al. (2004), native Spanish speakers with moderate to high proficiency in
English were investigated. Participants were primed with Spanish utterances and were
asked to describe target pictures in English. Verbs were printed on each card for
participants to use in each utterance. The nouns and verbs for the primes and targets
were not translation equivalents, nor were the meanings related. This experiment used a
confederate who read scripted utterances in Spanish when describing pictures.
Immediately following the confederate, the naïve participant described a picture in
English. This investigation of syntactic priming between languages found that syntactic
priming was strongest when the participant was primed with passive utterances (when the
subject of an utterance undergoes an action or is affected by the verb, e.g.: The book was
read). It is suggested by Hartsuiker et al. (2004) that this is because passive utterances
have the same word order in both Spanish and English. Thus, syntactic priming is most
effective for particular constructions that are shared between languages.
It has been found that other languages are susceptible to the same priming effects,
as well. Loebell and Bock (2003) investigated the influence of syntactic priming between
German and English. Prior to the start of the experiment it was noted that, similar to
what was stated by Hartsuiker et al. (2004), there are syntactic constructions that are the
same in both German and English, while other constructions are different. To investigate
this, Loebell and Bock (2003) utilized the priming paradigm developed by Bock (1986)
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in which participants hear an utterance, repeat that utterance, and then describe a picture.
It was ensured that primes and targets were thematically unrelated so that lexical factors
could be ruled out as possible explanations for any results. The participants were fluent in
both German and English. Half of the time, the prime was presented in German and the
target was to be described in English. The other half of the time, the opposite was true.
Primes were always separated by five filler utterances to prevent any intentional priming
on the part of the participants. It was found that syntactic priming occurred, even when
the words and meanings were different. It was strongest for syntactic constructions that
are shared between the languages. This further implies that whenever syntactic
information is shared between languages, the use of the shared structure in one language
makes the same syntactic structure in the other language more accessible.
Desmet and Declercq (2006) also found syntactic priming effects between Dutch
and English. It was suggested by Desmet and Declercq that the same abstract syntactic
representation drives the syntactic production in both languages. It is further explained
that people learning a second language integrate the new information with what is already
known in the first language. This is an argument that is in favor of the shared-syntax
account described above. This information demonstrates that, when conditions are
controlled, participants can access information shared between languages and priming
can occur.
Syntactic priming in genuine dialogues. Most investigations of priming, and the
subsequent alignment, are within controlled experiments which may not adequately
reflect a genuine dialogue (Reitter & Moore, 2014). When investigating genuine
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dialogue, it becomes more difficult to account for variables, and thus more challenging to
show that any priming effects were the result of one variable over another. As was
mentioned by Reitter and Moore (2014), the language produced in genuine dialogue
experiments are produced in environments that were not developed for the particular
purpose of eliciting syntactic priming. Instead, they replicate interactions of everyday
dialogue.
There have been few priming experiments based on genuine dialogue. However,
there are investigations of note on the complicated task. These investigations include
similar queries of the controlled experiments described above. Genuine dialogue
experiments include those on (a) the influence of lexical information, (b) the influence of
time and interference, (c) syntactic priming with children, and (d) the influence of
dialogue type on priming effects.
Influence of lexical information. It has been found in controlled experiments that
repeated, or similar, lexical information provides a lexical boost (Reitter & Moore, 2014),
increasing the syntactic priming effects in dialogue. Levelt and Kelter (1982) examined
the interaction between questions and answers in natural situations. It was found that the
priming effect was strong in genuine dialogues since the answers often contained similar
prepositions (Levelt & Kelter, 1982). Further, those prepositions often contained the
same main verb as the question. Gries (2005) examined a collection of spoken and
written English from the International Corpus of English-Great Britain (ICE-GB). In
these examinations, Gries found that when the verb form and/or lemma were the same in
genuine conversations, the priming effect was stronger. It was further investigated by
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Gries whether particular verbs were more susceptible to priming. It was found that there
are many verbs that do not have strong associations with particular syntactic structures,
making them fully susceptible to priming. However, there are a few verbs that do have
strong associations, making their priming rates lower than those of other verbs. The use
of these verbs typically only occurs in structures to which they are associated. This
suggests that the influence of verbs is maintained in genuine dialogues, but there are
other variables to consider when evaluating the influence of verbs on priming.
To further investigate, Gries (2005) conducted an investigation concerning the
influence of dative alternation. These include the alternation between prepositional
indirect-object construction (or a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase, e.g.: The boy
gave cookies to his teacher) and a double-object construction (or two noun phrases, e.g.:
The boy gave his teacher cookies). These investigations also examined the influence of
particle placement (the placement of words that do not change form through inflection).
These words do not easily fit into syntactic structures (e.g.: the word away in the phrase
Go away). Gries found similar results to those described in the above paragraph. This
investigation was completed using the same compilation of data from the ICE-GB. Once
again, the results indicated that there is a tendency for similar structures to be repeated at
the next opportunity. Syntactic priming was still obtained if verb lemmas (a verb under
which a set of words are related, e.g.: run) were not identical, but that priming was
weaker than if they were the same. Some verbs were strongly associated to particular
verb-particle structures, making them more resistant to priming than verbs that did not
have strong verb-particle structure associations. Despite additional considerations, verbs
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maintained their influence in genuine dialogues, just as with more controlled settings.
These considerations, as well as others, need to be examined in reference to time under
genuine dialogue conditions.
Influence of time and interference. Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000)
wondered if there would be longer lasting effects of priming during genuine dialogue. It
was found in some controlled experiments that priming persists despite intervening
events (e.g.: Bock & Griffin, 2000; Pickering et al., 2000), while effects proved to be
short-term in others (e.g.: Branigan et al., 1999; Levelt & Kelter, 1982). There are similar
discrepancies in genuine dialogue investigations. Reitter and Moore (2014) investigated
this query by examining data provided in previous experiments on genuine dialogue. The
first dataset contained spontaneous phone conversations as collected by Marcus et al.
(1994). The second dataset consisted of utterances collected in a task-oriented dialogue
experiment (Anderson et al., 1991). The syntactic priming which occurred in these two
experiments demonstrated that any priming effects were short-term. In examinations of
both datasets, there was found to be a decline in priming the farther apart the prime and
target grew. Levelt and Kelter (1982) used a question technique in their question and
answer study. Store owners were called and asked questions about closing time. There
was a significant priming effect found, in that most answers utilized the same preposition
as the question. However, Levelt and Kelter also used the same technique to investigate
the influence of time. Additional information was added by the caller after the question
was asked. It was found that the more complex questions produced a significantly lesser
priming effect. When comparing priming effects in spontaneous dialogue and task-
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oriented dialogue, Reitter and Moore found that the priming effects were short-term.
However, an examination of genuine dialogues by Gries (2005) did not show a consistent
decline in priming effects, despite unrelated intervening utterances. There is not
consensus on whether or not priming can have long-term effects.
Reitter and Moore (2014), however, have a different definition of priming. They
claim that priming only lasts a few seconds and that any long-term effects are not, in fact,
priming effects. Reitter and Moore state that long-term alignment, despite intervening
events, is an act of implicit learning, similar to what has been stated by Bock and Griffin
(2000). However, Reitter and Moore claim that this learning is not priming but an act of
adaptation. In long-term adaptation, participants are learning from each other and effects
persist through the remainder of the dialogue (Reitter and Moore, 2014). Reitter and
Moore feel that short-term priming and long-term adaptation should be distinguished
from each other as they have different consequences. Despite any differences in
terminology, there are suggestions that priming has the potential for long-term effects
(e.g.: Bock & Griffin, 2000; Gries, 2005; Pickering et al., 2000). The potential for such
effects could be especially beneficial when working with children.
Syntactic priming with children. Just as with the controlled experiments addressed
above, the priming effects with children have been investigated in genuine dialogue
settings. In an experiment by Garrod and Clark (1993), child participants, aged 7-13
years, participated in a maze game in which they had to work together in order to
accomplish a goal. During this game, 80 dyads of middle-class child participants were
separated but required to work together to move tokens through a maze and toward a
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common goal. There were times that participants needed help to overcome an obstacle
(that may only be visible to one partner) and cooperation would be required. Participants
would relay messages to one another in order to help their counterpart overcome the
obstacle. While the situation was staged, there was no control over the dialogue itself,
thus making it a more genuine dialogue.
The results of this genuine dialogue set-up differed by age group. It was found
that the older children produced more exchanges during the game and were able to alter
their message if the first was unsuccessful in communicating with the dialogic partner.
This led to the older children being able to overcome the tendency to align with the
previous utterance. While younger children completed the same game, Garrod and Clark
(1993) found that the younger children produced more incomplete or vague descriptions
and were much more susceptible to alignment. These younger children were not as
concerned with gaining understanding. When a message (and the syntactic structure
used) was not assisting in getting a partner through the obstacle, the younger children
could not seem to get passed the tendency to align. These children did not alter the
structure that was used to describe the steps their partner needed to take, even if the
partner did not understand. Garrod and Clark identified this as superficial alignment
because even though syntax was aligning between participants, the younger children were
not monitoring for meaning.
The results demonstrated by the dyads in the experiment by Garrod and Clark
(1993) provided some insight into whether there is an age prerequisite to the priming
effect. The younger dyads proved to be susceptible to the effects of priming. However,
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they failed to adjust their message when they were being misunderstood. This could
defeat the purpose of alignment in dialogue, which has been said to aid in a mutual
understanding (common ground) between participants. Dialogues may have different
purposes (e.g.: task-oriented as in this study) but the meaning component is still
important and should not be overlooked.
Influence of dialogue type. It could be stated that there are two types of genuine
dialogues, those that are spontaneous and those that are task-oriented. As was described
above, there was a strong priming effect in the Garrod and Clark (1993) study which
required young participants to work together to complete a task. Reitter and Moore
(2014) compared a collection of task-oriented dialogues to a collection of more
spontaneous dialogues. Reitter and Moore reviewed this data to determine if one genuine
dialogue type is more prone to priming effects. The examined spontaneous genuine
dialogues were collected by Marcus et al. (1994) and were a collection of phone
conversations. The task-oriented genuine dialogues were originally collected by
Anderson et al. (1991). The original experiment by Anderson et al. contained a series of
dialogues in which participants tried to replicate the route provided on the map of one
participant onto the map of another, all the while not being able to see each other’s maps.
When comparing the data collected in these two experiments, there was a greater
tendency for syntactic alignment during the task-oriented dialogue. It was suggested by
Reitter and Moore that this could be because in task-oriented dialogue there is a greater
urge to align situation models, thus creating an alignment in vocabulary and syntactic
structure.
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Implications for Priming in the Classroom
Although it is more challenging, exploring priming effects within genuine
dialogue allows for opportunities unlike those in more controlled experiments. Even in
controlled experiments, there are so many factors that it is difficult to control them all.
Genuine dialogues, however, provide opportunities for multiple factor analyses of
syntactic alignment (Gries, 2005). Genuine dialogues are a part of everyday life,
including the classroom environment (Wasik, 2010). Investigations of genuine dialogues
can help researchers to understand how dialogues and priming can be utilized to develop
understandings of language systems.
Although there are mixed results on the duration of priming effects, experiments
have provided insights into the acquisition and evolution of language. Priming has been
found to be short-term, occurring between adjacent utterances, (Levelt & Kelter, 1982;
Pickering & Branigan, 1998) and long-term, occurring after a delay or intervening events
(Bock & Griffin, 2000; Branigan, Pickering, Stewart et al., 2000, Gries, 2005), even with
children (Huttenlocher et al., 2004). However, according to Cleland and Pickering
(2006) the fact that long-term effects can occur at all suggests that there is some part of
syntactic priming that could be regarded as implicit learning. Speakers are generalizing
structures previously heard and utilizing them later in dialogue, even when the utterance
does not use the same lexical information (Pickering & Branigan, 1998). The tendency is
greater, however, when lexical information is the same or related (e.g.: Cleland &
Pickering, 2003; Gries, 2005; Pickering & Branigan, 1998). According to Reitter and
Moore (2014) speakers are learning from what they have heard and are adapting
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subsequent utterances throughout the remainder of the dialogue, without any purposeful
intent to do so. The possibility of priming effects enduring beyond the initial utterance,
and the suggestion that speakers are learning from one another, have implications for
expanding the language flexibility of children.
Leonard (2011) makes an argument for the investigation of the use of syntactic
priming as a syntactic intervention. An intervention is often viewed as a method of
stopping an undesirable behavior. In keeping with culturally responsive instruction,
intervention as it is referred to here, is not meant to change a learner but provide more
information. Expanding a learner’s knowledge of language would offer greater
opportunities for flexibly using language in different contexts. Syntactic priming could
provide children the occasion to hear a greater variety of language structures that could
potentially be used at the child’s discretion.
As addressed by Hoff (2006), acquired language skills are a result of the language
that we hear and have the opportunity to practice. Syntactic priming is similar in that
participants are exposed to syntactic structures and then later use those same structures. It
has been shown that children are prone to these effects (Garrod & Clark, 1993;
Huttenlocher et al., 2004), even if being primed for a syntactic structure that they do not
currently use in their everyday speech (Huttenlocher et al., 2004; Leonard, 2011). Just as
with initial language development, it will take repeated exposure and experimentation for
a child to take-on any new language structures. However, utilizing what Pickering and
Garrod (2004) claim is the most natural way to develop language (dialogue); children can
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be provided with the powerful social context for language development (Leonard, 2011)
within the classroom.
Genuine dialogue, which has been shown to be susceptible to priming effects
(e.g.: Garrod & Clark, 1993; Gries, 2005) offers an ideal opportunity (Leonard, 2011).
Participants in a dialogue are more likely to pay attention and practice what they hear
when they are the recipient of an utterance and are then expected to respond, making 1:1
dialogues the most fruitful scenario (Branigan et al., 2007; Leonard, 2011). Exposure
and usage will have to be recurring events for any new syntactic structure to be regularly,
and independently, accessed by the child (Leonard, 2011). Ideally, the child would be
able to access this newer information when necessary, in reading, writing, and talking.
Having the flexibility to use a greater variety of syntactic structures would prove
beneficial as children are learning to read and write. Since written language is often more
complex than oral language (Richgels, 2004), having had the exposure to those more
complex syntactic structures will mean that children will be able to predict the next word
in written language. The more experiences with syntactic structures of varying
complexity provided the more choices from which the child will have to choose. This
would hopefully make anticipation (in the process of reading) and literacy development
more successful.
Repeated exposure, and eventual usage, could potentially spread from dialogue to
other modalities. It has been shown that priming occurs within dialogues (e.g.: Gries,
2005) and while writing (Pickering & Branigan, 1998). According to Cleland and
Pickering (2006), it would not be surprising if the oral language of dialogue could prime
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written language. If syntactic priming leads to long-term adaptation as suggested by
Reitter and Moore (2014), then it could be implied that those same abstract structures
could be used in other modalities, such as writing. The experiences with language
structures in genuine dialogue opportunities would transfer to written language. The
purpose of using dialogue to expand syntactic structure knowledge that could later be
utilized in literacy learning contexts would then be realized. In a series of experiments
conducted by Cleland and Pickering (2006), syntactic priming between speaking and
writing was investigated. It was found that there was a priming effect when participants
had to switch between speaking and writing. This occurred even when participants heard
the prime and wrote the response. This suggests that priming is unaffected by modality.
Syntactic information is shared between oral and written language, even though an
individual’s oral language and the written language of school and text are thought of by
some individuals as different forms of language (e.g.: Purcell-Gates, 1989). However, as
described above, different languages are susceptible to priming when those languages
share some of the same syntactic forms (Desmet & Declercq, 2006; Hartsuiker et al.,
2004; Loebell & Bock, 2003). Therefore, it could be said that, even though oral and
written language are slightly different, they share enough commonalities that one could
prime the other. It could be predicted that children could be primed via dialogue (oral
language) to utilize newer syntactic structures in their writing, given enough exposure
and practice. Leonard (2011) cautions, however, that any such intervention should not be
aimed at changing the way a child speaks, but expanding that child’s knowledge of
language. Newer knowledge needs to be synthesized with what the child already controls,
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not replace it. Priming in the classroom may create opportunities for providing access to
a greater variety of syntactic structures that potentially could be utilized when reading or
writing.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the research methods for an exploration of the use of genuine
dialogues for the purposes of syntactic development are outlined. The teacher/researcher
conducted a qualitative study examining the syntactic structures used by the
teacher/researcher and the student participant within lesson dialogues, as well as any
potential relationships between teacher and student language. In addition, the
teacher/researcher conducted a self-study by examining engagement in genuine dialogues
with the student participant within the context of Reading Recovery. This chapter
specifies the setting of the study, the exploration of syntactic structures used in dialogue,
the participants, data collection procedures, data analysis procedures, and methods that
were used to monitor researcher bias and influence.
The specific questions of this study include:
1. What syntactic structures does the student use when engaged in dialogue
during Reading Recovery lessons?
2.

Is there a relationship between the syntactic structures used by the teacher
and the syntactic structures used by the student during the dialogues of
Reading Recovery lessons?

3. Am I engaged in genuine dialogue during a Reading Recovery lesson?
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Setting
The setting for this study was selected based on convenience. The study was set
in the elementary school in which the teacher/researcher worked as a reading
interventionist. The community, school district, elementary school, and specific
classroom are discussed in terms of population, opportunities and/or environment.
Community
The setting of this study was an elementary school set in an urban city in the
Midwestern part of the United States. As of the 2010 U.S. census, the city boasted a
population of 68, 406, making it the sixth largest city in the state. According to the
census, the city population had a racial diversity of white (77.3%), African American
(15.5%), Native American (0.3%), Asian (1.1%), Pacific Islander (0.3%), Hispanic or
Latino (5.6%), and individuals of two or more races (3.0%). The city contains two
hospitals, one regional airport, and city-based sports teams. There are a variety of career
opportunities ranging from manufacturing to careers in higher education.
District
The school district serves the students (pk-12) within the city of the study, as well
as from surrounding communities. The district consists of three high schools (one of
which is an alternative high school), four middle schools, and 11 elementary schools.
During the 2013-2014 school year, the district instructed 10, 483 students. Of this student
population, the racial make-up consisted of white (5,637), African American (2,706),
Hispanic or Latino (1,140), Asian (180), Pacific Islander (88), Native American (29), and
students of two or more races (703). There were 31 languages spoken by students
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throughout the district. A total of 4, 657 students received supplemental services via the
Title One program. Free and reduced lunches were offered to 65.48% of the population
district-wide. The student mobility of the district consisted of 15.5% (elementary), 15.1%
(middle school), and 21.7 % (high school). The reported graduation rate in 2012 was
74.29%.
School
The elementary school in which the study took place served 437 students in the
2014-2015 school year, grades pk-5. In 2012-2013, the non-dominant culture population
(67.86%) consisted of African American (173 students), Hispanic (86 students), Asian
(10 students), and Native American (2 students). In 2013, free and reduced lunch was
offered to 89.56% of the student population. In the 2015-2016 school year, this school
received support from a fulltime literacy coach, a part-time special needs coach, and a
part-time math coach. There were five Title One teachers available for supplemental
support, and two of these teachers served as part-time Reading Recovery teachers. During
the 2015-2016 school year, the Reading Recovery teachers were joined by the support of
a Reading Recovery teacher leader in-training. In 2011-2012, the school qualified as a
Persistently Low-Achieving School in accordance with the No Child Left Behind
initiative. The school then received funding for additional supports, professional
development, collaboration opportunities, parent involvement, and material acquisition.
The school recently performed at less than 50.0% proficient on a required standardized
assessment.
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Classroom
All recorded lessons and dialogues took place in the teacher/researcher’s
classroom. The classroom is a small room consisting of a single table (large enough for a
group of five students and one teacher), one whiteboard, and limited cupboard/counter
space. The teacher/researcher and student participant were the only individuals in the
room at the time of instruction.
Syntactic Structures within Dialogue
The syntactic structures that are used during the dialogues of a Reading Recovery
lesson were a focus of this study. Reading Recovery lessons were selected as the context
for this study because the format of 1:1 instruction mimics the dialogue format identified
by Branigan et al. (2007) as the most susceptible to priming effects. Reading Recovery,
an intensive intervention program developed by Marie Clay, focuses on the acceleration
of the reading and writing of low-performing first grade students. Working 1:1 with a
student, a Reading Recovery teacher follows the format of familiar reading, writing, and
new reading. Dialogue was monitored as it was embedded in the writing segment of the
Reading Recovery lessons. These dialogues offered a context to explore the syntactic
structures used by the teacher/researcher and student participant, as well as the potential
role that priming might have played in the language use of the student participant.
As part of the teacher/researcher’s reflection on her own teaching, the
teacher/researcher regularly records one Reading Recovery lesson on the same day of
each week, for all students with parental/guardian permission. Typically, recorded
lessons are reviewed at a later time in order to monitor the teacher/researcher’s language
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and adherence to Reading Recovery protocol. The teacher/researcher keeps an anecdotal
notebook on any findings from the recordings. Most documentation in this process
typically refers to teacher language and subsequent student language. The lessons during
the time of this study were recorded on Tuesdays, with the exception of one Wednesday
due to professional development. For the purposes of this study, prerecorded dialogues
from the lessons of one student were analyzed. The teacher/researcher selected four
recorded lessons from throughout the student participant’s series of lessons for further
analysis. The student participant’s writing from these same identified lessons was
reviewed and the teacher/researcher’s anecdotal notebook was collected.
The language utilized within the dialogues between the teacher/researcher and
student participant were examined. Transcriptions of the dialogues were analyzed for the
syntactic structures used by both the teacher/researcher and the student participant. The
recorded dialogues and transcriptions were further analyzed for any potential relationship
between the syntactic structures used by the teacher/researcher and the syntactic
structures used by the student participant. Since priming is said to occur naturally
between participants in dialogue, it is possible that the teacher influenced the language
use of the student participant. Further, through continued exposure and practice, there
was the potential for the student participant to initiate a new syntactic structure within
dialogue.
In Reading Recovery lessons, dialogues, and any priming that may occur within,
are used to frame-up a student’s daily writing. If priming occurred in the dialogues during
the student participant’s lessons, the student participant could potentially have used a new
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syntactic structure in dialogue. It is then possible that a new syntactic structure was
practiced in a different language mode by using it in writing.
A Reading Recovery teacher’s role in the development of the written message
changes as the series of lessons progresses. Early in lessons, a Reading Recovery teacher
should not alter, or attempt to correct, a student’s independent utterances. Doing so could
prevent the student from using oral language as a resource for writing. However, as a
student’s series of lessons progresses, the Reading Recovery teacher shapes the written
message of the student in order to achieve greater complexity and flexibility with
language.
The teacher/researcher reflected upon the engagement of the student participant in
genuine dialogue during the writing segments of four Reading Recovery lessons. It is a
goal in Reading Recovery to hold a genuine dialogue with students, since Clay (1991)
states that language knowledge can be expanded through dialogue with experienced
language users. The teacher/researcher reviewed recorded lessons and anecdotal notes for
the development and maintenance of genuine dialogues. In order for the dialogues to be
considered genuine, any teacher utterances needed to be contingent on the student
participant’s utterances (Boyd & Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004). In such 1:1 dialogues,
participants are more likely to attend to the conversation and offer returning utterances
(Branigan et al., 2007). The teacher/researcher aimed to use genuine dialogue in order to
replicate the way that language is initially developed, through hearing language and, if
priming of any new syntactic structures occurs, practicing language (Hoff, 2006).
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Participants
The participants within this analysis consisted of a single student participant and
the teacher/researcher. The teacher/researcher, a trained Reading Recovery teacher, was a
complete participant. The teacher/researcher worked directly with the student participant
as the student’s Reading Recovery teacher. The pool of potential student participants
were the teacher/researcher’s Reading Recovery students. The four Reading Recovery
students were narrowed down to one student participant.
Teacher
The teacher/researcher is an English-speaking female member of the dominant
culture. At the start of the study, the teacher/researcher was in the eighth year of teaching
as a reading interventionist and the seventh year as a Reading Recovery teacher. During
this study, the teacher/researcher was in the fifth year of teaching in the school that was
the setting for this research. At the time of the study, the teacher/researcher was obtaining
a Master’s Degree in Literacy Education. This study was conducted to fulfill the research
requirement for this Master’s program.
Participant Selection Procedures
The student participant for this study was selected from the teacher/researcher’s
identified Reading Recovery students after the start of the first round of lessons during
the 2015-2016 school year. Within this school, potential candidates for selection for the
first round of Reading Recovery are chosen by reflecting on the Developmental Reading
Assessment, 2nd edition (DRA2; Beaver, 2006) scores from the spring of the previous
year. The DRA2 (Beaver, 2006) is a formative assessment that gauges reading levels
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according to accuracy, comprehension, and fluency. The process for selecting potential
Reading Recovery candidates also involves considering teacher recommendations and
any students new to the school district. Selection of those students who will receive
Reading Recovery instruction is based on the responses and scores on An Observation
Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (OS; Clay, 2005c) of this initial collection of
students. The OS (Clay, 2005c) contains tasks on (a) letter identification, (b) word
reading (c) concepts about print, (d) writing vocabulary, (e) dictation, and (f) text
reading. The assessed students are ordered from lowest to highest according to these
testing results. The lowest performing students are selected to receive the Reading
Recovery intervention. Reading Recovery teachers start with the lowest student and cycle
through the list in order to identify students for each teacher until each teacher has four
students. Parental/guardian permission is received prior to any student receiving Reading
Recovery services.
Selected Reading Recovery students vary in skill level and background. All OS
(Clay, 2005c) scores are compared to national averages and can be ordered according to
stanine. A stanine is a scale-system for normalized test scores. Scores that fall in the
stanines of 1-3 are considered below average. Scores falling in the stanines of 4-6 are
considered average, and scores falling in the stanines of 7-9 are considered above
average. The scores that fall into each stanine are adjusted as the year progresses. A
score that is considered average in the fall may be considered below average in the
winter.
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A typical Reading Recovery student at the site of this study enters the program
with OS (Clay, 2005c) scores that fall in stanines 1, 2, or 3 for all tasks. Performance on
the leveled sentences of the Record of Oral Language (ROL) assessment (Clay et al.,
2007), a measure used to determine the syntactic structures that children have learned and
can handle using, varies. Reading Recovery students at the school site attain a range of
scores on this assessment, many falling in the single digits. Many of the selected students
at this site come from lower-income families, qualifying for free and reduced lunches. It
is not uncommon to work with an English Language Learner (ELL) whose parents speak
only the first language in the home.
The four students identified as the teacher/researcher’s Reading Recovery
students were considered as the potential student participant for this study. The
teacher/researcher sent home letters of consent to all four students. The letter of consent
explained the study, requested signed permission, and directed parents to return the
signed permission slip to a colleague of the teacher/researcher’s at the site. Translations
of this letter were provided by a district employed interpreter. The intent with this
procedure was for the teacher/researcher to not be informed of which families granted
permission, and which did not, until all lessons had been completed. This strategy was
employed to avoid the parents/guardians feeling pressured to allow their children to
participate simply because the children were involved in lessons with the
teacher/researcher. If more than one student family granted permission, the
teacher/researcher planned to utilize a computerized randomizer (Haahr, 1998) to
randomly choose one student for the study. The teacher/researcher would then make
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contact with the family of the chosen student participant to inform the family of the
selection and offer the opportunity for questions/concerns to be expressed to the
teacher/researcher.
Within the last few weeks of the 20 week series of lessons, the teacher researcher
sent the letters of consent to all families. At the end of the series of lessons, the
teacher/researcher checked with the colleague and found that no families returned the
permission slip. The teacher/researcher requested that the interpreter contact the nonEnglish speaking families. The designated colleague was on-leave at the time of this
request. For this reason, the classroom teachers were asked to make contact with the
families of their respective students. The purpose of these contacts was to enquire as to
whether the families received the letter, ask if they had any questions, and ask the
families to return the slip signed only if they agreed. After this contact, the permission
slip for one student was returned. Since only one permission slip was returned, the
randomization procedures were not needed. The teacher/researcher made contact to
inform the family of the student whose permission slip was returned that the student was
selected as the student participant. At that time, the teacher/researcher reviewed the
intent of the study and asked if there were any questions. There were no questions for the
teacher/researcher and the teacher/researcher notified the family to make contact if any
questions/concerns were to arise in the future.
Student Participant
The student participant for this study was selected from a pool of four potential
student participants. The student participant was selected due to being the single
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respondent to the letter of consent. The student participant is an English-speaking
African American male. At the start of the student participant’s series of Reading
Recovery lessons, the student participant was aged 6 years, 3 months. Upon the
conclusion of the student participant’s series of lessons, the student participant was aged
6 years, 7 months. At the time of the study, the student participant was in his second year
of formal schooling.
Data Collection
The teacher/researcher reviewed collected recordings and materials from the
lessons of the selected student participant in order to examine the syntactic usage during
the dialogues. Information was also collected to monitor for the presence of genuine
dialogue and researcher influence. The teacher/researcher gathered data from multiple
sources in order to validate any potential findings.
Data Sources
Upon selection, the teacher/researcher reviewed the data collected from four
Reading Recovery lessons with the selected student participant. The data were examined
from weeks 3, 9, 13, and 18 of the 20 week series of lessons. There are opportunities for
dialogue throughout Reading Recovery lessons; however there is a time for dialogue
specifically placed at the start of the writing segment. For this reason, the 10 minute
writing segments of the identified lessons were the focus for transcription. By reviewing
the data from these lessons, the teacher/researcher was able to analyze the information
from different stages in the student participant’s development. This data included
recorded lessons, anecdotal notes, and the student participant’s written texts. The
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collected data contained information on the syntactic structures utilized by the
teacher/researcher and student participant, as well as any relationship between the two
participants. Further, the data sources were utilized to garner information on the
teacher/researcher’s engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue and any
researcher influence over the student participant.
Student participant language. The syntactic structures used by participants in
dialogue (and any possible priming effects) were a focus of this study. To aide in the
analysis of the student participant’s language throughout the course of the study, the
teacher/researcher collected data on the student participant’s syntactic usage. Data was
collected (a) prior to, (b) during, and (c) after the student participant’s series of targeted
Reading Recovery lessons.
Syntactic usage prior to lessons. Prior to the start of Reading Recovery lessons,
the selected student participant had already completed the leveled sentences of the ROL
(Clay et al., 2007). The ROL assessment (Clay et al., 2007) is an assessment that involves
sentence repetition. The administrator (also the teacher/researcher in this study) reads a
series of sentences ordered by difficulty. The child’s task is to listen to those sentences
and repeat them as accurately as possible. Clay et al. (2007) claim that by repeating
sentences students demonstrate the syntactic structures that are controlled (able to
independently use), as well as the structures that the children are beginning to understand
(but are unable to independently use). This assessment provides further information on
the structures that a child can use by evaluating the errors that are made. According to
Clay, Gill, Glynn, McNaughton, and Salmon (1983), it is common for children to reword
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a difficult structure into a structure that they can handle and regularly use. Evaluating this
information, as well as the information provided by sentences successfully repeated,
offers a way to objectively describe a child’s oral language.
There are three levels of sentences in the leveled sentences of the ROL
assessment (Clay et al., 2007). The sentences are leveled by difficulty according to
conditions such as (a) morphemes, (b) phrase count, (c) difficult features (e.g.: irregular
verbs), (d) number of actors, (e) ambiguities, (f) syntactic structure of items, and (g)
semantics. Clay et al. (2007) acknowledge that these sentences do not cover all
possibilities of the English language. However, they are representative of the syntactic
structures that an average 5 year old child has learned and is able to use. The leveled
sentences of the ROL assessment (Clay et al., 2007) are administered to all identified
Reading Recovery students at the start of their series of lessons. Using this information
provides a description of the syntactic structures understood and/or used by all Reading
Recovery students prior to beginning the program.
In order to gather additional information on the types of syntactic structures with
which students’ might struggle, the teacher/researcher also administered the diagnostic
sentences for the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) to all selected Reading Recovery students prior
to the start of their programs. The diagnostic sentences are administered in the same way
as the leveled sentences. These sentences are categorized by sentence type such as (a)
imperatives, (b) questions, (c) negatives, (d) phrases, and (e) clauses. The
teacher/researcher administered sentences from all categories since, as stated by Clay et
al. (2007), a child could potentially repeat a sentence from the leveled assessment
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correctly, but then fail to do so the same on a similar sentence from the diagnostic
assessment. Within each category, the sentences are ordered by difficulty and are divided
into two parts (Part I and Part II). Each part consists of the same number of sentences of
equal complexity. Clay et al. (2007) do not recommend using the full assessment in close
succession as it impacts the validity of the data. Therefore the teacher/researcher only
administered Part I of each category at the start of the program. The teacher/researcher
administered Part II of the diagnostic assessment at the end of the series of lessons to
determine any syntactic knowledge advancement. Further, as recommended by Clay et
al. (2007), the teacher/researcher stopped the administration of any sentence type when a
student failed three items during Part I. According to Clay et al. (2007), if this happens it
becomes less likely that a student would be successful on the rest of the items within that
sentence type list.
The intention of administering this additional assessment was to attain more
specific information on the syntactic structures within the control of each Reading
Recovery student. From the start of the school year, it was the goal of the Reading
Recovery teacher to engage students in more dialogue as a way of providing more oral
language opportunities. The information collected from the leveled and diagnostic
sentences were utilized as a reference when gauging the influence of dialogue, and
possible priming, on the syntactic knowledge development of the selected student
participant.
There are cautions provided by Clay et al. (2007) of which the teacher/researcher
needed to be aware. According to Clay et al. (2007), it is common for individuals
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administering this assessment to predict a correct response and thus assume that an
accurate response was heard. The teacher/researcher recorded the administration of both
the leveled and diagnostic sentences of the ROL (Clay et al., 2007). As a means to check
on accuracy, these recordings were reviewed at a later time for a second scoring. Any
discrepancies between the first scoring and review of the recordings were altered on the
original assessments to adhere to the newly garnered information.
Syntactic usage during lessons. The dialogue recordings and written texts from
the identified Reading Recovery lessons were reviewed for the student participant’s
syntactic usage in dialogue. The dialogues were transcribed and then coded for
independent clauses (t-units) for further analysis. The teacher/researcher transcribed the
first recording and a research assistant within the Literacy Education Division provided
assistance by transcribing the remaining three recordings. The teacher/researcher was
responsible for ensuring each dialogue was parsed into t-units and coded for syntactic
structure (see Tables B1, B2, B3, and B4). These transcriptions showed the syntactic
structures used by the student participant while engaged in dialogue and during the
explicit instruction of writing the student participant’s message. The written texts served
as an additional data source on the student participant’s use of syntactic structures (see
Table C1). The writing in a Reading Recovery lesson stems from the student’s own
language in the dialogue. The Reading Recovery teacher is allowed to prompt for
expansion, but the teacher is not meant to alter the student’s words. The writing needs to
be the student’s message, therefore the syntactic structures that appear in the written text
should be derived from the student participant’s language within the dialogue.
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Syntactic usage after lessons. Following the completion of the series of lessons
for each Reading Recovery student, the teacher/researcher administered the second part
of the diagnostic sentences from the ROL (Clay et al., 2007). This information provided
insight on the development of syntactic knowledge throughout the course of the series of
lessons. During the administration of Part II, the teacher/researcher administered all
sentences within each category, rather than stopping after three missed sentences. This
was initially an oversight on the part of the teacher/researcher but provided additional
information on the student participant’s syntactic knowledge. The assessment for the
selected student participant was analyzed closely with a second viewing of the recorded
assessment. The second viewing was intended as a check on the initial scoring of the
assessment in response to the caution stated by Clay et al. (2007) regarding unintended
teacher influence due to preconceived notions.
Teacher language. The teacher/researcher viewed and, with the assistance of the
above mentioned research assistant, transcribed the recorded dialogues from the
identified lessons. From these transcriptions, the syntactic structures utilized by the
teacher/researcher were coded for independent clauses (t-units) for further analysis (see
Tables B1, B2, B3, and B4). This information was used to determine any relationships
that might have occurred between the syntactic structures used by the teacher/researcher
and the syntactic structures used by the student participant. In order for the student
participant’s language to be a result of priming, the teacher/researcher needed to utilize a
syntactic structure first.
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Teacher Engagement in Genuine Dialogue
The use of genuine dialogue provides the opportunity for participants to engage in
dialogue in which they can hear and experiment with language, potentially expanding the
language usage of one or more participants. Genuine dialogues in the classroom are not
crafted for the purpose of seeking a specific answer to a teacher’s questions (Boyd &
Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004). They are organic and evolve naturally, as each
participant’s utterances are contingent on the previous utterances. By asking open-ended
questions and encouraging expansion, teachers are providing the opportunity for students
to more freely express themselves and experiment with the language that they hear
(Wasik, 2010). The intent in genuine dialogue is for all dialogue participants to convey
meaning and to be understood (Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Cleland & Pickering, 2003;
Pickering & Garrod, 2004). It is not the intent of a genuine dialogue to control the
language of the dialogue participants. As a study of my own practice, I collected
anecdotal notes and lesson plan records, as well as recorded dialogues, to examine my
proficiency of engaging the student participant in genuine dialogue.
The goal of conducting a self-study is not only to add to the literature for teacher
education, but to improve upon one’s immediate practice (LaBoskey, 2004) and to align
theory to practice (Loughran, 2007). Researchers engaging in self-study challenge
previously held assumptions by participating in experiences within their own contexts,
which both enlighten and provoke conversation on the topic of study (Loughran, 2007;
Schuck & Russell, 2005). Loughran (2007) claims that since the researcher and teacher
are the same in self-study, it is important that detailed information on the how and why of
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what is being done be collected and scrutinized. Without scrutiny of this information, it
will be more challenging to apply any outcomes to situations beyond one’s own self. The
critique of this collected information involves examining one’s practice and connecting it
to the literature. This process is interactive (to prevent bias) by involving the feedback of
colleagues.
Since the researcher in a self-study is collecting data on him/herself, a Critical
Friend is used to provide a more objective perspective on the collected data (LaBoskey,
2004). This colleague can affirm or oppose the researcher’s interpretations of the
collected data by providing feedback in a constructive tone (Schuck & Russell, 2005).
Schuck and Russell (2005) recommend that a Critical Friend is “…as critical as
possible…” (p. 120). It will not be helpful to the individual doing the self-study if the
Critical Friend ignores important information to avoid making that individual
uncomfortable.
Collected data, methods, and interpretations (by the researcher and Critical
Friend) are made visible for reader’s to analyze, aiding in the trustworthiness of any
presented outcomes (LaBoskey, 2004; Loughran, 2007). Ultimately, it is up to the reader
of a self-study to determine any validity of the data. Therefore, it is by making all
information public that the outcomes of self-study can be taken beyond the particular
situation (Loughran, 2007).
In the present study, evidence of the type of dialogue, genuine or contrived
(structuring a dialogue with the intent of garnering a specific response), were obtained by
reviewing the recorded dialogues from the identified lessons with the selected student
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participant. The anecdotal notes and lesson plan records kept throughout the student
participant’s series of lessons were reviewed for reflection on the engagement of the
student participant in genuine dialogue. Anecdotal notes were also reviewed for
comments on the instructional decisions made at the time of the dialogues.
Data Analysis
Collected data were examined for utilized syntactic structures and any
relationships between the syntactic structures of both dialogue participants. The
recordings of the identified dialogues, anecdotal notes, and lesson plan records were
reviewed in a self-study of the researcher’s practice. The recorded dialogues were further
reviewed to determine whether or not the teacher/researcher influenced the student
participant’s behavior and provided utterances. Data were not analyzed until all data had
been collected and the student participant’s series of Reading Recovery lessons were
completed in order to ensure that any findings did not influence the teacher/researcher’s
behavior toward the student participant. The analysis of the data uncovered other areas of
interest beyond, but in connection to, the specific research questions.
Syntactic Usage
Each recorded dialogue and written text were analyzed by the teacher/researcher.
All dialogic transcriptions were recorded in a table for analysis of teacher and student
syntactic usage, as well as any potential priming effects. A research assistant within the
Literacy Education Division transcribed three out of the four recorded dialogues. Written
texts were analyzed as an additional data source for the student participant’s syntactic
usage and potential priming effects.
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Syntactic structures in dialogue. The data provided during the identified Reading
Recovery lessons were analyzed for the syntactic structures used in the dialogues. The
transcriptions of the dialogues were organized by t-units. The transcribed t-units were
then identified by teacher or student. Each teacher and student t-unit was then coded for
the utilized syntactic structure. The code was dependent on the syntactic structure (see
Table A1). For example, if the transcribed t-unit contained a noun or noun phrase
followed by a verb or verb phrase, the teacher/researcher coded the t-unit as N (or NP) V
(or VP). Prior to being able to code any of the t-units, the teacher/reviewed categories of
words (e.g.: objects, relative pronoun) to firm up any misconceptions prior to analysis.
A t-unit consists of “a main clause plus any subordinate clause or non-clausal
structure that is attached to or embedded within it” (Hunt, 1968, p. 4). To be considered a
main, or independent clause, there must be a subject, a verb, and the clause must be able
to stand alone as a complete sentence. A subordinate, or dependent clause, contains a
subject and verb but does not express a complete thought. It is grammatically acceptable
to punctuate each identified t-unit, without leaving fragments in between. For this
reason, these units are deemed minimal terminable units, or t-units. T-units are parsed at
no more than two independent clauses. T-unit analysis was initially developed to analyze
the syntactic structures used in children’s first language writing development (Crookes,
1990) and has been increasingly used in the analysis of syntax in oral language (BardoviHarlic, 1992).
Concerns over the use of the t-unit in language analysis, written or oral, have been
suggested. According to Bardovi-Harlic (1992), the t-unit separates language that was
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originally intended by the user to be a whole unit. Further, the t-unit does not reflect the
complexity utilized by the language user and therefore cannot be used to gauge such
complexity. However, according to Gaies (1980), there isn’t necessarily a connection
between syntactic complexity and quality/effectiveness of an utterance. Gaies issues
concern about using the t-unit by stating that as language users mature, they typically
display the ability to compress large numbers of ideas. These language users would
produce fewer t-units than a less-proficient language user and, as claimed by BardoviHarlic, this could result in giving too much credit to the less proficient. However, the
understanding that an increase in linguistic ability results in a decrease in the number of tunits used per 100 words is perhaps not a limitation of the t-unit, but a reality of language
development (White, 2007; Klecan-Aker & Lopez, 1985). Researchers and teachers who
use t-unit analysis need to understand that this change will take place as the language
users mature. White (2007) further warns, however, that this may not be true with
English language users whose proficiency is limited. Less-proficient language users start
with using fewer words in phrases and sentences, potentially producing utterances
without any clauses. In such cases, the instructional challenge is not to advance these
language users toward using fewer t-units per 100 words, but to help them to use more.
Potential benefits of t-unit analysis have been referenced by researchers
investigating syntactic usage. When comparing the use of t-unit analysis to a
standardized assessment in the measurement of language skills, Smith, Lee, and McDade
(2001) claim that the t-unit provides an objective analysis tool when evaluating more
culturally, and dialectically, diverse language users. Smith et al. state that typical
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standardized assessments compare language users to mainstream standards. For this
reason, individuals who do not use the mainstream dialect of English perform lower on
these assessments than those who do use the mainstream dialect of English. Klecan-Aker
(1984) insists that evaluating according to words per t-unit is more sensitive to
differences in language characteristics that begin in language users at the age of five.
Tompkins, Zucker, Justice, and Binici (2013) concur, stating that analyzing at the t-unit is
more objective than analyzing at the utterance level. When dialogues are transcribed at
the utterance level, the parsing of utterances is more subjective and open to interpretation.
In an investigation of grammatical structures used in speech, O’Donnell, Griffin, and
Norris (1967) selected the t-unit as the unit of analysis because the units could be
identified in the transcripts without relying on information of pitch, juncture (phrase
boundary), and stress (more subjective criteria). Despite the perceived flexibility with
language, White (2007) claims that there are no outlined procedures for dealing with
imperfect English according to mainstream standards. However, if referring to White’s
claims of the need to look for less-proficient language users to increase the number of tunits per 100 words, this is less of a concern and more of a goal for instruction.
The teacher/researcher of the present study considered analyzing at the t-unit level
over analyzing at the utterance level. Upon review of the above information, the
teacher/researcher transcribed a 1 minute segment of a dialogue at both the t-unit and
utterance level. In comparison of the information, the teacher/researcher found that the tunit analysis did not segment the thoughts of the dialogue participants. The t-units were
segmented according to clauses and subordinate clauses as recommended. These
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segmentations can stand as sentences, meaning it would be grammatically accurate to put
a capital letter at one end of the t-unit and an ending punctuation at the other (Hunt,
1968). Although t-units may segment a monologue into different sections, each section
contains a complete thought. When making this determination, parsing at the t-unit level
did not appear to impact the meaning intended by the language user. Further, when
parsing at the utterance level, pauses indicate a new utterance. When dialoging with a
less-proficient language user, pausing may interrupt the thought intended by the language
user. The language user may need that pause to develop what comes next in the
utterance. Analyzing at the t-unit allows for these pauses, and keeps the intended
thoughts together. Considering the typical Reading Recovery student at the school site is
a less-proficient language user (many being ELL or non-mainstream dialect of English
users), the teacher/researcher decided t-unit analysis would be more beneficial to the
language analysis of this study.
At the time of this study, the teacher/researcher was taking part in a graduate
program for literacy education. As part of this program, the teacher/researcher learned
how to transcribe utterances. The teacher/researcher was limited in that the
teacher/researcher had not had extensive transcription practice. For this reason there were
possibilities for inaccuracy. In order to prepare for the accurate transcription necessary
for this study, the teacher/researcher practiced on the other three identified Reading
Recovery students, (one time per additional student) prior to the t-unit transcription of the
first recorded dialogue with the selected student participant. A research assistant within
the Literacy Education Division transcribed the remaining three dialogues.
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Student participant usage. The t-units contributed to the dialogues by the student
participant were categorized to determine the types of syntactic structures the student
participant used within the recorded dialogues. Each coded t-unit was compared to the
sentence types that are outlined by Clay et al. (2007). These sentence types represent the
syntactic structures that are found on the initial assessment that was administered at the
start of the student participant’s series of lessons. This assessment, the leveled sentences
in the ROL (Clay et al., 2007), was used to determine the amount of control the student
participant had over particular syntactic structures. Each coded t-unit provided by the
student participant was labeled according to the sentence type that it most accurately
resembled. This was done to allow the teacher/researcher to track the frequency with
which the student participant used each syntactic structure/sentence type over the course
of the recorded dialogues. This was also used to further examine the potential influence
dialogue-type and the teacher/researcher had over this frequency.
Syntactic relationships between participants. The coded t-units of the
teacher/researcher and the student participant were then reviewed for any relationships
between the two dialogue participants’ usage of syntactic structures. In order to
determine if there was a relationship between the syntactic structures utilized by the
teacher/researcher and the student participant, the teacher/researcher first determined the
criteria by which a syntactic relationship could be concluded. It was decided that similar
constructions of three or more syntactic codes could be considered similar. The
teacher/researcher concluded constructions of two syntactic codes could only be
considered if they included more unusual pairings (e.g.: adjective + prepositional phrase)
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or if the two codes were the only codes present in the t-unit. Constructions that consisted
of more common pairings, such as a subject adjacent to a verb, were too common
considering the main criteria for a t-unit was a subject and a verb. Pairings such as these
would have appeared in many t-units making a true comparison more difficult. With
these criteria in mind, the teacher/researcher returned to the transcribed and coded
dialogues to note similarities between the teacher/researcher and the student participant.
In order to compare the t-units of both dialogue participants, the
teacher/researcher began with each of the student participant’s identified t-units. It was
decided to focus the search around the t-units provided by the student participant because
the end-goal of this study was to determine the role of dialogue and potential priming on
the syntactic structures of the student participant. From each student participant t-unit, the
teacher/researcher compared the t-unit to the immediately preceding t-unit (often that of
the teacher/researcher). If a similarity could not be determined between adjacent turns,
the teacher/researcher continued to pan up the transcription by 10 intervening events
(contributions by either dialogue participant which could be parsed and counted as
utterances). The decision was made to consider the potential of priming within 10
intervening events upon reflecting on previous research which indicated that individuals
could be primed to utilize syntactic structures after intervening events (Gries, 2005;
Pickering et al, 2000). Bock and Griffin (2000), in particular, indicated potential priming
effects after 10 intervening events. The teacher/researcher next compared the same
student participant t-unit to the t-unit immediately following (and up to 10 intervening
events beyond) in order to determine if the syntactic structures utilized by the student
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participant influenced the syntactic structures of the teacher/researcher. This information
was recorded for later review.
The teacher/researcher revisited the above information on potential priming
instances to examine if priming occurred between different forms of language. The story
that was being written in each dialogue was determined at the start of the writing portions
of those lessons, based on the dialogue prior to writing. If the written story was a direct
result of that dialogue (and the constructions are similar), it could be stated that oral
language primed written language. Although written and oral language can be
considered different forms of language (Purcell-Gates, 1989), Cleland and Pickering
(2006) have found that priming is possible between written and spoken language. As the
story was written and reread, it was counted as a t-unit each time, but only if it met
criteria. However, it was not a new contribution to dialogue and was most often reread at
the call of the teacher/researcher. For this reason, the potential priming of oral language
and the written story was only monitored the first time the syntactic construction of the
written story was provided, not each time it was reread. However, the t-units which were
comprised of the student participant rereading the written text were monitored for any
potential influence over subsequent t-units spoken by the teacher/researcher. This was
done because, although the written story was crafted at the start and continuously read as
the student participant drafted the story, there was the potential that the written message
could have influenced spoken utterances that followed. The spoken t-units that came
after the rereading of the written story were not dictated but were contributed as a result
of the moments in the lessons.
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To determine the full extent of any potential relationship between the syntactic
structures utilized by the teacher/researcher and the student participant, the
teacher/researcher continued to examine the collected data. The teacher/researcher
reviewed the above information to determine the quantity of potential priming instances.
The teacher/researcher also took note of how those potential priming instances varied by
dialogue and what was happening at the time of the dialogue. The quantities of potential
priming instances were then compared between the teacher/researcher and the student
participant. The goal was to determine if the age of the dialogue participant played a role
in any potential priming effects. Any relationships between potential priming instances,
participant contributions, and the types of dialogue were also considered.
Student participant growth. The syntactic structures utilized by the student
participant, according to the coded t-units, were compared to the student participant’s
results on the initial assessment of syntactic knowledge (the leveled sentences on the
ROL; Clay et al., 2007). Prior to this comparison, the teacher/researcher needed to
administer and score the leveled sentences. This scoring was followed by a second
scoring (while watching a recording of the administration) in order to monitor the
accuracy of the teacher/researcher. The teacher/researcher then broke-down the student
participant’s results on the leveled sentences according to the sentence types provided by
Clay et al. (2007). This was done to determine the student participant’s level of control
over these sentence types at the start of the student participant’s series of lessons. The
teacher/researcher then compared the student participant’s coded t-units from the
dialogues to the same information provided by Clay et al. (2007) about sentence types.
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Each coded t-unit was labeled according to the sentence type that it most accurately
resembled. This information could then be compared to the initial assessment to
determine the syntactic structures that were used most often and the potential role that the
dialogue-type, and the teacher/researcher, had on the data.
As an additional data point, and as a way to have a controlled assessment which
could provide a measure of syntactic growth, the teacher/researcher also administered the
diagnostic sentences from the ROL (Clay et al., 2007). The diagnostic sentences contain
sentences which increase in complexity and fall within the categories of (a) imperatives,
(b) questions, (c) negatives, (d) phrases, and (e) clauses. At the start of the student
participant’ series of lessons, the teacher/researcher administered Part I of the diagnostic
sentences. It is not recommended by Clay et al. (2007) to administer the full assessment
in close succession. For this reason, the assessment was split and Part II was
administered at the conclusion of the series of lessons in an effort to show growth. Both
parts were scored at the time of administration, but were also scored a second time while
watching a recording as a check on teacher/researcher accuracy. The scores from Part I
and Part II were compared to make note of any growth on particular sentence types.
Further, the teacher/researcher analyzed any sentence types that were recited incorrectly
by the student participant, for the leveled and diagnostic sentences. This was done to
determine the root of the error. The teacher/researcher wanted to see if the errors still
created a sentence that sounded right and/or if the errors were potentially dialectally
influenced. This would provide information on whether the student participant was able
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to recite the sentence types, but perhaps reworded them to align more closely with his
own dialect of English.
Written texts. The student participant’s written texts were also coded for
syntactic structures. The teacher/researcher attained copies of the written texts from the
identified Reading Recovery lessons. The teacher/researcher recorded the student
participant’s written texts in a chart for analysis. The written records were then parsed
into t-units and coded using the same code as for the analysis of syntactic structures
during dialogue. The recorded dialogues (and the transcriptions of those dialogues) were
reviewed to determine if the message stemmed from teacher or student utterances. This
information was noted in the chart and served as additional data on the syntactic
structures utilized by the student participant (see Table C1).
Genuine Dialogue
As the teacher/researcher in the study of my own practice, I collected and
examined the documentation of my engagement in genuine dialogue with the student
participant. Upon completion of the selected student participant’s series of lessons, I
reviewed the identified lesson recordings, anecdotal notes, and lesson plan notes from
throughout the series of lessons. When reviewing the recordings, I watched for the types
of questions that I asked the student participant. If the questions were not open-ended,
the responses provided by the student participant might have been more limited in terms
of words used and individual ideas expressed. I also examined the collected information
to determine if my utterances were contingent upon the utterances of the student
participant, an important criterion for genuine dialogue. I reviewed the collected
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information for times when I, as a dialogue participant, prompted for clarification or
expansion on the part of the student participant. I also monitored for the amount of
teacher talk and student talk. For the student to be a participant in genuine dialogue, I (as
the teacher) should not have been doing all of the talking.
As a self-study of my practice, I reviewed the anecdotal notes taken at the time of
the data collection and my lesson plan records from my lessons with the student
participant. These notes contained information on my use of language, assumptions (preanalysis) of the student participant’s use of language, as well as any teaching decisions.
When reviewing this information, I coded the anecdotal notes and the lesson plans with
the same coding system that was used when coding the recorded lessons (see Table A2).
This information served as additional data sources when determining whether or not I
engaged the student participant in genuine dialogue.
A Critical Friend reviewed the dialogues for the engagement of the student
participant in genuine dialogue. The Critical Friend provided another perspective, aiding
in proving the trustworthiness, of any presented information. Interpretations of the
teacher/researcher and the Critical Friend regarding the engagement of the student
participant in genuine dialogue were coded and recorded on the transcriptions of the
dialogues (see Tables D1, D2, D3, and D4).
Engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue was a goal for the
teacher/researcher. Genuine dialogue resembles the manner in which language is initially
developed. Individuals have the opportunity to hear and practice language and, with
genuine dialogue in particular, there is an unspoken expectation to respond to another
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dialogue participant (Branigan et al., 2007). Upon determining if the dialogues within
these recordings were genuine or contrived, the teacher/researcher dipped back into the
analysis for further examination. The teacher/researcher looked at the analyzed data and
made note of the impact of the dialogues. In this examination, the teacher/researcher
considered the type of exchange (e.g.: dialogue or explicit instruction) that the
teacher/researcher engaged in with the student participant and how it may have impacted
the language used. To do this, the teacher/researcher looked for patterns in the quantity of
t-units (teacher/researcher and student participant), the amount of potential priming
instances (teacher/researcher and student participant), and the type/topic of dialogue.
Researcher Influence
As the dialogic partner, there was the potential that the teacher/researcher
unintentionally influenced the language of the student participant during lessons. To
determine if the teacher/researcher honored the student participant’s home language,
recorded dialogues, anecdotal notes, and lesson plan records were examined for evidence
that the teacher/researcher did not explicitly correct the student participant’s utterances to
fit the expectations of the mainstream dialect of English. It is not the purpose of genuine
dialogue, or this study, to explicitly correct the student participant’s home language. Any
attempts were coded as “A” next to the t-unit on the corresponding transcript (see Tables
D1, D2, D3, D4) or next to the recorded information in the anecdotal notes. The
occurrence of altering the student participant’s language equates to any potential priming
effects and/or initiation as being invalid.
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In addition, the teacher/researcher monitored for any unintended influence over
the student participant’s behavior. The utterances during these portions of the lessons
were already transcribed into t-units. Watching the recordings (and following the
transcriptions) the teacher/researcher made note of any time changes occurred in the
teacher/researcher’s (a) body language (e.g.: arms and hands look tense), (b) facial
expressions (e.g.: pursed lips), and (c) vocal emphasis (e.g.: loudly uttering a particular
syntactic structure). In the occurrence of such events, notes of either “B” (body
language), “F” (facial expression), or “V” (vocal emphasis) were noted next to the
appropriate t-unit on the coordinating transcriptions (see Table A3). Additionally, the
anecdotal notes and lesson plan records were coded if the recorded information led to the
assumption that the teacher/researcher acted in a way that used any of the influential
behaviors described above.
A Critical Friend was utilized to aid in the monitoring of researcher influence.
This observer watched the same recordings, noting the same information on copies of the
same transcripts (see Tables D3 and D4). Notes from the teacher/researcher and the
Critical Friend were compared to validate any findings.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
An analysis of the collected data was performed for the purposes of determining
any potential influence of dialogue-type, and the syntactic structures used in dialogue, on
the syntactic usage of the dialogue participants. This analysis, as it is presented in this
chapter, pertains to the student participant’s syntactic usage during dialogues, as well as
any relationships between the syntactic usage of the teacher/researcher and the student
participant. This chapter also contains the teacher/researcher’s findings on whether or
not the student participant was engaged in genuine dialogue. Additionally, any influence
the teacher/researcher may have had over the student participant’s language and behavior
was explored.
Syntactic Usage
The syntactic usage of the student participant and the teacher/researcher within
recorded dialogues was coded and analyzed. The analyses of the recorded dialogues
were reviewed to gain understanding of the syntactic structures that were used by both
dialogue participants, and the role that influence may have played on that usage. The
written texts developed within the same recorded dialogues were analyzed as an
additional source of syntactic usage.
Syntactic Structures in Dialogue
The analyses of the recorded dialogues were examined to assess the syntactic
usage of both dialogue participants. The student participant’s syntactic usage was
examined throughout the course of the dialogues. The teacher/researcher then looked for
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patterns between the usage of both participants in order to determine any relationships
between the syntactic structures used by the teacher/researcher and the student
participant. Further, the teacher/researcher revisited the analyses of the syntactic
structures utilized by the student participant to track any syntactic growth.
Student participant usage. In evaluation of the syntactic structures utilized by the
student participant, the teacher/researcher considered the student participant’s
performance on the initial assessment of syntactic knowledge, the Record of Oral
Language (ROL) assessment (Clay et al., 2007). The teacher/researcher also compared
the syntactic structures utilized by the student participant within the dialogues to the
student participant’s performance on that initial assessment. This comparison was done
in order to develop a common reference point which could be used to discuss syntactic
usage on both the initial assessment and during the dialogues.
The leveled sentences on the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) are broken down by
sentence type. Each level of difficulty contains two of each sentence type. These
sentence types include (a) Type A, containing a subject, ‘to be’ verb, and a simple
statement; (b) Type B, containing a subject, verb phrase, and a direct object; (c) Type C,
containing a subject, verb/verb phrase, and an additional construction; (d) Type D,
containing a subject, verb/verb phrase, indirect object, and direct object; (e) Type E,
containing a subject, verb, and a noun clause; (f) Type F, containing an adverb/relative
pronoun, verb, and subject; and (g) Type G, containing a subject, verb/verb phrase,
object, and an additional construction. Using these sentence types as a reference made it
easier to determine the types of sentences that were being used by the student participant.
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The student participant demonstrated knowledge of all sentence types on the
initial assessment. The student participant was most successful with the sentences at the
easiest level of complexity (level 1), accurately repeating 12 out of the 14 sentences. The
student participant demonstrated less success with the sentences at the next level of
complexity (level 2), accurately repeating eight out of the 14 sentences. The student
participant demonstrated the least amount of success on the sentences with the highest
level of complexity (level 3), accurately repeating one out of 14 sentences (see Table 1).

Table 1
Accuracy on the Leveled Sentences (ROL)
Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E
Level 1
1
2
2
1
2
Level 2
2
1
1
1
1
Level 3
0
1
0
0
0
Note. The assessment presents two of each sentence type.

Type F
2
1
0

Type G
2
1
0

The teacher/researcher compared the student participant’s coded t-units to the
same sentence type descriptions outlined by Clay et al. (2007). This was done in order to
track the types of syntactic structures that were being utilized by the student participant
throughout all dialogues. Since a t-unit is comprised of up to two independent clauses, it
was found that one t-unit could represent more than one sentence type. It was also noted
by the teacher/researcher that there was one t-unit in the dialogue from week 9 that did
not match to any of the sentence types. For this reason, that t-unit does not have
representation in the information on sentence types utilized by the student participant.
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Additionally, student participant t-units that were a result of rereading the written text
were not compared to the sentence types. This decision was made because each rereading
of the written text was not an independent contribution to the dialogue. Further, there was
one t-unit in which the student participant repeated the exact words of the
teacher/researcher. This t-unit, for the reasons already noted, was not compared to the
outlined sentence types.
When comparing the sentence types of the student participant’s t-units to the
sentence types discussed by Clay et al. (2007), it was found that the student participant
used a variety of the sentence types. All sentence types were represented across the four
dialogues (see Table 2). However, there were sentence types that were more frequently
used by the student participant than others. The student participant utilized fewer
sentence types in the first dialogue (a total of seven) than in the other four dialogues
(each with a total of 11). The student participant used the greatest numbers of Type A
(nine times), Type C (nine times), and Type G (12 times) sentence types. The student
participant used Type B a total of six times across the four dialogues. The student
participant used Type D (one time), Type E (two times), and Type F (one time) with the
least frequency of all sentence types. Due to the infrequency of the three sentence types,
the teacher/researcher returned to the analyzed data in an attempt to determine a pattern.
The teacher/researcher reviewed the analyzed data to make note of any indication
as to why the student participant infrequently used three sentence types (Type D, Type E,
and Type F) during the four dialogues. Since the teacher/researcher is new to the coding
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Table 2
Sentence Types Used in Dialogues
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total by
Week
7
11
11
11

Week 3
3
0
1
0
0
1
2
Week 9
1
2
2
0
2
0
4
Week 13
3
1
4
0
0
0
3
Week 18
2
3
2
1
0
0
3
Total by
9
6
9
1
2
1
12
Type
Note. T-units could represent more than one type since a t-unit can be comprised of up to
two independent clauses. Some t-units contained clauses that did not fit any of the
outlined sentence types by Clay et al. (2007).

process, it was a consideration that the infrequency was due to coding error. For this
reason, the teacher/researcher returned to the transcriptions and searched for possible
noun clauses (Type E); indirect object/direct object combinations (Type D) or relative
pronouns followed by a subject (Type F). The teacher/researcher did not find any coding
that misrepresented these sentence types.
Continuing to explore the possible reason for the infrequent use of the three
sentence types, the teacher/researcher considered what is known about dialogue and the
development of language. It is known that the primary sources of a developing language
are the opportunities to hear and practice language (Hoff, 2006). It has also been
indicated in previous research that dialogue participants have a tendency to repeat similar
syntactic patterns in adjacent turns (Branigan et al., 1999; Levelt & Kelter, 1982;
Pickering & Branigan, 1998) and after intervening events (Bock & Griffin, 2000;
Branigan, Pickering, Stewart et al., 2000; Gries, 2005; Huttenlocher et al., 2004).
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The next consideration was whether or not the teacher/researcher used these same
constructions. Keeping in mind the potential of the syntactic structures of one participant
influencing the syntactic structures of another participant, the teacher/researcher’s t-units
were compared to the same sentence types from the ROL. The purpose was to determine
if the teacher/researcher (a more experienced language user) utilized the sentence types in
question (Type D, Type E, and Type F). It was found that the teacher/researcher did not
use any Type D constructions. The teacher researcher used a total of five Type E
constructions between the first two dialogues. Type F was used frequently (19 times
within the first three dialogues). The teacher/researcher frequently utilized a sentence
type that the student participant rarely used (see Table 3). An investigation of the
relationship between the two dialogue participants provided further insights into the
influential factors on the syntactic constructions used by both dialogue participants.

Table 3
Sentence Types Used by the Teacher/Researcher

Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18
Total by
Type

D

E

F

0
0
0
0
0

2
3
0
0
5

9
5
5
0
19

Total by
Week
11
8
5
0

Syntactic relationships between participants. An analysis of the relationships
between the syntactic structures used by the teacher/researcher and the student participant
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was necessary in order to provide insight into the role dialogue could play in the syntactic
development of a less experienced language user. This investigation included an
examination of potential priming instances, the relationship between the syntactic
structures utilized across language forms (e.g.: writing, talking), as well as the variance of
possible priming instances by dialogue and age.
Similarities between t-units were considered as possible priming instances if the
similarities met the criteria established by the teacher/researcher. The criteria included (a)
three syntactic codes in a row or greater, (b) two codes in a row if the combination was
more unusual than the expected subject plus verb, and (c) two codes in a row if those
were the only two codes in the compared t-units. The teacher/researcher was flexible
when considering the use of verbs and verb phrases, as well as indirect and direct objects.
For example, a preceding t-unit could consist of a verb phrase followed by a direct object
and the subsequent t-unit could consist of a verb (or verb phrase) followed by an indirect
object. The decision to be flexible with the verb construction when looking for
similarities was due to the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) listing some sentence types as
consisting of a verb or a verb phrase. The teacher/researcher decision to be flexible when
looking for similarities between t-units that use direct objects and indirect objects was
due to the teacher/researcher’s own confusion in the coding process (and potential
mislabeling) of the syntactic component. As described above, the teacher/researcher
scanned for similarities between adjacent t-units and within 10 intervening events
(includes non t-unit contributions). The teacher/researcher looked for the possibility of
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the syntactic structures of the student participant being influenced by the syntactic
structures of the teacher/researcher, and vice versa.
In analysis of the influence of the teacher/researcher on the syntactic structures
utilized by the student participant, it was found that the t-units of the student participant
showed evidence of potential priming effects across all recorded dialogues. In the
dialogue from week 3, the student participant made seven t-unit contributions that were
not a rereading of written text. One of these t-units was comprised of two independent
clauses that each showed evidence of influence, making eight possibilities. Of the eight
possibilities, six t-units/independent clauses showed evidence of influence or possible
priming (75.0%). Of the 75.0% which showed evidence of influence, 50.0% were
influenced by immediately preceding t-units and 50.0% were within 10 intervening
events. In the dialogue from week 9, the student participant made 11 t-unit contributions
that were not a rereading of written text. Of the 11 possibilities, nine t-units showed
evidence of influence (81.8%). Of the 81.8%, 55.6% were influenced by immediately
preceding t-units and 44.4% were within 10 intervening events. In the dialogue from
week 13, the student participant made 11 t-unit contributions that were not a rereading of
written text. Of these 11 possibilities, eight t-units showed evidence of influence (72.7%).
Of the 72.7%, 25.0% were influenced by immediately preceding t-units and 75.0% were
within 10 intervening events. In the dialogue from week 18, the student participant made
eight t-unit contributions that were not a rereading of written text. Of the eight
possibilities, four t-units showed evidence of influence (50.0%). Of the 50.0%, 25.0%
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were influenced by immediately preceding t-units and 75.0% were within 10 intervening
events (see Table 4).

Table 4
Percentage of Influence
Student Participant
Contributions
% influenced
% preceding
% within 10
Week 3
8
75.0%
50.0%
50.0%
Week 9
11
81.8%
55.6%
44.4%
Week 13
11
72.7%
25.0%
75.0%
Week 18
8
50.0%
25.0%
75.0%
Teacher/Researcher
Week 3
18
61.0%
63.6%
36.4%
Week 9
21
76.1%
56.3%
43.7%
Week 13
16
43.8%
57.1%
42.9%
Week 18
13
30.0%
100%
0%
Note: Contributions are based off the student participant’s t-units. Contributions for the
influence over the student participant did not include each time the written text was
reread. Contributions for the influence over the teacher/researcher did include each time
the written text was reread. Week 3 consisted of seven student participant t-units. One tunit was comprised of two independent clauses in which one independent clause was
influenced by an immediately preceding t-unit and one independent clause was
influenced within 10 intervening events. For the purposes of this portion of the analysis,
that t-unit was split into two, giving week 3 a total of 8 contributions for the student
participant.

When analyzing the influence between dialogue participants, there was evidence that the
syntactic structures of the student participant influenced the syntactic structures of the
teacher/researcher. In analysis of this information, the teacher/researcher started with the
student participant’s t-unit contributions and searched for instances in which those t-units
influenced the contributions of the teacher/researcher. The student participant’s t-unit
contributions which consisted of rereading the written text were considered as potentially
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influential on the teacher/researcher. In the dialogue from week 3, the student participant
made 18 total t-unit contributions (including the rereading of the written text). Of these
18 potential priming opportunities, 11 t-units showed evidence of potentially priming the
teacher/researcher according to the established criteria (61.0%). Of the 61.0%, 63.6%
were influenced by the immediately preceding t-unit and 36.4% were within 10
intervening events. In the dialogue from week 9, the student participant made 21 t-unit
contributions. Of these 21 t-unit contributions, 16 showed evidence of influencing the
teacher/researcher (76.1%). Of the 76.1%, 56.3% were influenced by the immediately
preceding student participant t-unit and 43.8% were within 10 intervening events. In the
dialogue from week 13, the student participant made 16 t-unit contributions. Of the 16
contributions, there was evidence that seven of these t-units influenced the
teacher/researcher (43.8%). Of the 43.8%, 57.1% were influenced by the immediately
preceding student participant t-unit and 42.9% were within 10 intervening events. In the
dialogue from week 18, the student participant made 13 t-unit contributions. Of the 13
contributions, there was evidence that four t-units influenced the teacher/researcher
(30.0%). Of the 30.0%, 100% were influenced by the immediately preceding student
participant t-unit (see Table 4).
Although some of the syntactic structures utilized by the student participant were
examples of the student participant rereading the written text, these t-units were still
considered as influential on the syntactic structures of the teacher/researcher. Even
though oral language and written language can be considered different forms of language
(Purcell-Gates, 1989), there has been research suggesting that different languages can
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prime each other, as long as there are syntactic similarities between them (Desmet &
Declercq, 2006; Hartsuiker et al., 2004; Loebell & Bock, 2003). Therefore, it is possible
that the language used in dialogue could potentially prime the language used in writing
(Cleland & Pickering, 2006), and vice versa.
In this study, the teacher/researcher found that following the rereading of the
written text, there was evidence of the teacher/researcher using similar syntactic
structures in spoken contributions. In the dialogue from week 3, there was evidence of the
teacher/researcher being influenced by the student participant 61.0% of the possibilities.
Of that 61.0%, the teacher/researcher appeared to be influenced by the rereading of the
written text 45.5% of the time. In the dialogue from week 9, the teacher/researcher was
influenced by 76.1% of the student participant’s t-unit contributions. Of the 76.1%, the
teacher/researcher was influenced by the rereading of the written text 50.0% of the time.
In the dialogue from week 13, the teacher/researcher was influenced by 43.8% of the
student participant’s t-unit contributions. Of the 43.8%, the teacher/researcher was
influenced by the rereading of the written text 14.3% of the time. In the dialogue from
week 18, the teacher/researcher was influenced by 30.0% of the student participant’s tunit contributions. Of the 30.0%, the teacher/researcher was influenced by the rereading
of the written text 25.0% of the time (see Table 5).
When searching for instances of influence, or potential priming, the
teacher/researcher noticed some variations by weekly dialogues and the type of verbal
exchange (dialogue prior to writing or explicit instruction during writing) within those
dialogues. In review of Table 4, it was evident that there was a greater influence over
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Table 5
Influence Between Language Forms
% influenced % between language forms
Week 3
61.0%
45.5%
Week 9
76.1%
50.0%
Week 13
43.8%
14.3%
Week 18
30.0%
25.0%
Note: % influenced refers to the % of the student participant’s t-unit contributions which
influenced the teacher/researcher. % between language forms refers to the % of the
influenced t-units that were, in fact, influenced by the rereading of the written text.

the syntactic structures of both the teacher/researcher and the student participant during
the recorded dialogue of week 9. There was a decrease over the subsequent dialogues for
both dialogue participants. It was also evident that a greater number of the potential
priming instances occurred for the student participant during the portions of the
recordings that consisted of the dialogue prior to the writing for three out of the four
recorded dialogues (see Table 6). The teacher/researcher, on the other hand, had a greater
number of potential priming instances during the portions of the recordings that consisted
of the explicit instruction for three out of the four recorded dialogues.
Inspired by previous research on the potential for priming with children (Garrod
& Clark, 1993; Goldwater et al., 2011; Huttenlocher et al., 2004), the teacher/researcher
compared the percentage of priming instances for both dialogue participants. Referring
back to Table 4, a greater percentage of the student participant’s t-unit contributions were
a result of influence, or potential priming, than those of the teacher/researcher. This held
true for all recorded dialogues. Looking at Table 6, the total number of primed t-units
was greater for the teacher/researcher during two of the four recorded
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Table 6
Influenced Contributions by Type of Exchange

Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18
Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18

Student Participant
# Influenced # Dialogue # Explicit
6
4
2
9
7
2
8
5
3
4
2
2
Teacher/Researcher
11
3
8
16
7
9
7
4
3
4
1
3

dialogues, tied with the student participant during one recorded dialogue, and less than
the student participant by a single priming instance during one recorded dialogue. While
the teacher/researcher had greater numbers overall, a greater percentage of the student
participant’s contributions were a result of priming.
Syntactic growth. A goal of this study was to monitor the relationship between
the syntactic structures utilized between dialogue participants for the potential purpose of
increasing the syntactic knowledge of a less-experienced language user. In order to get a
measure on potential syntactic growth, the teacher/researcher compared the student
participant’s performance on the leveled sentences of the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) to the tunits that the student participant contributed to the dialogues. The teacher/researcher also
compared the student participant’s performance on two parts of the diagnostic sentences
of the ROL (one part at the beginning of the student participant’s series of lessons and
one part at the end; Clay et al., 2007). Further, the teacher/researcher examined the
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student participant’s performance on the ROL assessments (Clay et al., 2007) to
determine any patterns in the errors.
The leveled sentences of the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) are given to every Reading
Recovery student at the start of the program. The levels (1, 2, and 3) indicate the level of
difficulty. Within each level, there are two sentences for each sentence type. The student
participant’s performance (by sentence type) on this initial assessment is depicted in
Table 1. Initially, the student participant performed similarly across all sentence types.
The student participant was most frequently successful with the sentence types at level 1,
demonstrated some success with the sentence types at level 2, and experienced infrequent
success with the most difficult, level 3. Due to the fair amount of initial consistency
across sentence types, the teacher/researcher was unable to determine a sentence type
with which the student participant had the least amount of control at the start of the series
of lessons.
The student participant’s performance on the leveled sentences assessment of the
ROL (Clay et al., 2007) was compared to the student participant’s syntactic usage during
the recorded dialogues. As depicted in Table 2, the student participant frequently used
Type G during the recorded dialogues, with Types A, B, and C in close proximity.
Reflecting back on the initial assessment performance, there was not a sentence type with
which the student participant struggled more than the others. The similarities between
the student participant’s performances on the sentence types during the initial assessment
made it difficult to determine if the frequency with these sentence types (Type A, B, C,
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and G) during the dialogues was a result of influence (potential priming) or independent
growth.
Since performance during the recorded dialogues may more closely reflect the
role of influence (rather than independent usage and potential growth), the
teacher/researcher examined the teacher/researcher’s own usage of the sentence types.
The goal was to determine if the teacher/researcher ever used a sentence type that was
used infrequently by the student participant. The frequency with which the
teacher/researcher used these sentences types (Type D, E, and F) can be found in Table 3.
The teacher/researcher investigated the sentence type most commonly used by the
teacher/researcher (but infrequently used by the student participant), Type F. The
teacher/researcher wanted to determine a potential reason for the student participant to
not use a sentence type that was so frequently used by the teacher/researcher. The
teacher/researcher returned to the coded transcripts to determine the times at which the tunits containing Type F constructions occurred. Out of the 19 opportunities, the
teacher/researcher used 18 of them during explicit instruction and only once during the
dialogue prior to the writing instruction (see Table 7). An investigation into any
relationships between syntactic usage and the type of verbal exchange could provide
insight into whether the frequency of usage during dialogues is a reflection of syntactic
growth (or lack thereof) or influence. This investigation will be explored later in this
chapter.
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Table 7
Usage of Type F by the Teacher/Researcher

Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18

Dialogue
1
0
0
0

Explicit Instruction
8
5
5
0

Total
9
5
5
0

The teacher/researcher administered two parts of the diagnostic sentences from
the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) as an additional check on syntactic growth. The diagnostic
sentences are categorized by type including (a) imperatives, (b) questions, (c) negatives,
(d) phrases, and (e) clauses. Within each category, the sentences increasingly grow in
complexity. The first part of this assessment was administered at the start of the student
participant’s series of lessons. The results of the initial diagnostic assessment are
depicted in Table 8. It was found that the student participant was most successful with
the question category, correctly repeating six out of ten sentences. The student
participant was the least successful with the clauses category, being unable to
successfully repeat any of the 11 provided sentences.
The second part of the diagnostic sentences was administered after the student
participant had completed the series of lessons. The results of this final diagnostic
assessment are depicted in Table 8. It was found that the student participant made growth
in the categories of (a) imperatives, (b) negatives, and (c) clauses. The student
participant maintained the same score as the initial assessment in the category of
questions, and decreased in the category of phrases.
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Table 8
Accuracy and Growth on the Diagnostic Sentences
Part I (Pre)
Part II (Post)
Imperatives
2/5
4/5
Questions
6/10
6/10
Negatives
2/8
5/7
Phrases
2/7
0/7
Clauses
0/11
2/11
Note. As recommended by Clay et al. (2007), the teacher/researcher stopped assessing
Clauses during Part I after three were missed. During Part II, the teacher/researcher
continued through all sentences, not matter how many missed, to get a full picture of
potential growth.

The teacher/researcher then returned to both the leveled sentences and the
diagnostic sentences to review the errors made by the student participant. Since a goal of
the ROL assessments (Clay et al., 2007), and this study, is to examine syntactic
knowledge, the teacher/researcher looked at each incorrect sentence and reflected on if
the errors still equated to a sentence that could be considered syntactically appropriate.
When examining the errors made on the leveled sentences assessment, 11 out of the 21
incorrectly repeated sentences were still syntactically appropriate using the errors that
were provided (see Table 9). Analysis of the responses on the first part of the diagnostic
sentences showed that seven out of the 29 incorrectly repeated sentences were still
syntactically appropriate (see Table 9). When reviewing the errors made during the
second part of the diagnostic sentences, the teacher/researcher found that out of the 23
sentences not repeated correctly, 12 sentences were still syntactically appropriate (see
Table 9). It should be noted that this analysis was done through the lens of the
mainstream dialect of English. The teacher/researcher, as a speaker of the mainstream
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dialect of English, does not have the background necessary to decide if an error would
make a sentence appropriate according to any other dialect of English.

Table 9
Syntactically Appropriate Errors on the ROL
Leveled Sentences
Errors Syntactically
Appropriate
Level 1
1/3
Level 2
3/6
Level 3
7/13
Total
11/21
Diagnostic Sentences Part I
Imperatives
2/3
Questions
1/4
Negatives
3/6
Phrases
1/5
Clauses
0/11
Total
7/29
Diagnostic Sentences Part II
Imperatives
1/1
Questions
2/4
Negatives
2/2
Phrases
4/7
Clauses
3/9
Total
12/23

Written Texts
The written texts in Reading Recovery lessons stem from the dialogues prior to
the writing portions of those lessons. For this reason, the written texts are a reflection of
those dialogues and the syntactic structures used within them. For the purposes of this
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study, the written texts produced during the recorded dialogues served as an additional
data source on the syntactic structures used by the dialogue participants. The intention
was for the written texts to be pulled from the language of the student participant (with
expansion opportunities provided by the teacher/researcher). Therefore, the
teacher/researcher returned to the transcribed dialogues to compare the transcriptions
with the written texts produced. It was then determined whether the syntactic structures
utilized in the writing were a reflection of the student participant’s or the
teacher/researcher’s language.
In review of the written texts and the transcriptions of the recorded dialogues, the
teacher/researcher found that all written texts stemmed from student participant
contributions (see Table C1). The written text developed during the recorded dialogue
from week 3 was prompted by the teacher/researcher but the message was orally
composed by the student participant. The written text from week 9 was created following
a student participant contribution to the dialogue. When repeating the student
participant’s message, the teacher/researcher altered a verb choice. The
teacher/researcher’s verb choice became part of the new message. The written text from
week 13 was created when the teacher/researcher suggested a student participant
contribution as the written message. In this process the teacher/researcher altered a verb
in the original message. As the student participant drafted this written text, the student
participant veered from the message altered by the teacher/researcher and, once again,
took ownership of the message. The written text from week 18 was pulled from pieces of
information contributed by the student participant. However, upon proposal of the written
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message, the teacher/researcher was the first dialogue participant to put the pieces
together in the designated order. Although all written texts were reflections of the student
participant, the teacher/researcher’s role in the creation of the written messages varied by
dialogue.
Genuine Dialogue
A goal of this study was to engage the student participant in genuine dialogue.
Genuine dialogue was a focus in order to establish an exchange in which the student
participant had the opportunity to partake in discourse similar to other settings. In such
dialogues, participants exchange utterances in an effort to understand and to be
understood (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). Additionally, dialogue participants are more likely
to respond to a previous utterance if engaged in genuine dialogue (Boyd & Galda, 2011;
Johnston, 2004). Such a dialogue would provide a less-experienced language user more
opportunities to hear and practice language. As a study of genuine dialogue, the
teacher/researcher engaged in a self-study of the ability to engage the student participant
in genuine dialogue and further analyzed the potential impact of genuine dialogue on the
language opportunities of the dialogue participants.
Self-Study
As part of a self-study on my practice, I reviewed the recorded dialogues for
evidence of genuine dialogue (see Tables D1, D2, D3, and D4). With the feedback of a
Critical Friend, I reviewed the recorded dialogues for genuine dialogue identifiers (see
Tables D3 and D4). These identifiers included (a) open-ended questions, (b) expansion
prompts/questions, (c) contingent utterances, and (d) clarifying prompts/questions (Boyd
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& Galda, 2011; Johnston, 2004; Wasik, 2010). These same identifiers were used when
reviewing my anecdotal notes and lesson plan records from the student participant’s full
series of lessons.
Review of the recorded dialogues provided evidence that I engaged the student
participant in some form of genuine dialogue. For the purposes of examination, I coded
the identifiers of genuine dialogue throughout the whole dialogue portion prior to the
explicit instruction during writing (even when there was not a t-unit). When reviewing
this same information, I looked at the t-units for easy reporting purposes. It was found
that in week 3, I used at least one identifier in 15 out of my 21 t-units. In week 9, I used
at least one identifier in 12 out of my 14 t-units. In week 13, I used at least one identifier
in eight out of nine t-units. In week 18, I used at least one identifier in 11 out of 12 t-units
(see Table 10).

Table 10
Engagement in Genuine Dialogue (Recorded Dialogues)
Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18
Self
Self
Self
Critical Friend
Self
Critical Friend
OQ
2
3
6
5
7
7
EX
2
6
7
1
9
1
CU
15
12
6
2
8
3
CL
7
5
8
3
6
3
Note. Genuine dialogue identifiers include (a) open-ended questions (OQ); (b) expansion
prompts/questions (EX); (c) contingent utterances (CU); and (d) clarifying
prompts/questions (CL).
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Analyses were conducted to determine the types of genuine dialogue identifiers
that I utilized. In independent review of the codes for weeks 3 and 9, I found that I
predominantly used contingent utterances, with the support of the other three identifiers.
For example, in week 3 the t-unit T6 (teacher t-unit number 6) was coded as OQ, EX, and
CU. I coded this t-unit that way because my question required more than a single word
answer (OQ), asked for more information (EX), and was based upon a previous student
participant contribution (CU). The accompanying identifiers varied by t-unit, but my
interpretation of contingent utterances remained most prevalent in my analysis of weeks 3
and 9. I continued to analyze all four dialogues independently, but gained the critical
perspective of a Critical Friend during weeks 13 and 18.
A Critical Friend reviewed the dialogues from weeks 13 and 18 following my
own analysis. It was found that we agreed upon all but one coding of the use of openended questions. Comparing the remainder of the coding, I over-identified the other three
genuine dialogue identifiers. For example, in week 13 the t-unit T3 (teacher t-unit
number 3) was coded as OQ, EX, CU, and CL. I chose to code this t-unit with all four
codes because my interpretation was that the question required more than a single word
answer (OQ), asked for more information (EX), was based upon a previous student
participant contribution (CU), and asked for clarification on what the student participant
meant (CL). The Critical Friend, however, coded this same t-unit with OQ, EX, and CU.
This could be because of confusion on my part regarding what qualifies for each term.
With regards to this specific example, the confusion could be with the qualifications for
an expansion prompt/question versus a clarification prompt/question. My understanding
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that I was over-identifying three of the four genuine dialogue identifiers suggests that the
predominance of contingent utterances in my analysis of weeks 3 and 9 may not be fully
accurate. Reviewing the analysis provided by the Critical Friend helped me to critique my
own understanding of the concepts and my own behaviors (see Table 10).
Review of my anecdotal notes and lesson plan records provided little insight into
my interpretations of my engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue. The
same codes for the identifiers of genuine dialogue were applied to the anecdotal notes and
lesson plan records. When checking the anecdotal notes, I found that I did not make
many comments about my engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue. A
great portion of my comments focused on the behavior of the student participant and my
response to it, as well as the student participant’s reading and writing development.
Many comments were also made with respect to the student participant’s reaction to
different aspects of the lesson and the role that I may have played. Only three entries
from the anecdotal notebook contained notes that would align with the genuine dialogue
identifiers that were set up for this study. All three contained reference to the student
participant’s response to expansion prompts. The entries also referenced clarification
opportunities and referred to a focus on utilizing contingent utterances (see Table 11).
Looking over my lesson plan records produced less helpful information regarding
my engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue. I have learned that in my
note-taking process I was focused on dialogue, but more-so on the student participant’s
response to the dialogue. I had few references to the steps I was taking to engage the
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Table 11
Quantity of Indications of Genuine Dialogue
Anecdotal Notes
EX
CU
CL
9/22/15
1
1
1
10/27/15
1
0
1
11/10/15
1
0
0
Lesson Plans
11/5/15
0
1
0
0
12/1/15
0
1
0
0
1/28/16
0
1
0
0
Note. The only dates presented are those which contained reference to the genuine
dialogue identifiers.
OQ
0
0
0

student participant in dialogue. The majority of my notes referenced the language the
student participant used and the teaching moves that I made during the explicit writing
portion. My lesson plan records did not provide additional data on engagement like I had
intended (see Table 11). The lesson that I must take away for myself is to be more
intentional in my note-taking. If I am writing so much on my students’ responses, then I
must also make note of what caused those responses. One of the purposes of this study
was not just to improve the student participant, but to also improve myself.
Language Impact
A purpose for focusing on genuine dialogue was to investigate the potential it
could have on the language utilized by the student participant. In an effort to further
explore the impact, the teacher/researcher returned to the coded transcriptions of the four
recorded dialogues to look for patterns. The teacher/researcher looked for total
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quantities of t-units for dialogue participants by weekly dialogue and dialogue topic, as
well as by the type of verbal exchange in which the participants were engaged.
The type of verbal exchange held by the participants impacted the opportunities
each participant had to contribute language. Within the recorded dialogue from week 3 (a
discussion about a previously read text) the teacher/researcher contributed a total of 115
t-units and the student participant contributed 18. The teacher/researcher made 21 of
those t-units during the dialogue prior to the writing and 94 of those t-units during
explicit instruction. The student participant contributed three t-units in the dialogue prior
to the writing and 15 t-units during the explicit instruction. It should be noted that of
those 15 t-units during the explicit instruction, 11 of those were instances when the
student participant was rereading the developing written text (see Table 12).

Table 12
Role of Type of Exchange on Participant Contributions (t-units)
Student Participant
Teacher/Researcher
# Dialogue # Explicit Instruction # Dialogue # Explicit Instruction
Week 3
3
15 (11 read)
21
94
Week 9
7
13 (10 read)
14
63
Week 13
6
12 (7 read)
9
33
Week 18
5
8 (5 read)
11
29
Note. The student participant contributed 7 t-units in the dialogue during week 9. During
week 13, the student participant made 10 t-unit contributions during explicit instruction.
However, two t-units were one part rereading of written text and one part spoken
contribution.

During the recording from week 9 (a conversation about a shared experience) the
teacher/ researcher contributed 76 t-units and the student participant added 21. Of the
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teacher/researcher’s 76 t-units, 14 were during the dialogue prior to the writing and 63
were during the explicit instruction. The student participant provided eight t-units during
the dialogue prior to the writing and 13 were during the explicit instruction. Only three
of the 13 t-units during the explicit instruction were independently spoken contributions
because 10 were instances which involved the student participant rereading the
developing written text (see Table 12).
During the recording from week 13 (a discussion about a student-only experience)
the teacher/researcher contributed 42 t-units and the student participant added 16. The
teacher/researcher provided nine t-units during the dialogue prior to the writing and 33
during explicit instruction. Out of the student participant’s 16 t-units, six t-units were
contributed during the dialogue prior to the writing. The student participant contributed
10 of those t-units during the explicit instruction. It should be noted that two t-units from
the explicit instruction portion contained an independent clause which was an
independently spoken contribution and an example of the rereading of the developing
written story. If splitting apart those t-units to account for what was read and what was
spoken, that makes a total of seven contributions (not necessarily full t-units) that were
examples of rereading written text out of 12 t-units in explicit instruction (see Table 12).
During the recording from week 18 (a dialogue about a student-only experience)
the teacher/researcher contributed a total of 40 t-units and the student participant added
13. The teacher/researcher provided 11 t-units during the dialogue prior to the writing
and 29 during the explicit instruction. The student participant’s 13 t-units consisted of
five t-units during dialogue and eight during explicit instruction. Out of the eight t-units
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contributed during the explicit instruction, five were examples of the student participant
rereading the developing written text (see Table 12).
Returning to the instances of potential priming, there were patterns concerning the
type of exchange and the potential priming effect. During week 3, the student participant
was primed six out of the eight possibilities. The majority of those (4) occurred during
the dialogue prior to the writing, rather than the explicit instruction. A similar pattern
emerged in week 9 and week 13. During week 9, the student participant was primed nine
out of the 11 possibilities, and seven of those occurred during the dialogue prior to the
writing. During week 13, the student participant was primed eight out of the 11
possibilities, and five of those occurred during the dialogue prior to the writing. During
week 18, however, the student participant was primed four out of the eight possibilities.
Only two of those occurred during the dialogue prior to the writing (see Table 6). A
consideration for this outcome would be to look at the teacher/researcher’s influence over
the dialogue and student responses.
Researcher Influence
As the teacher and the researcher in this study, the teacher/researcher had the
potential to influence the student participant’s verbal responses and behaviors. To
determine the teacher/researcher’s influence, the teacher/researcher returned to the
collected data to monitor for signs of influence such as (a) body language, (b) facial
expressions, (c) vocal emphasis, and (d) altering the student participant’s language (see
Tables D1, D2, D3, and D4). The teacher/researcher monitored the recordings and
transcriptions with the help of a Critical Friend (see Tables D3 and D4). The
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teacher/researcher also returned to the anecdotal notes and lesson plans records for any
indication of the teacher/researcher’s recognition of possible influence at the time of the
lessons.
The teacher/researcher returned to the recorded dialogues to analyze how the
teacher/researcher’s actions may have influenced the student participant. The
teacher/researcher coded the transcript for each dialogue according to the observations
about influence. In the independent analysis of all four recorded dialogues, the
teacher/researcher only found one instance of researcher influence during the dialogue
portion of the recordings (week 3). The teacher/researcher, in self-analysis, most
commonly identified instances of changes in body language and facial expressions during
the explicit writing portions of the lessons (with the sporadic addition of other
observations of influence), most of which were during weeks 9, 13, and 18. For example,
when trying to work with the student participant on the written messages during week 9,
the t-unit T67 was coded with B, F, and V. This t-unit was coded this way because the
teacher/researcher noticed that the teacher/researcher’s body language (B), facial
expression (F), and vocal emphasis (V) changed upon reacting to the student participant’s
incorrect response. The researcher influence during the week 3 dialogue appears to be
limited. Analyzing the recordings from weeks 9, 13, and 18 showed that the
teacher/researcher influenced the student participant at a greater rate. (see Table 13).
The analysis of the recordings from weeks 13 and 18 gained the perspective of a
Critical Friend. There was not consistent agreement between the teacher/researcher and
the Critical Friend. The teacher/researcher and the Critical Friend came up with similar
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results when analyzing for body language during week 13. The teacher/researcher and
the critical friend both identified eight times when the teacher/researcher’s facial

Table 13
Rate of Researcher Influence (Recorded Dialogues)
Week 3
Week 9
Week 13
Week 18
Self
Self
Self
Critical Friend
Self
Critical Friend
B
0
13
11
10
2
12
F
1
16
13
0
8
8
V
2
5
5
0
0
5
A
0
0
1
13
1
2
Note. The signs of researcher influence include (a) body language (B), (b) facial
expression (F), (c) vocal emphasis (V), and (d) altering student participant language (A).

expressions changed during week 18. It should be noted that these were not always at the
same moments. For example, during the explicit instruction for writing a two phoneme
(individual sounds) word during week 18, the t-unit T29 was not coded by the
teacher/researcher for any observations of researcher influence. However, the Critical
Friend noticed the facial expression of the teacher/researcher change in this moment and
coded it as F. This suggests that the teacher/researcher is not fully aware, even in
retrospect, of the non-verbal messages that were being sent to the student participant.
There was discrepancy between the teacher/researcher and the Critical Friend on
all other measures of researcher/influence for weeks 13 and 18. Most concerning was
the discrepancy between the teacher/researcher’s and Critical Friend’s identification of
times when the teacher/researcher explicitly altered the student participant’s language.
The teacher/researcher only identified a total of two times. However, the Critical Friend
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noted that the teacher/researcher altered the student participant’s language 15 times. For
example, while trying to speed up the student participant’s response rate, the t-unit T17
was coded as V by the teacher/researcher and A by the Critical Friend. The
teacher/researcher interpreted that moment as containing a change in vocal emphasis.
However, the Critical Friend interpreted the moment at the teacher/researcher redirecting
the student and altering the student’s language. This could be due to varying
understandings of what it means to alter an individual’s language and the degree to which
it was done. It is important to note that all moments of altering the student participant’s
language (whether identified by the teacher/researcher or the Critical Friend) occurred
during the explicit writing portion of the lessons (see Table 13).
The teacher/researcher also kept anecdotal notes and lesson plan records that were
reviewed for reference to researcher influence. For these influential factors to be noted in
these data pieces, the teacher/researcher needed to be reflective at the time of the lessons
or when the anecdotal notes were taken. The anecdotal notes were taken every Tuesday
(not just for those recordings that were analyzed). The reviewed lesson plan notes were
from every lesson from throughout the duration of the student participant’s series of
lessons.
Examining the anecdotal notes and lesson plans produced similar results to when
these data sources were studied for indications of genuine dialogue. When reviewing the
anecdotal notes, the teacher/researcher found reference to (a) one instance of possible
changes in body language, (b) four moments when the teacher/researcher’s vocal
emphasis may have influenced the student participant, and (c) three times when the
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teacher/researcher may have altered the student participant’s language (see Table 14).
When reviewing the lesson plan records from all of the student participant’s lessons, the
teacher/researcher had recorded comments about vocal emphasis one time and about
altering the student participant’s language three times. The comment about vocal
emphasis and two of the comments about altering the student participant’s language
matched the notations made in the anecdotal notes for the same dates (see Table 14). The
examination of the anecdotal notes and the lesson plans, for genuine dialogue and
researcher influence, revealed that there was little information provided. The
teacher/researcher had a greater tendency to note what the student participant produced
during lessons rather than the teacher/researcher’s behavior that led to those results.

Table 14
Quantity of Indications of Researcher Influence
Anecdotal Notes
F
V
A
9/29/15
0
0
1
10/6/15
0
1
0
11/3/15
0
1
0
12/1/15
0
1
0
12/15/15
0
0
1
1/12/16
0
1
0
1/20/16
0
0
1
Lesson Plans
11/3/15
0
0
1
0
12/15/15
0
0
0
1
1/20/16
0
0
0
1
1/29/16
0
0
0
1
Note. The only dates presented are those which contained indication of researcher
influence.
B
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
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The above data were analyzed with the intent of exploring syntactic usage,
relationships between dialogic participants, and engagement (and the benefits of) genuine
dialogue. All of the presented information intertwined to create the opportunities and
language of the student participant. Full exploration and discussion of the data is
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The primary sources of a developing language are the opportunities to hear and
practice that language (Hoff, 2006). Many students are coming into school with language
experiences that do not prepare them for the language often found in school (Clay, 1991;
Jones, 2010; Purcell-Gates, 1989), particularly for the language that will be encountered
when reading texts (Richgels, 2004). To support the developing reading and writing of
these students, knowledge of various components of language (including syntax) will
need to be expanded. One of the best ways to expand upon language knowledge (not
change it) is to engage students in dialogue (Clay, 1991).
Engaging developing language learners in a genuine dialogue in which
participants are equally trying to be understood and gain understanding, imitates the way
language is initially developed (Hoff, 2006; Leonard, 2011). Previous researchers have
found that dialogue participants begin to speak in similar ways (Branigan, Pickering, &
Cleland, 2000; Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Pickering & Garrod, 2004). It has even been found
that dialogue participants will unknowingly adopt the same syntactic structures in
adjacent turns (Branigan et al., 1999; Levelt & Kelter, 1982; Reitter & Moore, 2014), and
following intervening events (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Gries, 2005; Pickering et al., 2000).
This is known as priming and it has been demonstrated with all ages, even children
(Garrod & Clark, 1993; Goldwater et al., 2011; Huttenlocher et al., 2004). Studies have
found that children can be primed to use syntactic structures of which they only have
abstract knowledge (Huttenlocher et al., 2004). It could then be stated that children,
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whom are engaged in genuine dialogue, may possibly be hearing syntactic structures of
which they have little understanding. Circling back to how language is developed; a child
engaged in genuine dialogue might be building syntactic knowledge and understanding
through continued exposure and the practice prompted by the priming effect.
The focus of this study was on the engagement of a student in genuine dialogue
and the potential impact that might have on syntactic development. Examining the
syntactic usage of the student participant in those dialogues, and any influence the
teacher/researcher had, provided insights into the possible effects of priming with
children within the context of genuine (not contrived) dialogue. In this discussion, the
results concerning syntactic usage, relationships between dialogue participants, and the
impact of the dialogues are explored. Further, the gathered data on the
teacher/researcher’s engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue, as well as
the impact of the teacher/researcher’s behavior, are examined. The connections between
the information garnered from this study are discussed as implications for application and
future exploration.
Syntactic Usage
The syntactic usage of two dialogue participants was examined in this study.
Honing in on the student participant, the types of syntactic structures that were used were
analyzed. Further, the impact the teacher/researcher’s language and the type (and topic)
of dialogue were all explored for influence on the student participant’s syntactic usage
(oral and written), as well as on the student participant’s subsequent syntactic growth.
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Student Participant Syntactic Usage
The types of syntactic structures utilized by the student participant were measured
throughout this study. The initial assessment on syntactic understanding, the ROL (Clay
et al., 2007), revealed that the student participant had control over the sentence types at
the easiest level of difficulty. The student participant had some control over the sentence
types at the next level of difficulty. The student participant struggled with the highest
level of difficulty (see Table 1). While the student participant initially held
understandings of the lower-level syntactic structures, a goal of Reading Recovery
lessons (the context of this study) is to accelerate learning in the areas of reading and
writing. If acceleration is the intent of Reading Recovery, the teacher/researcher needed
to expose the student participant to a greater variety of complex syntactic structures with
the hope of the student participant gaining greater understandings. Understanding, and
eventual control, of more complex syntactic structures would aid any learner in being
able to anticipate the next word when reading text.
Tracking the student participant’s syntactic usage throughout the study, it was
evident that the student participant was using all sentence types, some at greater
frequencies. The student participant used an increasing quantity of sentence types as the
student participant’s time in lessons progressed. This is suggestive of some influence
over the syntactic structures that were being used, whether that is the influence of (a) the
teacher/researcher, (b) the dialogue, or (c) simply experience and comfort level.
Nevertheless, there was an increase in student usage. The student participant used Types
A, B, C, and G often (see Table 2) across the recorded dialogues. On the other hand, the
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student participant infrequently used the remaining three types (Types D, E, and F). The
student participant’s performance on the initial assessment was evenly distributed, for the
most part, across the sentence types. However, the student participant’s usage of the
sentence types during the dialogues was not evenly distributed. The role of influence
over that usage must be explored.
Syntactic Relationships Between Participants
The influence that the dialogue participants had upon the syntactic structures
utilized by one another was evaluated. It was found that both dialogue participants were
influenced, in some capacity, by their dialogic counterpart. The rate of priming for each
dialogue participant was varied by weekly dialogue and type of verbal exchange.
The student participant’s t-units were analyzed for potential influence by the
teacher/researcher. The analysis showed that the syntactic structures used in the student
participant’s spoken t-units (each rereading of the written text was not counted as an
independent contribution) were susceptible to priming by the teacher/researcher. The rate
of priming was regularly above 70.0% of the student participant’s t-units. In fact, only
one week’s dialogue produced a priming rate lower than 70.0%. The week 18 dialogue
only had a priming rate of 50.0%, making it the lowest priming rate for the student
participant (see Table 4). The highest priming rate for the student participant occurred
during the recorded dialogue from week 9. Exploration of potential reasons behind this
variance by weekly dialogue is further explored later in this chapter.
The percentage of student participant t-units that were primed by the
teacher/researcher was further reviewed to determine if the student participant was
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primed immediately after a teacher/researcher t-unit or within 10 intervening events.
Reviewing the information presented in Table 4, the student participant was primed under
both circumstances. Furthermore, the student participant was not consistently primed one
way more than the other. It cannot be stated whether one type of prime had greater
influence over the student participant. However, considering the suggestion provided by
Reitter and Moore (2014), the priming which occurred following up to 10 intervening
events may not, in fact, be priming. According to Reitter and Moore, priming only
occurs in adjacent turns. If this is true, any instance in which the student participant was
influenced beyond adjacent turns was an example of the student participant learning
through long-term adaptation. Regardless of the term being used to describe this effect, it
can still be stated that there is influence occurring between the syntactic structures of the
teacher/researcher and the student participant.
Within the four analyzed dialogues, the primed t-units were distributed between
the dialogue prior to the writing portion of the lesson and the explicit instruction. In
analysis of when the primed t-units occurred, it was found that the student participant was
more apt to be primed during the dialogue portions of the lessons, rather than the explicit
instruction. This held true for all recorded dialogues (see Table 6). The influence of the
type of verbal exchange on the rate of priming will be further examined later in this
chapter.
The examination of the influence over the teacher/researcher’s syntactic structures
was centered-around the student participant’s t-units. The teacher/researcher provided
largely greater numbers of t-units in each dialogue. Therefore, it was easier to track the
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student participant’s influence over the teacher/researcher by starting with the student
participant’s t-units and searching immediately after each t-unit and up to 10 intervening
events beyond. Just as with the student participant, it was found that the
teacher/researcher was influenced by the student participant (even if the student
participant was rereading written text). Looking back at Table 4 and comparing by
weekly dialogue, the teacher/researcher’s priming rate was not as high as that of the
student participant. The priming rate for the teacher/researcher follows the same pattern
as that of the student participant, though. The dialogue from week 18 had the lowest
priming rate and the dialogue from week 9 had the highest. This is suggestive that the
dialogue itself (or components of those dialogues) was influential on the priming rate of
both dialogue participants.
Just as with the student participant, the number of times the teacher/researcher
was primed by the student participant was reviewed for the circumstances under which
the priming occurred, specifically between adjacent turns or within 10 intervening events.
Unlike the student participant, however, the teacher/researcher had a greater tendency to
be primed by the immediately preceding student participant t-unit. Reasons for this are
unclear; therefore further researcher would be required to determine a cause. If aligning
to the definition of priming by Reitter and Moore (2014), the teacher/researcher was
primed by the student participant more often than succumbing to long-term adaptation.
When comparing the quantity of the teacher/researcher’s primed t-units to the
type of exchange in which they occurred, the teacher/researcher found that the results
were not the same as they were for the student participant. A greater quantity of the
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student participant’s t-units was a result of priming during the dialogue portions of the
recordings for all weekly dialogues. However, the teacher/researcher was more regularly
primed during the explicit instruction portion of the recordings (see Table 6). It should
be acknowledged that, overall, the teacher/researcher was primed a greater quantity of
times. However, the percentage of priming, out of the total opportunities for priming,
was higher for the student participant (see Table 6). The overall larger quantities of
primed t-units for the teacher/researcher may be due to the teacher/researcher being able
to be primed by the student participant’s rereading of the written text.
The possibility of priming between language forms, and the impact that might
have had on the priming rates (and t-unit quantities) of the dialogue participants, are
suggestive of the reason behind the variance of when the majority of priming occurred for
each dialogue participant. Each time the student participant reread the written text, the
teacher/researcher had the opportunity to respond. Reviewing Table 5, a percentage of the
teacher/researcher’s primed t-units (as low as 14.3% and as high as 50.0%) was a result
of the teacher/researcher being primed by the written text. This showed that (to some
degree) priming can occur between different forms of language. The rereading of the
written texts was not an option to be considered for the priming of the student participant
because each rereading was predetermined and not independently contributed.
Interestingly, the recorded dialogue from week 13 contained the smallest percentage of
the teacher/researcher’s primed t-units that were a result of being primed by the rereading
of the written text (see Table 5). That same recorded dialogue was the only recording in
which a greater quantity of the teacher/researcher’s primed t-units occurred during the
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dialogue prior to the explicit instruction (see Table 6). Each rereading of written texts
(and the priming of the teacher/researcher as a result of that rereading) occurred during
the explicit instruction portions of the recordings. The frequency, although varied, of the
teacher/researcher being primed by the written texts may indicate why the
teacher/researcher was primed more often during explicit instruction and the student
participant was primed more often during the dialogue.
The type of verbal exchange not only impacted the priming rate of the dialogue
participants, it also impacted the frequency with which the student participant used
certain sentence types as identified in the ROL assessment (Clay et al., 2007). The types
of syntactic structures (sentence types) used by the student participant was previously
explored and it was identified that the student participant infrequently used three sentence
types (Type D, E, and F). It is now evident that the type of verbal exchange influenced
the priming rate of both dialogue participants. For this reason, the transcriptions for the
weekly dialogues were examined to determine if the teacher/researcher ever used the
sentence types that were infrequently used by the student participant (see Table 3). Most
notable, the teacher/researcher used Type F the most often (a total of 19 times), while the
student participant only used it one time across all four recorded dialogues (see Table 2).
It should be noted that the single time the student participant used Type F was during
explicit instruction and immediately following a teacher t-unit which began with the same
construction. However, the similarities between the teacher/researcher’s and student
participant’s t-units did not align with the priming criteria established by the
teacher/researcher.
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Due to the discrepancy in the use of the Type F construction, and what is now
known about the type of verbal exchange which promotes greater amounts of priming for
the student participant, the teacher/researcher examined transcriptions to determine when
the Type F construction was used. The teacher/researcher used Type F during the
dialogue portion of a recording only one of the 19 times (see Table 7). Due to the nature
of explicit instruction, the student participant may have been hearing Type F from the
teacher/researcher, but the student participant was not getting the quantity of
opportunities to practice like would occur in dialogue. While there is some evidence of
priming during explicit instruction, the majority of the student participant’s primed t-units
occurred during dialogue. This is suggestive that if the teacher/researcher had used more
Type F constructions during the dialogue portions of the recordings, the student
participant may have used more Type F constructions, as well. The type of verbal
exchange influenced the priming rate and the types of sentences the student participant
was getting the opportunity to use, potentially impacting the student participant’s
syntactic growth.
Syntactic Growth
The purpose of examining the possibility of the priming of syntactic structures
occurring in dialogues with children was to determine if priming, and the dialogues in
which they occur, could be used to expand the syntactic knowledge of less-experienced
language users. Due to this purpose, it isn’t enough to find evidence that priming,
according to the criteria developed by the teacher/researcher, occurred during these
recorded dialogues. The teacher/researcher also needed to analyze any potential growth
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in the control which the student participant had over varied syntactic structures. This
analysis occurred by comparing the student participant’s performance on the leveled
sentences assessment of the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) to the sentence types that were used
throughout the recorded dialogues. Further, a comparison of the student participant’s
performance on the diagnostic sentences assessment from the ROL (prior to lessons and
after lessons; Clay et al., 2007) provided a common assessment piece with which to
compare usage and evaluate potential syntactic growth.
The leveled sentences from the ROL assessment (Clay et al., 2007) were
administered at the start of the student participant’s series of lessons. The student
participant demonstrated fairly consistent control over the sentence types presented in the
assessment. This means that the student participant was strong on the easiest sentences
for almost all sentence types, demonstrated moderate success on the next level of
difficulty for almost all sentence types, and showed the least amount of control over the
most difficult level of sentences (see Table 1). When comparing this information to the
sentence types that were used throughout the recorded dialogues, it was easy to find the
sentence types with which the student participant was most successful (see Table 2).
However, it was difficult to ascertain growth from this information.
Due to the consistency on the leveled sentences assessment, there was not a
sentence type with which the student participant showed the least amount of control. The
student participant demonstrated a stronger tendency to use certain sentence types during
the recorded dialogues (see Table 2). However, after discussion of the role of (a) the
teacher/researcher, (b) the type of verbal exchange, and (c) priming on the syntactic
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structures used by the student participant, the information garnered in this comparison
does not paint a clear picture of growth. Each of these influential factors played a part in
the student participant’s syntactic usage during the recordings. In order to determine
growth, an assessment in which the role of influence is minimized is necessary to gauge
the syntactic structures over which the student participant has developed independent
control.
The teacher/researcher used the diagnostic sentences assessment from the ROL
(Clay et al., 2007) as a regulated method of gauging the syntactic growth of the student
participant. Clay et al. (2007) recommend not administering the full assessment in close
succession because doing so can interfere with the validity of the data. For this reason,
the teacher/researcher administered Part I prior to the start of the student participant’s
series of lessons and Part II after the completion of the student participant’s series of
lessons. The results, presented in Table 8, showed that the student participant made
growth in three out of the five categories. The student participant remained steady in one
out of the five categories and dropped in one out of the five categories. While it can be
stated that there is evidence of some syntactic growth, potential reasons for the student
participant’s lower score in one of the categories are not clear. However, further analysis
of the types of errors made by the student participant provides more insight into potential
growth.
According to Clay et al. (2007), helpful information can come from evaluating the
errors made by a child during the assessments presented in the ROL. The
teacher/researcher reviewed the results of the assessments to determine if the changes to
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the sentences still resulted in sentences which sounded right. If a change to a sentence
created a sentence which still sounded right, the teacher/researcher deemed the change
syntactically appropriate. As a speaker of the mainstream dialect of English, the
teacher/researcher reviewed the results considering what sounds right according to the
teacher/researcher’s understanding of that dialect. The teacher/researcher was not
qualified to determine if the student participant altered a sentence according to any other
dialect. That judgement would not be appropriate unless made by an individual whom is
well versed in other dialects of English.
Reviewing the results of all assessments from the ROL (Clay et al., 2007) that
were administered during this study, the teacher/researcher learned that the student
participant made changes to the provided sentences that were syntactically appropriate.
During the initial assessment of the leveled sentences, the student participant incorrectly
repeated 21 sentences, but 11 of those sentences were still syntactically appropriate with
the errors. Switching to the diagnostic sentences, a comparison can be made between the
frequency with which the student participant made syntactically appropriate errors on the
sentences administered at the start of the series of lessons and at the end. On Part I,
administered at the start of the student participant’s series of lessons, the student
participant incorrectly repeated (or the administration of the category was stopped after
three incorrect responses) 29 sentences. The student participant made syntactically
appropriate errors on only seven of those incorrectly repeated sentences. On Part II,
administered at the end of the student participant’s series of lessons, the student
participant incorrectly repeated 23 sentences. However, the student participant made
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syntactically appropriate errors on 12 of those sentences. The rate at which the student
participant incorrectly repeated sentences decreased from the start of the series of lessons
to the end. The rate at which the student participant made syntactically appropriate errors
increased from the start of the student participant’s series of lessons to the end. Further,
although the student participant decreased in one category by the administration of Part II
of the diagnostic sentences, the student participant made syntactically appropriate errors
on four out of the seven sentences within that category (see Table 9). This is suggestive
that even though the student participant did not repeat all sentences exactly as they were
presented, the student participant demonstrated growth by altering a greater number of
sentences in a way that still made them syntactically appropriate.
Written Texts
The written texts in Reading Recovery lessons stem from the dialogue which
occurs immediately prior to the writing portions of the lessons. These written texts
should be a reflection of the language used by the student participant during those
dialogues. For this reason, the original purpose of using the written texts from these
recorded dialogues for this study was to use them as additional data sources regarding the
syntactic structures utilized by the student participant. The written texts did, in fact,
serve as additional representatives of the language used by the student participant.
However, these data sources also presented some interesting information about the end
result of the varied influence of the teacher/researcher.
In order to be considered a reflection of the student participant’s syntactic
knowledge, the teacher/researcher needed to avoid altering the independently contributed
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syntactic constructions. While the written texts stemmed from the student participant’s
language, the teacher/researcher’s control varied by dialogue. In interest of determining
the impact of any teacher/researcher influence, in terms of the sentence types outlined by
Clay et al. (2007), the teacher/researcher examined the sentence types of the original
student constructions and compared them to the written texts produced. It was found that
for the week 3, 9, and 13 dialogues, the teacher/researcher’s changes (if any) did not
change the final sentence type. For each written text, the final sentence type was the
same as for the original t-unit from which the written text stemmed. An exception being
the week 18 dialogue in which the teacher/researcher pulled together suggested pieces by
the student participant to create the original t-unit. While still stemming from the ideas
presented, it was the teacher/researcher’s original t-unit. Therefore, it cannot be stated
that the teacher/researcher did not change the construction of the original message
because the teacher/researcher was the developer of that original message.
Genuine Dialogue
According to Pickering and Garrod (2004), the most natural way to hear and
practice language is to be engaged in dialogue. A dialogue that is genuine (rather than
contrived) allows opportunities to for all dialogue participants to understand conveyed
messages, as well as to be understood (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). This sort of verbal
exchange creates the implicit need to respond and contribute to the dialogue (Clay, 2004).
If priming occurs during such dialogues, the dialogue participants are potentially
provided greater opportunities for language use and expansion. For this reason, the
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teacher/researcher sought to engage the student participant in genuine dialogue rather
than the Initiate-Respond-Evaluate (IRE) format that is commonly found in traditional
classrooms. To determine if this occurred, the teacher/researcher engaged in a self-study
of the teacher/researcher’s practice throughout the student participant’s series of lessons.
Additionally, the teacher/researcher evaluated whether the engagement in dialogue
influenced the frequency with which the student contributed to the dialogue, as well as
the rate of priming.
Self-Study
A self-study of my practice was utilized to determine if I was engaging the
student participant in genuine dialogue. To make this judgement I reviewed my
anecdotal notes and lesson plan records from the student participant’s series of lessons. I
also watched the recorded dialogues and made note of anytime I (a) asked an open-ended
question, (b) contributed an utterance contingent on the student participant’s
contributions, (c) asked/prompted for expansion, or (d) asked/prompted for clarification.
A Critical Friend offered a critical perspective on this portion of my analysis.
As part of my teaching practice, I regularly record lessons so that I can watch
them at a later time. This viewing is intended for reflection and professional
development. For the purposes of this study, I did not watch the recordings until the
student participant’s series of lessons was complete. However, I kept an anecdotal
notebook and made notes on my lesson plan records about what I was thinking and about
the student participant’s responses. What I learned upon review of these records was that
I did not attend to the engagement of genuine dialogue in a very helpful manner. My
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anecdotal notes and lesson plan records mostly pertained to (a) the student participant’s
responses, (b) the language the student participant used, and (c) my reaction to the
student participant’s behaviors. This is typical of my note-taking process. However, if a
goal of mine was to engage the student participant in genuine dialogue, I should have
done a better job of watching and searching for cues that could be later recorded. I found
little information in these data sources that I could use as additional information
regarding my engagement of the student participant in genuine dialogue (see Table 11). I
most commonly made note of times when I tried to prompt the student participant to
expand the idea that the student participant was contributing, typically for the purposes of
creating a more complex written text. Due to my sporadic reflection on genuine
dialogue during the course of the student participant’s series of lessons, I had to rely
heavily on my reflection of my practice after the fact.
Review of the recorded dialogues revealed that I engaged the student participant
in some form of genuine dialogue. However, the addition of the perspective of a Critical
Friend revealed that I maintained some confusion regarding the terminology that I was
using to identify genuine dialogue. I was the only individual to analyze the dialogues
from weeks 3 and 9. In this analysis I found large numbers of contingent utterances. My
understanding of a contingent utterance was that an utterance is contingent anytime it is
in direct response to something the previous dialogue participant contributed, rather than
initiating a diverging topic of dialogue. A Critical Friend provided a critical perspective
on weeks 13 and 18 (see Table 10) which shed some light on my analysis and
understanding.
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Upon comparison of the two analyses, I found that I may have been overidentifying three of the four identifiers for genuine dialogue (see Table 10). I overidentified my use of (a) contingent utterances, (b) expansion prompts/questions, and (c)
clarification prompts/questions. This is suggestive that my high numbers for contingent
utterances from weeks 3 and 9 are not accurate. This also suggests that my understanding
of the definition of a contingent utterance may be inaccurate, or I may just need more
practice in identifying them. The Critical Friend and I were close in identification, if not
exactly the same, on my use of open-ended questions. This suggests to me that my
analysis of open-ended questions was accurate for weeks 3 and 9, as well. Despite the
inconsistency in analysis, the majority of the analyzed portions of the dialogues contained
at least one identifier of genuine dialogue. For this reason, it can be stated that the
student participant was engaged in genuine dialogue.
Upon the development of the understanding that my analysis of genuine dialogue
did not match the Critical Friend’s analysis, I reviewed the definitions of the terms.
When rereading the definitions, the statements aligned with what I thought I knew about
each identifier. However, I found that my understanding of expansion prompts versus
clarification prompts was more muddled. I did not have a clear distinction for each. This
implies that my understanding of the identifiers which I over-identified is superficial. I
may understand what the terms are supposed to mean but I need additional practice in
recognizing them in context. For this reason, if I do another study regarding genuine
dialogue, I need to practice analyzing for the identifiers of genuine dialogue prior to the
analysis of the collected data.
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Language Impact
The teacher/researcher wanted to engage the student participant in genuine
dialogue as a way to expand the student participant’s syntactic knowledge. While a
child’s language cannot be expanded quickly (Clay, 2005b), it was hoped that regular
engagement in genuine dialogue would show evidence of growth. It has been
demonstrated that priming, according to the criteria outlined by the teacher/researcher,
did occur and that some form of genuine dialogue took place during each recorded
dialogue. An examination of the dialogues revealed additional information regarding the
way the genuine dialogues (versus explicit instruction) impacted the language used by the
student participant.
In a genuine dialogue, there is an implicit need to produce language (Clay, 2004)
since the verbal exchange is used to convey messages between dialogue participants. The
genuine dialogues in this study evoked that same need to produce language within the
student participant. When deducting the t-units in which the student participant was
rereading the written text, a greater number of the student participant’s t-units occurred
during the genuine dialogue portions of the lessons (see Table 12). Admittedly the
quantity of the student participant’s and teacher/researcher’s t-units during the genuine
dialogue was vastly different during the recording from week 3. However, by the second
recorded dialogue, the t-unit contributions during the dialogue portion were more evenly
distributed between the student participant and the teacher/researcher. After completion
of the explicit instruction in each recording, the teacher/researcher had far greater
quantities of t-units than the student participant. This is suggestive that the
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teacher/researcher dominated the explicit instruction, but the exchange was more even
during the genuine dialogue.
The expectations within the writing segment of a Reading Recovery lesson offer
additional explanations regarding the variance in participant contributions. During the 10
minute writing segment of a Reading Recovery lesson, (a) 1 to 2 minutes are spent on
letter work and word work, (b) 1 to 2 minutes are typically spent on the dialogue, and (c)
the remainder of the time is spent on writing the message. The majority of the writing
segment is spent in explicit instruction. This is suggestive of why there were more t-units
provided during the explicit instruction than during the genuine dialogue. Also, upon the
start of a student’s series of lessons, a Reading Recovery teacher has a more dominant
role during the writing segments. Routines and procedures are still being taught,
requiring more contributions by the teacher. The teacher/researcher did dominate the
verbal exchange during explicit instruction. However, given the format of the lessons,
that is to be expected.
Although each recording contained genuine dialogue, there were still variations
regarding the language that was produced each week. The total number of student t-units
contributed was at the highest quantity for week 9 and at the lowest for week 18 (see
Table 12). The largest percentage of eligible t-units that were influenced by a dialogic
counterpart was the highest for week 9 and the lowest for week 18, for both dialogue
participants (see Table 4). Previously it had been suggested that simply engaging in
genuine dialogue will produce a strong need to contribute language (Clay, 2004). Going
off of that explanation alone, it would be assumed that the dialogue participants would
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have high numbers across all four dialogues. Considering the peek at week 9 and the dip
at week 18, there must be other influential factors within the confines of genuine
dialogue.
The topic which was discussed within each dialogue was a consideration as a
potential influential factor. The dialogue during week 3 revolved around a text that was
recently read. The dialogue during week 9, the highest producing dialogue of the four
dialogues, concerned a shared experience between the teacher/researcher and the student
participant. The dialogues from weeks 13 and 18 were both about a student-only
experience. This is suggestive that a shared-experience might produce stronger results,
but this declaration would require further investigation. The dialogues from weeks 13
and 18 concerned the same type of topic so that doesn’t explain the dip from week 13 to
week 18. Additional external factors may have impacted the language production of the
student participant and this concern needs to be explored.
Researcher Influence
As the student participant’s Reading Recovery teacher, the teacher/researcher was
a complete participant in this study. For this reason, the teacher/researcher had the
potential to influence the student participant. It has been established that the language of
the teacher/researcher influenced the student participant in terms of the priming of
syntactic structures. However, the purpose here is to discuss the influence of the
teacher/researcher’s teaching decisions and/or behavior upon the responses and behavior
of the student participant.
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The teacher/researcher reviewed the recordings and the accompanying transcripts
to make note of anytime the teacher/researcher’s language or behavior might have
adversely affected the student participant. The teacher/researcher looked for indication of
(a) changes in body language, (b) changes in vocal emphasis, (c) changes in facial
expression, and (d) explicitly altering the student participant’s language. The
teacher/researcher independently reviewed the recordings from weeks 3 and 9. However,
the teacher/researcher gained the perspective of a Critical Friend for the analysis of
weeks 13 and 18.
Just as when comparing the teacher/researcher’s and the Critical Friend’s analysis
of engagement in genuine dialogue, there were discrepancies between the analyses of
researcher influence (see Table 13). The most discrepant result from the analysis of the
recording from week 13 was the identification of times when the teacher/researcher
altered the language of the student participant. The most discrepant result from the
analysis of the recording from week 18 was the identification of times when the
teacher/researcher’s body language changed. The difference in the identification of body
language changes suggested to the teacher/researcher that the teacher/researcher did not
recognize the shifts in body language that might impact the student participant’s
participation and language production. If the Critical Friend picked up on it, the student
participant likely picked up on it, too. The biggest concern for the teacher/researcher,
however, was the discrepant results when identifying times when the teacher/researcher
explicitly altered the language of the student participant. This was most concerning
because a focus of this study was to examine the language of the student participant. If
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the teacher/researcher altered the language regularly, was the language produced really
that of the student participant?
Upon concern regarding the discrepant results in the identification of times when
the teacher/researcher explicitly altered the language of the student participant, the
teacher/researcher returned to the transcriptions on which the Critical Friend recorded the
analysis. Reviewing the times when the Critical Friend identified the explicit alteration
of language and the teacher/researcher did not, the teacher/researcher began to notice a
pattern. The pattern that was noticed suggested to the teacher/researcher that the
teacher/researcher was not thinking broadly enough when considering what it meant to
explicitly alter language. In the interest of trying to be culturally responsive, the
teacher/researcher was looking for times in which the teacher/researcher changed the
student participant’s language to adhere to the mainstream dialect of English. The Critical
Friend noticed so much more. Times when the teacher/researcher redirected the student
participant also counted as the explicit alteration of language. This included redirecting
the student participant to (a) reread the written text, (b) say words slowly to solve
unknown words, rather than segment each sound, (c) identify a word, and (d) focus back
to the identified task. These were not examples of altering language to match the
mainstream dialect of English. However, these were all examples of the
teacher/researcher telling the student participant what to say and not allowing the student
participant to freely use language. These all occurred during the explicit instruction and
support the suggestion that the type of verbal exchange (and the teacher behavior within
that exchange) impacts the language that students have the opportunities to use.
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The teacher/researcher also examined the anecdotal notes and the lesson plan
records from throughout the student participant’s series of lessons for evidence of
researcher influence. For these to be useful data sources, the teacher/researcher needed to
be reflective in the moment of the lesson and at the time of the recording of the anecdotal
notes. Just like when reviewing these same data sources for the engagement in genuine
dialogue, the teacher/researcher found that little note was made which might indicate
researcher influence (see Table 14). Most frequently noted were the identifications of
changes in vocal emphasis and the teacher/researcher’s interpretation of explicitly
altering language. Considering what has been discovered about the teacher/researcher’s
understanding of explicitly altering language, it can be stated that each indication of
explicit alteration pertained to the teacher/researcher recognizing a time when the student
participant’s language was altered to match the mainstream dialect of English. For this
reason, the teacher/researcher was not completely culturally responsive because the
teacher/researcher did make attempts to alter the language of the student participant
according to preconceived notions. The fact that the teacher/researcher recognized this
(even if after the fact) will hopefully make the teacher/researcher more cognizant of this
tendency and will help to prevent it from occurring with current and future students.
There is evidence that the teacher/researcher influenced the student participant,
beyond the influence of the priming of syntactic structures. It is necessary, then, to
examine the direct impact these other forms of the teacher/researcher’s influence had on
the language used by the student participant. It was found that there was little researcher
influence during the genuine dialogue portions of the recordings. The quantity of t-units
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produced by the student participant during the weekly recorded dialogues showed that
(after the recordings from week 3) the majority of t-units occurred during the genuine
dialogue, rather than during explicit instruction when the researcher influence was higher
(see Table 12). This, compounded with other factors now known about explicit
instruction (e.g.: teacher domination, no implicit desire to respond), impacted the amount
of language used by the student participant.
Continued examination of researcher influence revealed a potential impact
researcher influence had over the changing priming rate and quantity of contributed tunits. The percentage of the student participant’s t-units that were primed by a
teacher/researcher t-unit was at the highest percentage during week 9 and the lowest
percentage during week 18 (see Table 4). The quantity of student participant t-units was
also at its highest during week 9 and the lowest during week 18 (see Table 12). It has
previously been suggested that the steady decline regarding the language used by the
student participant was due to the topic of discussion. That may still be true, but it does
not explain the drop in priming rates between weeks 13 and 18 when the topics were both
based on student-only events. It would be unwise to not consider the role of researcher
influence.
As evidenced by the analyses of researcher influence, the teacher/researcher may
have adversely impacted the student participant during the explicit instruction. The
researcher influence was minimal during the genuine dialogues but drastically changed
upon the start of explicit instruction. This change in behavior continued for multiple
recordings, potentially leaving an impression upon the student participant. The student
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participant’s impression of the teacher/researcher may have built up over the course of
the student participant’s series of lessons, potentially impacting the student participant’s
behavior and willingness to respond. A teacher plays a strong role in presenting learning
opportunities, but the teacher’s behavior within those learning opportunities plays a
strong role in the outcome, as well.
Summative Thoughts
This study was intended to examine the syntactic usage of the participants in
dialogue. Additionally, the teacher/researcher wanted to explore any relationships
between the syntactic structures used by both dialogue participants and the engagement
of the student participant in genuine dialogue. The teacher/researcher found that, not only
did the dialogue participants influence one another, but other factors such as (a) the type
of verbal exchange (genuine dialogue or explicit instruction), (b) the topic of discussion,
and (c) researcher influence played a role in the student participant’s usage of syntactic
structures.
Each weekly recording was comprised of a dialogue prior to the writing portion of
the lesson and the explicit instruction which took place during the writing of the written
message. It was determined that the dialogue prior to writing was, in fact, genuine
dialogue. That genuine dialogue influenced the opportunities the student participant had
to hear different syntactic structures, and also the student participant’s opportunities to
practice those structures through the priming effect. While the teacher/researcher
dominated the explicit instruction, and even had more overall contributed t-units, a
greater number of the student participant’s opportunities to contribute language occurred
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during the genuine dialogue. By the second recorded dialogue, week 9, the quantity of the
student participant’s and the teacher/researcher’s contributed t-units were more even
during the genuine dialogue portions. Further, a greater percentage of the student
participant’s primed t-units took place in the genuine dialogue portions.
The experiences within genuine dialogue and explicit instruction determined the
syntactic structures the student participant frequently and infrequently used. A structure
that the teacher/researcher used often was infrequently used by the student participant,
possibly as a result of the time at which the teacher/researcher used that structure. If the
student participant was provided fewer opportunities to respond (as was often the case in
explicit instruction), the syntactic structure was less likely to be practiced by the student
participant. Likewise, the more the teacher/researcher’s adverse behaviors increased, the
less likely the student participant was to contribute. Those behaviors, and the impression
that it gave the student participant, may have accumulated to impact the contribution and
priming rate as the study progressed.
The student participant had the greatest number of contributed t-units and the
greatest percentage of priming during a week in which the topic of discussion was that of
a shared experience. Since the discussion was crafted regarding a shared experience,
both dialogue participants had similar understandings of the event. According to Cazden
(2004) a shared experience can be much easier to discuss because both dialogue
participants have knowledge about the subject. The perspectives of each individual could
be explained without needing to develop a common understanding, or common ground.
Each participant, discussing the same event, may then be able to provide similar lexical
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information to describe the experience. Previous researchers have suggested that when
lexical information is shared between contributions, syntactic priming is enhanced
(Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Reitter & Moore, 2014). Cazden (2004) further explains
that unfamiliarity with the experiences of a child’s life outside of the school setting can
make it difficult to hold a prolonged conversation. It is possible that the rate of syntactic
priming during week 9 (the highest for both dialogue participants) may be a result of that
shared experience, and the shared lexical information that goes with it. The priming rate
was at its lowest for the student participant during weeks in which the teacher/researcher
engaged the student participant in a dialogue about a topic that the teacher/researcher was
unfamiliar. Further exploration would be required to determine the full impact of the
topic of discussion (and any lexical boosts) upon contribution and priming rates.
The student participant demonstrated growth in syntactic knowledge throughout
the course of this study. Using the diagnostic sentences assessment from the ROL (Clay
et al., 2007), the student participant made growth in most areas, stayed the same in one,
and decreased in one. There is not a supposed reason for the decline. However, it should
be considered that the errors made during Part II of the diagnostic sentences (given at the
end of the student participant’s series of lessons) more frequently created sentences that
sounded right than did the errors made during Part I of the diagnostic sentences (given at
the start of the student participant’s series of lessons). These determinations were done
through the lens of the mainstream dialect of English. The teacher/researcher was not
qualified to judge any alterations to the sentences that were done according to another
dialect. There may have been changes that the teacher/researcher did not count as
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sounding right because, as stated by Clay (2001), word order rules of a dialect may not
make sense to a speaker of a different dialect. Nevertheless, there was documented
syntactic growth in this study. However, considering the concern of correctly gauging
dialectical changes to the sentences and the fact that this was not a controlled experiment
(the teacher/researcher was not the only individual to provide language opportunities to
the student participant), it is difficult to identify the exact reasons for any syntactic
growth.
Beyond the presented interpretations of information regarding priming, genuine
dialogue, and syntactic usage, there is another thing to consider. Reitter and Moore
(2014) stated that priming only lasts a few seconds and any syntactic similarities between
turns that are farther apart should not be considered priming. These instances, according
to Reitter and Moore, are a result of implicit learning and should be referred to as longterm adaptation. Reviewing the priming rates of both dialogue participants, the
teacher/researcher found syntactic similarities between adjacent t-units and syntactic
similarities within 10 intervening events. Each variation was compiled to create the
overall priming rate. That rate would be different, if considering the suggestion of Reitter
and Moore. Regardless of the different opinions regarding the terminology, this study has
demonstrated that certain circumstances influence the syntactic development of dialogue
participants.
Despite the fact that the teacher/researcher cannot make a definitive claim to the
syntactic growth of the student participant, nor is there consensus on what qualifies as
priming, there is suggestive evidence to support the factors that create the most influential
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syntactic development opportunity. Given the rate of the student participant’s
contributions and susceptibility to priming, a genuine dialogue allows dialogue
participants the opportunity to hear and practice language (just as it is initially
developed). Talking about a book or an event only experienced by one dialogue
participant might not be as profitable (for the purposes of syntactic priming) as discussing
an experience shared between the dialogue participants. Further, the behavior of a
dialogue participant may negatively impact the willingness of a dialogic counterpart to
contribute and engage in any dialogue. All of these factors, contributed to the production
and priming rate of the student participant.
Limitations and Implications
The results of this study demonstrated potential benefits for using genuine
dialogue, and the priming that occurs within, for the purposes of syntactic expansion.
However, the limitations of this study must be acknowledged. The examination of the
syntactic structures, priming rates, and genuine dialogues occurred with the dialogues
between the teacher/researcher and only one student participant. This might be
considered a limitation regarding the lack of generalizability. However, it must be
acknowledged that the data which were being evaluated (the sample size) included each
t-unit contribution. These t-units may have stemmed from the interactions between one
pairing of participants, but the sample size was considerably larger. Further, the
teacher/researcher has only recently learned how to analyze the language of individuals.
For this reason, there is the potential for coding and/or analysis error. Nevertheless,
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enough promising data has been presented to suggest implications for application in the
classroom and further exploration.
Classroom teachers can capitalize on the opportunities offered in genuine
dialogue. By using what Pickering and Garrod (2004) call the most natural way to
develop language, teachers can set up opportunities in which dialogue participants are
more likely to respond (Branigan et al., 2007). Given the fact that dialogue participants
implicitly adopt similar syntactic structures (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Gries, 2005), the way
that language is initially developed (hearing and practicing language) is replicated when
engaged in dialogue (Hoff, 2006; Leonard, 2011). The regular engagement of children in
genuine dialogue provides a powerful context in which language (including the often
overlooked syntax) can be expanded within the classroom (Leonard, 2011). An expanded
understanding of language could then be applied when reading, writing, and talking in the
school setting. Since written language is often more complex than oral language
(Richgels, 2004) and the language heard in school is often more reflective of the
mainstream dialect of English (Heckler, 2009), language expansion (not change) can
promote success in school (Fillmore & Snow, 2000; Heckler, 2009).
To gain language knowledge, children must be able to hear and use language
(Hoff, 2006). Genuine dialogue is the ideal opportunity for that. Children don’t get the
same experience in explicit instruction. In explicit instruction, children may hear
language, but the implicit need to respond is not there, nor is the frequency of
opportunity. The benefits of engaging a student in genuine dialogue are extensive, but the
full impact would require further research.
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Additional research could provide greater understanding regarding how genuine
dialogues influence language usage. A study which involves a larger variety of students
and teachers over a longer period of time could provide more information on the
possibilities of using priming in genuine dialogue as an intervention (for the purpose of
expansion not change). Each student and teacher brings different experiences which
impact the development and production of language. A study that could examine the
patterns between different students and teachers would provide more insight into how this
information could be generalized to a greater population. Additionally, a full examination
of the use of a shared-experience topic (and any lexical boosts) would add more
information on what might be the ideal topic-type for priming purposes. Also, the transfer
of primed syntactic structures (beyond the immediately written texts) was not examined
in this study. It would be beneficial to determine if primed syntactic structures help
developing readers later read the same structures in text. One of the purposes for
examining the possible implementation of priming as an intervention was to explore the
potential of the intervention for giving students access to the structures commonly found
in text. Therefore, the application of primed structures in texts needs to be explored.
Additionally, any reflective researcher engaged in a self-study should be intentional when
taking notes on the process. The focus should be on the self, rather than any other
individuals involved in the data. It is difficult to reflect on one’s practice without
adequate information about the researcher actions involved in that practice.
Regardless of what was done, and what still needs to be done, genuine dialogue
(and the priming that occurs within) allows the opportunity for all participants to engage
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with language. Engagement with language provides the exposure and practice necessary
for language development. It has been demonstrated in this study that genuine dialogue
aids in this process. Learning to engage a student in genuine dialogue does not take
extensive training. It is not a scripted program to be purchased and followed, but it does
require an awareness of the usefulness of dialogue for language expansion and an
understanding of the components of genuine dialogue (e.g.: open ended questions).
As initiatives and policy get passed down in an effort to increase our nation’s
reading scores, it is important to remember the purpose of language. Language is meant
for the communication of messages, whether that is in reading, writing, or talking. As
students are attempting the complicated task of learning how to utilize that language,
success is possible (as evidenced by this study) by keeping the learning opportunities
within similar contexts to how language was initially learned. In the act of
communicating messages within dialogues, language learning is kept within its purpose.
Opportunities can be established that mimic natural development by immersing students
in the language that they will be expected to use in multiple forms. If teachers want their
students to gain understanding and engage with language more fully, one step toward that
goal is to allow the students to freely explore that language through genuine dialogue.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS CODES

Table A1
Syntactic Structure Code Abbreviations
Category

Code

Definition and Example

Subject

S

Linking Verb

LV

The person or thing that performs the action of the verb (e.g. Beth read a book.).
Verbs that are not followed by an object but are followed by phrases that give extra information
(e.g. Beth is reading a book.).

Adverb

AV

Adverbs are used to add more information about a verb (e.g. Beth read a book quickly).

Verb

V

Direct Object

DO

Noun

N

Noun Phrase

NP

Conjunction

C

A person, place, or thing (e.g. Beth read a book.).
A phrase (a group of words without a subject and verb) that plays the role of a noun (e.g. Beth
did her sentence homework.).
Words that can connect other words, phrases, and/or clauses (e.g. Beth did her sentence
homework and read her book.).

Adjective
Prepositional
Phrase

AJ

Adjectives give more information about nouns (e.g. Beth read a big book.).

PP

A preposition and the words that follow it (e.g. Beth read a book inside the treehouse.).

Question Word

QW

Interjection

IN

Adjective Phrase

AJP

Words that start a question, inquiring for more information (e.g. What did Beth read?).
A word used to show strong feelings or emotions (e.g. Oh!), act as introductory expressions (e.g.
Well...), or interject as sounds (e.g. hmm...).
Groups of words (with an adjective as the head) used to modify a noun (e.g. Beth read a big
scary book.).
(table continues)

A verb is used for an action, state, or event (e.g. Beth read a book.).
The thing or person that is affected by the action of a verb (e.g. Beth read a book).
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Category
Adverb Phrase
Verb Phrase
Preposition
Relative Pronoun

Code

Definition and Example
Groups of words (with an adverb as the head) used to modify a verb (e.g. Beth read the book very
AVP carefully.).
A group of words that consists of a main verb plus any additional verbs (e.g. Beth should have been
VP finished with her book).
Words used to show a relationship between space and time or between people, places or things (e.g.
P
Beth should have been finished with her book.).
Words which can stand for people, animals, or things (e.g. Beth is the only person who can read
RP it.).

Auxiliary Verb

AX

The verbs 'do', 'be', and 'have', coming before main verbs (e.g. Beth did read her book.).

Indirect Object

IO

A person or animal which is affected by the direct object (e.g. Amber will read her the book.).

Complement

CO

A word that follows the linking verb in a clause (e.g. Beth is happy to share her book.).

Pronoun

PN

Words used in place of nouns and noun phrases (e.g. I don't want to read the book.).

Exclamation

EX

Words used to express surprise, shock, or a strong emotion (e.g. What a great book this is!).
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Table A2
Genuine Dialogue Code Abbreviations
Category

Code

Definition and Example

Open-Ended
Questions that require more thought than a simple one word (yes,
Question
OQ no) answer (e.g. Why do you like to put ranch on your hot dogs?)

Contingent
Utterance

Utterances that are dependent upon the preceding utterance (e.g. S: I
CU have a new puppy. T: You do? Tell me about your puppy.)

Expansion

An utterance meant to prompt for further explanation and/or add to
EX original statement (e.g. Tell me more about that.).

Clarification

An utterance in which a speaker prompts the previous speaker to
explain something so that it is more clear/understandable (e.g. What
do you mean by that?) or summarizes what the speaker has said (e.g.
CL So you like to eat your hot dog with a bun.).
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Table A3
Researcher Influence Code Abbreviations
Category

Code

Altering Oral
Language

A

Definition and Example
Anytime the researcher explicitly attempts to correct the student's
oral language to match the expectations of the mainstream dialect of
English (e.g.: No, you need to say ‘they are nice’.).

B

Anytime the researcher's body language changes in a way that may
lead to more non-compliance from the student or pressures the
student to adhere to teacher expectations (e.g.: Teacher’s back
stiffens following student response.).

F

Anytime the facial expressions of the researcher imply
dissatisfaction with a student response, leading to more reluctance
from the student. (e.g. squinting eyes or pursing lips).

V

Anytime the researcher's voice over-emphasizes a particular
syntactic structure, implying that the student is to repeat it (e.g.
They are nice.) or when there is a change in tone, potentially
creating a more reluctant dialogue participant.

Body
Language

Facial
Expression

Vocal
Emphasis
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APPENDIX B
DIALOGUE TRANSCRIPTIONS AND SYNTACTIC CODING

Table B1
Week 3 Dialogue Transcription and Syntactic Coding
T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
PP

T1

T
T

V

NP

DO

PP

AV

NP

S

VP

QW LV NP(S)

VP

VS

N

C

N

VP

Or is there something else you like to eat?

S

Someping (something) else.

T

What el…
NP

S

VP

T

What is that something else that you like to eat?

S

Corndogs, hot dogs, and watermelons

T

Pick your favorite one.
C S+LV

T5

PP

T

QW+LV
T4

DO

We've written a story about some stuff already. Is it slushy and popsicle?
V

T3

V

In this story we read a book about what this bear likes to eat. What is your favorite thing to eat?
S+LV

T2

S

AJ V

AVP

QW+LV

S

V

AVP

T

If you could only eat one thing, what would you choose over the others?

S

hot dogs
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
QW+LV S

T6

T
S
T
S

S+LV NP C QW+LV AV AJ

T

Its

healfy for yo body
PP

S+LV AJ

C RP+LV AV S V

DO

PP

T

Because it’s healthy for your body?

S

mmhmm

T

Sit up
QW+LV S

T10

PP

It’s healthy for your body? So that's why you like hot dogs?
C

T9

PP

Well, it's all food. But what's so special about hot dogs?

S+LV AJ
T8

NP

S+LV N

S+LV AJ
S2

AJP

Because it's food
IN

T7

DO

Why do you like hot dogs more than anything else?
C

S1

V

V

PP

T

What do you put on your hot dogs?

S

ranch
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
S

T11

V

DO

RP

V

DO

PP

Eww
S

VP

RP

T

Have you ever done that?

S

No
VP

DO

PP

T

You don't like cheese on your hot dogs?

S

(shakes head)

T

What about chili?
DO

RP V DO

PP

T

I know some people who put chili on their hot dogs.

S

No

T

Or...sour kraut

S

Eww.

T

Or peppers

S

No.

T

You...so...
S

T15

S

S

S V
T14

PP

You put ranch dressing on your hot dogs? I know some people that put cheese on their hot dogs.

S
T13

DO

T

AX
T12

V

T

VP

DO

PP

You just put ranch on your hot dogs?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing

S

ranch and barque sauce

T

And barbe...At the same time?

S

(nods head)

T

aright.
V

T16

PP

T

Bun and a plate

T

I know...

T

V

C

NP

VP

DO

S

VP

SP

V

DO

DO

C DO

T

So your hot dog has ranch dressing, barbeque sauce, and a bun.

S

yeah

T

That's

T

OK

T
T

DO

S'I ask because some people don't like to eat the bun. They just like the hot dog part.

CO/NP
your favorite.

V

PP

Let's write about it.
C

T21

AV

bun and plate

S+V
T20

V S

S

RP+LV
T19

PP

Are they still in a bun? Or are they just on a plate?

IN
T18

AV

T

S
T17

S

VP

S

VP

DO

So tell me how you like to eat your hot dog.
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(table continues)

T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
S VP

S3

S

IO

PP

C

NP

I like ta eat it...wit ranch and barcue sauce.
Explicit Instruction
S

T22

VP

IO PP

I like to eat it with ranch and barbecue sauce.

S

I

T

Yes, sir.

T

mmkay
VP

DO

S

/l/

T

Like.

T

S

V IO

Saying it slow helps me hear it.
S

VP

AX S

V IO AV PP

T

Before you keep going, will you say it slow with me?

T

Look at me.

T, S

l...i...ke
S V

T26

C S

And I'm gonna put a space so we remember to put that space.

P
T25

DO

T

V IO AV V
T24

NP

T

C S+LV VP
T23

C

T

PN V

DO

AVP

C

SV

DO

V

AV

It helps us hear the whole word that way. So'd you get your /l/ down already?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
l...i...k
S V DO PP

T27

T

I hear "i" like “i"
C

T28

So...er that's what we're going to see.

T

Lowercase. Down. Dot.

S

Down. Dot.

T

mmhmm.

T

l...i...ke

T

Like "keys"
AV S

AX DO

PP

S

VP

C S

VP

AX S

V

DO

PP

T

And then we have the "e" at the end we don't hear but we need to see. Will you read your story for me?

S

I like.../h/

T

hot
SV C

T30

NP

T

C
T29

RP+LV

S

VP

IO AV

T

I like how you're startin' to say it slow.

T

Look at me.
S+AX V IO AV

T31

T
T, S

We'll do it together.
h...o...t
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW

T32

AX S V

T

What did you hear first?

T

h...o...t

T

/h/ like h...ouse
C S+LV

T33

NP

So we're gonna do that one.

T

Down, up, and over.

T

VP

DO

PP

S'we don't need a capital letter in this spot.
V

T35

VP

T

S
T34

AV

AJ

S+LVAJ C AV PP

C

PN

V+AV

VP

S+LV CO

T

Make sure it’s nice and tall over here so someone doesn't accidentally think it’s an "n".

T

h...o...t
AV S V DO AV

T36

T

Now I hear /o/ next.
S

T37

VP

S VP

DO

T

We have to hear /o/ before we get to the /t/.

T

Go ahead and put in the /t/ now.
S+AX V IO S

T38

DO C

T

V

NP

We've got it. Let's reread what we have.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
SV

T39/S4

T, S

DO

I like hot...dogs
S+V V IO

T40

T
T, S

AVP

Let's say it slow together.
d...o...g...s
S V DO AJ P

T41

T

I hear /d/ first like...dog.
C S+LV VP

T42

CO

T

And it’s going to be lowercase.

T

Over, around, up, down

S

Over, around

T, S

up, down
C

T43

N

T
T, S

S V IO AV

And we say it slow.
D...o...gs
SV

T44a

T

I hear...

S

/s/, /s/
DO AV PP (accompanies T44a)

T44b

T

…/o/ next like octopus.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
C

T45

S

VP

T

And we go through it again.

T

D...o...g..s

S

/g/

T

/g/ like girl.

T

Over, around, up, down, and curve
PN/S+LV AV

S5

S

That's why we practice.

T

D...o...g...s
NP/S

V

IO

S

That's my first time makin' that.

S

/d/ like dog.

T

L...look through it.

T, S

d...o...g...s
QW+LV V

T47

V

T

RP+LV
S6

AJP

I'm not really good.
RP+LV AV S

T46

IO AV

PP

T

What's missing in the empty spot?

S

A "c"?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S

T51

T

VP

DO

T
T

V RP AX
VP

T
T, S

PP

NP/S

V

DO

S AX

AJP

N

IO AVP

AVP

S+AX V IO AV

Let's keep practicing it up here a couple times. We'll do it together.
S+AX V IO

T54

DO

an...now you said that was your first time makin' the "g"? You did very nice job.
S+V

T53

S+LV

It could be a "c" but it’s an "s" for this word.
AV S

T52

C

S

V

IO

I'll do some, you do some.
Over, around, up, down, and curve
S+V V IO AV

T55

T
T, S
T
T, S

Let's do it again.
Over, around, up, down, and curve
One more time
Over, around, wup, down, and curve
IN

T56

T
T, S
S

VP

PP

Alright, let's get back to our story.
SV

T57/S7

S
DO

I like hot dogs
/w/
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW+LV NP

T58

T

What's your word?

T

Tell me the whole word.

S

I..
SV

T59

DO

T

I like hot dogs

T

Tell me the whole word.

S

I..
RP+LV CO

T60

T

S

AJ

VP

DO

What word is that? I like hot dogs...

S

w...it

T

with (same time as above)
S PN

NP

C

AV S+AX V

PP

IO

T

So tell me the whole word and then we'll work on spelling it.

T

with

S

wit (same time as above)
C AV S

T63

V RP S V

T

C
T62

RP S+LV V

That's the sentence. The word that you're gettin' ready to write.
QW

T61

NP

T

V IO AV

So now let's say it slow.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

W...i...th

S

W...i...t (same time as above)

S

a little one

T

mmhmm. /w/

S

/w/

T

like watch

T

w...i...th
C

T64

T65

IO AX

AVP

IO PP

T

C RP+LV AVP
PP
VP
S+LV CO
PP
AVP
IO VP
PP
So that's just something for you to remember. There's a "t" "h" at the end even though it might sound like
a /t/.
VP

C

T

Will you go ahead and r...

S

ranch

T
T
T

NP

...ead what you have (same time as above)
Wup
AX S

T67

VP

And it does kind of sound sometimes like a /t/, but we just have to write it like this.

V
T66b

CO C S

T

AX S
T66a

AVP

V

NP

AVP PP

Will you read what you have so far for me?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S V DO

T68/S8

PP

T

I like hot dogs with...ranch

S

I like hot dogs wit...ranch (same time as above)
S+V V IO AV

T69

T

Let's say it slow.

T, S

R...an...ch

T

R...an...ch
QW

T70

AX S

V

AV

T

What did you hear first?

S

Ooh. That di naw

T

go...
S+V V IO VP

T71

T

let's take it up here

T

ready?

T

Down, up, and curve
RP+LV CO C S+V V IO AVP

T72

T
T, S

That's it so let's practice it up here.
Dow...

T

oop

T

Down, up, and curve
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
Down, up...
CC S V

T73a

AVP

S

VP

VP

PP

PP

T

cause if you go down first you don't have to go back up to the top of that little...

S

Dow...n
NP
... itty bitty

T73b

T

line.

T

up and curve

T

Like that.

T

So start at the top and draw down.

S

dow...n

T

Then go back up and curve

S

(inaudible)
S

T74

T

VP

NP

C S

V PP

S+V V AV

T

So let's try here.

T

Start at the top.

T, S

VP

You don't have to go back up to do that little part...if you start with it.
C

T75

VP

Down, up, and curve
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
C

T76

V

S+LV

VP

P

C

V

S

V

DO

T

And looking at the clock I’m gonna jump in and help you write “ranch”.

T

Ran…

T, S

ch
C

T77

PP

V

S

VP

PP

T

Cause remember we gotta stay on time

T

Wanna read your story for me so far?

S

I
S+AX V IO AV

T78

T

We'll get it later.

T

No need to worry now.
SV

T79/S9

DO

T, S

I like hot dogs with ranch…

T, S

...and

T

a...n...d
S V DO PP

T80

T

CS

VP

DO

I hear /a/ like apple. So I need to see "a".
C

T81

PP

S V RP IO+LV CO

T

And I like that it’s a lowercase.

T

Good.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

a...n...d

T

So read your story.
S V DO

T82/S10

PP

T, S

I like hot dogs with ranch

T, S

and

T

What?
QW AX S V

T83

T

What did you say?

S

wit ranch...

S

...on

T

and (same time as above)

S

barcue sauce
IN

T84a

C

AV C

T

Ok, and again because...

S

/b/
PP

T84b

T

...of time
S+LV

T84c

VP

P

C

S

VP

P

T

I'm just gonna come in 'cause we have to keep movin' on.

T

ok?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
C S+LV

T85

T
T

RP S

VP

S

I like hot dog

S

in

T

C AV S V

IO

VP

IO PP

IO V

PP

AX S

V

RP

PP

EX

DO

QW AX S
T87

PP

So that I can write it down on your sentence strip. Will you read that for me please?
SV

S11

DO

So, I'm gonna write the date on this and then I need you...to read it for me
C

T86

VP

V

What did you write?
S V DO

T88/S12

T, S
S

I like hot dogs
in
QW AX

T89

V

AV S V DO

T

What did you write here? I see a "w".

T

w...ith

S

wit (same time as above)

T

What did...with what?
VP

T90

S

S V DO

C S+LV

VP

DO

PP

T

Looking here, I see an "r". So you're gonna start that word with a /r/.

T

with
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T, S

Explicit Instruction
r...anch

S

a..

T

Start...use what you see.

S

and

T

and

S

bargoo sauce

T

barbecue sauce

S

ding

S

That's the en
C

T91

C S

V

C V

NP

RP(S) VP

IO V

T

ok

T
T

DO

PP

We'll get that cap when we leave.
DO

VP IO AV

C S VP IO AV

I need you to read it again so I can cut it apart.
SV

S13a

PP

So if you forget next time, get into that word and use what you're seeing. That might help you remember.

SV
T93

N V

T

S+AX V
T92

AJ

DO

S

I like hot dogs

S

/i/...

T

...with...
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
P

S13b

S

...wit... (same time as above).
PP (accompanies S11b)

S13c

T, S

ranch and barbecue sauce
C AV P

T94

T
T

AV S+LV
S

AX

Like we did yesterday

T

uhuh.

S

V VP

AVP

NP

T

We did a little mm...mm...practice one.

T

ok, go ahead and put it together for me.

S

I.../l/...like.../h/

S

I like ho...ho..."d"

S

"d" dogs

T

C

AV

S

QW
T97

VP RP V

PP

S AX AVP IN IN
T96

IN

cause now It’s a...like a puzzle.
P

S14

V

So now, I... my job is...ooh...to mix this up...and your job is to put back together.
C

T95

S

V

AV

What comes next?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
RP+LV

T98

RP+LV AV PP

T

They're all mixed up. They're not in order.

S

I'm tryin'
IN

T99a

VP

V

DO

AVP

C

T

Well, reread your story so far so...

S

I...
S V

T99b

T

...you know what comes next (same time as above)

S

...like hot...

T

dogs

S

dogs

T, S

with
C S

T100

T

V IO AX

T
T
S

RP

V

NP

V

S VP

AV C

S

V

AV VP

DO

S

V

EX

Will you reread please?
SV

S15a

DO

So then we get to here and we reread again to help ourselves.
AX

T102

V

If you reread it will remind your brain what should the next word be.
C AV

T101

NP

DO P

I like hot dogs wit...
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
/r/
PP (accompanies S15a)

S15b

T, S

ranch

T

Go ahead and keep pullin' together...

S

/r/
S+LV VP

T103

DO

AVP

T

I'm gonna grab that cap real quick

S

/ch/
C S VP

T104a

T

So we go back...

S

anch
VP (accompanies T104a)

T104b

T

...to reread
SV

T105/S16

DO

PP

T, S

I like hot dogs with ranch

T, S

and
QW+LV CO

T106
T107

T
T

Where's "and"?
V
NP

PP

S

VP

IO AV

Using what we hear in that word, we can pull it down
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
and barbecue sauce.
RP PN+LV CO

T108

Which one's barbecue and which one's sauce?

T

ep, yep
VP

NP

PP

T

We have to use what we're seeing in that word.

T

Now your job...read it through one more time.
SV

S17a

RP PN+LV CO

T

S
T109

C

S

DO

PP

C

NP

I like hot dogs wit ranch a...and bargue...
NP (accompanies S17a)

S17b

T, S
S

...sauce
dot
IN

T110

T

S

VP

RP

Well, we don't have to read that, 'cause that's a period.
S+LV AV NP RP+LV NP

T111

T
T
T

C S+LV VP

IO V C RP/S V PP

Ok, so now I'm gonna mix them up and they go in here.
C

T113

VP

It's not a word. That's our signal to stop.
IN C

T112

C RP+LV CO

S

V

N

NP(S) VP

NP

V C

VP

And this goes home. Your job is to get your sentence homework done and bring it back.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

T114

T

Explicit Instruction
C IO VP
PP AV S
VP DO
PP
VP IO V
PP
C S VP
If it doesn't get done at home then we have to find a way for you to get it done at school. So it does get
done.
C

T115a

T

S

V IO PP

S

VP

PN+LV CO

So you glue it in your book. Let's make sure there's a glue...
S+LV V IO

S18

S+V

N AV

I'm takin' this home today?
CO PP

T115b

T

...stick in there. (same time as above)

T

Yep.

S

Yes

T
wup, I didn't put your glue stick in y...
Note. Refer to Table A1 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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Table B2
Week 9 Dialogue Transcription and Syntactic Coding
T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
N

T1

SP

VP

Alright on Frid...

T
S
T

IO PP

C

C

S/PN V DO/NP

I do not see you on Friday. And XXX because we have a date assembly.
C

S

VP

C

IN SP

V DO LV NP

My dad and uncle didn't come, cause um my mom forgot it was that day.
RP/S+LV AJ NP

C

S

VP

AV

Well, that's okay that day cause you got to be there, right?
C

T4

DO/NP

T

IN
T3

VP

So your legs need to be under the table, so that I don't roll over any feet.

SP
S1

CC S

T

S VP
T2

PP

S

VP

DO/NP

C

NP

VP

T

And you got to do something special than everybody else got to do.

S

Yep.
QW AX S V

T5

S2

T

What did you do?

S

..
IN

S

S

VP

RP+LV AJ

Well, I didn't get to do that's special.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Dialogue Prior to Writing
You surely did.
C

T6

T

AVP

S4

S5

N

VP

T
S

V

NP/DO

PP

PP

Aww.
SP

LV V

PP

QW AX S

VP

PP

Not everybody else is up on this stage. How did you get to be up on the stage?
IN S

V

IN

SP

V

DO

PP

Because uh I would um Miss Kohl picked me as a XXX.
VP

DO/NP

AVP N

T

Uh did you know how to do that dance ahead of time?

S

IN

S

Yea, I know that a long long time ago.

SV

QW AX S
T10

LV

S

IN AX S
T9

C S+LV

And then there is (student name) stood up on this stage.

C
S3

S VP

T

AV
T8

PP

Cuz when I'm sitting on the floor, I look up, and they're calling all these teachers out to dance.
C

T7

PP

IO

AJ AJ
VP

N AV

IO C

T

How did you learn to do that so?

T

Cuz I

S

SP
V DO
PP
V DO C IN
My mom taught me with XXX took one and um
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
CS

T11

So you learn that home?

S

Uh-huh.

T

V

S
S

V
VP

T

IO C

SP

V

DO

SV

DO
VP

DO/NP

C S VP

DO

AVP

SV

DO/NP

V

I just stood there. I watched everybody else dance.

S

[I sa ...]

S

VP

P

T

SV
S8

IO

See I did not know the dance, so I did not dance.
S

T14

V

So I can copy dance
IN S

T13

AX S

Yea I watched it and my mom played videos on
CS

S7

DO NP

She showed you the dance, did you watch something to help you learn?
IN S

S6

N

T

S
T12

V IO

DO/NP

V

PP

VP

I sawed you guys sitting on the floor watching me.
umhm

T15

T

S LV
VP
DO/NP S V DO/NP
V
PP
VP
we are gonna take what you said. I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S

T16

T

VP

IO AV

SV

DO/NP V

PP

VP

I wanna write that down. I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.
QW+LV NP/S

T17

T

What's your first word?

S

I

T

I

T

So sit up.
S+V V IO V

T18

T

Let's get it written.

T

I

S

saw

T

saw,
QW LV S

T19

T
T

PP

NP

How are you going to see at the end of the word?
S+LV

T20

VP

VP

DO

PP

NP

C

S

VP

DO/NP

I'm gonna help you with the rest of that word, cause it does not match what we hear.
AV S+V V IO AV

T21

T

Not let's read it again.
S V DO

S9

S

I saw [you.]
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
[You.]
QW LV S

T22

VP

DO/NP

PP

T

What are you gonna see the first in that word?

S

[XXX]

S

O, U
RP+LV NP

T23

T

That's what we read.
S V DO/NP

S10

S

I saw you guys

T

guys
QW AX S

T24

V

PP

V S

V

AVP

T

What do you hear in that word? Can we check real quick?

S

I

T

Hold on.

T

/g/ to begin with.

S

Yup
C S+LV

VP

DO

PP

V

RP/S

VP

DO/NP

T25

T

And I'm gonna help you with guys XXX explain. That sounds like an I
S
VP
C RP+LV V
NP

T26

T

You were right, but that's not what we see.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
C

T27

V

IO AJ

S+LV VP

PP

T

And so that's what makes it tricky. I'm gonna come in with that.

T

guys.
V

T28

C RP+LV PN

T

S

V

DO/NP

Will you read your story?
S V DO/NP

S11

S

I saw you guys.

T

Doing what?

S

sit-ting

T

sitting
S+V V IO AJ

T29

T

Let’s clap it, ready?

S

[sit-ting]

T

[sit-ting],
QW AX

T30

T31

NP/S

PP

T

What was the first part of that word?

S

/s/

T

sit
AX S

T

V

DO/NP

Do you know that word, 'sit'?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

S

/i/, /t/

T

okay, sit,
S

T32

T

DO/NP

You do know the word sit.
C

T33

VP
SV

PP S+LV

VP C

DO VP

IO

AJP

T

While you look at that word, I'm gonna see if you can write it little bit quicker.

T

Take a look at it.

T

Write it as quick as you can.

S

uh... there.

T

Yup, look at it again?

T

Write it, as fast as you can, go.
V S AJ

T34

T

Were you right?

S

Yay.

T

Write it again, as quick as you can.
S+L

T35

V

P

NP

PP

T

You're going from what you see in your head.

T
S

Was it right?
Yup

T

One more time, quick as you can.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

alright, sit.

T

I'm gonna add.
RP/S V NP

T36

T

That was our first part.
S+LV

T37

DO/NP N V

V

S

V

DO/NP AVP

T

I'm gonna add the ending e, sitting. Will you read your story so far?

S

I saw you guys sitting [on]

T

[on]

S

on.
AX S

T38

VP

T

V

DO/NP

Do you know that word?
S V IO

S12

S

I forgot it.
IN S+V

T39

V IO VP

DO/NP AJ

T

Well let's push it to find the sounds, ready?

S

[on]

T
T

[on]
on

T

add it to your story.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

read your story.

S

I saw you guys sitting on the
S V

T40

NP

AV QW

AX IO VP

T

Control your marker.

S

XXX

T

Stop and look at that.

T

PP

NP

LV

V

C

AV S

V AJP

AV

Look at how nice these words are written and then we got a little sloppy here.
LV

V

DO/NP

T

You are control that marker.

T

XXX read it.
SV

S13

V

The is the word that you read before. What does it look like?

S
T42

S

T

V
T41

C

DO/NP V

PP

S

I saw you guys sitting on the [floor]

T

[floor]
S+V V DO/NP

T43

T

Let's push that one.

T

[Ready?]
[XXX]

S

(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S+V V

T44

T

Let's push the whole thing.
CS

T45

DO/NP

V

IO AV S+LV AJ

AJ

T

If we keep it together, it's easier to hear, ready?

S

[floor]

T

[floor]
QW LV

T46

VP

NP

T

What is your first sound?

T

Alright, now push it again.

S

[flo]

T

[flo], and push again.

S

fl
IN V S N

T47

T

Uh, is that flu?

S

[flor]

T

[flor], and hold on there.
SP

T48

T

LV AV S+LV VP

DO PP

S

Two Os are there, I'm gonna add one in there.
[floor]

T

[floor]
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
IN

T49

T

AV S

S

AJ

C S V DO

T

Read it.

S

V

PP

I saw you guys sitting on the floor.
V

DO RP+LV

NP

T

You added 'watching', that's what you said.

T

watching ... who?
DO/NP

V

PP

V

T

... I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching.

S

[me]

T

[me] ... alright.
S+LV

T53

S+LV PNPN VP

But we only hear O one O, but we see two.

SV
T52

PP

T

S
T51

IO

V DO NP

S V DO/NP
S14

V

Okay, so when we write this in this story, it's what it looks like.
C

T50

C

T

VP

N

AVP

I'm gonna write date real quick.
V

S

EX V IO C S

VP IO V

T54

T

Will you please read it so I can write it down?
S V DO/NP V
PP
V DO

S15

S

I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
IN

T55

T

V

EX

VP

DO

So

S
T
T
S

AV S

S+LV V

V

PP

V

DO

V IO

AV

V

S

V

DO/NP C

V DO/NP

PP

Alright when you put these together, remember you have two words that have an s at the beginning.
V S

V

DO/NP

VP

S+LV

VP

PP

So do you know which one to pull over? You're going to have to look through the whole thing.
VP

PP

PP

Or I can look on the map of the mail thing.
IN

T59

C

I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.

IN S
S17

DO

EX

T

C
T58

VP

So I don't want you to point, okay?

IN
T57

V

T

S V DO/NP
S16

V IO

okay, could you please read it? Watch your fingers cause I'm cutting
CS

T56

S

AVP

SV

S V DO/NP

V

PP

V

DO

T

Ummm, not right now you can't. I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.

S

I saw
S+LV V N

S18

S
T

It's not "saw".
Saw
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW AX

T60

S

T

What do you hear first?

S

/s/
IN S+LV

T61

V AV

AJ

QW PN V N

T

Okay, there's two, which one is 'saw'?

T

Check it.

S

[sitting]

T

[sitting], saw
S V DO

S19

S

I saw /y/ [you]

T

[you]

S

I

T

Watch what's happening to our story, starting wind up and go around the corner.

T

Keep it together.
S V DO/NP

T62

T

I saw you guys
S V DO/NP

S20

S
T

V

I saw you guys sitting wa ... (counted because 'wa' was not complete)
Read it.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
SV

S21

S

V

I saw you guys ... watching ...
S

T63

DO/NP
V

RP V

PN

S

VP

T

You did... that was what you pulled over.

S

/s/ ... uhm
QW AX S V

T64

T

What do you see?

S

The S.
C S+LV

T65

VP

S

Looking

T

V

S

V DO/NP

PP

PP

What do you see? You said an S at the beginning of that word.
S

VP

PP

PP

QW AX NP V

T

So what are you going to say at the beginning of that word? What does an S say?

S

/s/
CS

T68

VP

So you're not gonna say "watching". What are you going to say?

C QW LV
T67

QW LV S

T

QW AX S
T66

DO

T

VP

PN C

V

PP

CN

S

So it cannot be anything that starts with an L or W.
saw

T

No, look through your word.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
S

Explicit Instruction
/s/
S AJ V

T69

DO/NP PP

C V IO

I only hear /s/ but I didn't see the sound after it or hear it.

S

/s/
VP

DO/NP PP

T

What happened to the sound after S?

S

/i/

T

sit-ing, sitting on the floor watching me.
S

T71

VP

T

QW
T70

DO C S

VP

PC

V RP

C

S LV

V

C

V

PP

T

I had to come in and do that, cause we are running and cutting into our book time.

S

saw

T

Now read it.

S

I
S V DO/NP

T72

T73

T

I saw you guys ...

T

keep going

S

what

T

S V DO/NP
I saw you guys

T

no
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW AX S

T74

T

T76

V DO/NP

What do you see? You see an S?
S+LV

T75

V S

VP

DO

S

VP

DO/NP

T

You're gonna say sitting. We cannot change [the sound of what we are seeing]

S

[Sitting on the]

S

floor [watching me]

T

[watching me]

T

AVP
PP S+LV V
S
VP
DO/NP
PP
S
VP
NP
Just like in the book we're reading, we don't get to change the sounds of what we're seeing. It does not work
that way.

T
Our new book.
Note. Refer to Table A1 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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Table B3
Week 13 Dialogue Transcription and Syntactic Coding
T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
V

T1

T

CS
S

S

V CO

QW

Because you were sick? What was wrong?

S

sore throat and a bad ugly cough

T

A bad ugly cough?

T

VP

AV

V AJ

T

QW
T3

PP

Turn, so I don’t go over your feet, you were gone actually
C

T2

VP

V

NP

AJ

What makes a cough ugly?
S VP

S1

S

I don’t know…
V PN S

T4

T

AV

VP IO

S

I still got it

T

You do?
mmm

S

DO/NP

Is it you don’t have a cough today?
S

S2

VP

(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
IN S+LV AJ DO V

T5

PP

AV QW AX S AX

AV

AV

S

V

PP

T

Well I’m glad you are in school anyway. What did you do yesterday when you weren’t at school?

S

Went to the doctor

T

Uhu
S V CO/N

S3

S

…I went home
QW

T6

T

V

PP
V

DO/NP

(child nods)…he only checked my heart

T

Uhu

S
T

NP

…and my back
C

T7

AJ

S

C
S4b

V PN DO

What happened at the doctor’s office? Did he give you medicine?
S

S4a

AX S

QW AX

NP

V

And what did the doctor say?
S VP

S5
T8

S

I don’t remember

T

C S
VP
AV VP
DO
That you weren’t sick enough to need medicine?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
S

S6

S

VP

VP

DO

C S VP

DO

PP

I was sick enough to have medicine but I still got medicine at home
IN

T9

AV

PP

AV S

V

CO

V

S

VP

EX

PP

C

VP

DO

T

Oh from before when you were sick? Will you sit up please on your chair and stop making faces?

T

Sit up
Explicit Instruction
QW

T10

T

V

S

T

AV

T13

AV

VP

AV

VP

DO

DO

T

Finger out of your mouth

S

VP

IO V

I was sick enough to need medicine
PN

VP AV

I know what to draw first
S

T12

VP

S

SV
S8

S

We'll work together to write that down.
S VP

S7

NP

Why don't you say just say what you said, "I was sick enough to need medicine"
S+V V

T11

V AV V

V

PN

VP

AV

QW AX S

V

DO/NP

T

You know what to write first (pause) how do you hold your marker?

T

S
V AV N
PP C S V IO NP S+LV
AJP
You have more control over it if you hold it the way you're supposed to.

T

No, hold it.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW AX S

T14

V

DO/NP

T

How do you hold your marker?

T

take it
AV S+LV

T15

T

Now you're going to write

T

now write

S

I’m writing a…

T

No quick, up here, fast, (pause) do it again (pause) do it again
RP/S

T16

VP

PP

PP

That was taking more of your writing time than you needed.

T

read your story so far

S

I
VP IO C

VP IO

NP

VP

PP

T

No, you got to read it so to read it your eyes must be on it

S

I…was

T

Good. Start it.
QW AX S

T18

AV

T

AV S
T17

VP

V AVP

N

T

What do you see next to 'was'?
Not looking up there.

S

was
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

Finger under it, finger under it

S

wa

T

Stop.

T

Want to say it together? (pointing to the page)

T

Watch the page...

T,S

w...a...s
S

T19

T21

IO

PP

C IO

VP

AV

T

You write that as an ‘s’ but it doesn’t go there.

T

Stop (removes marker)... (T puts a small piece of masking tape and writes on the page). Watch.
C

T20

V

S

VP

DO/NP+LV V

T

So, eyes are where my marker's going...

T

...was...now add your 's'

S

I was I was

T

Look at your page

S

to I was to

T

Write it quickly

T

RP/S LV NP PN V
NP/S
VP
AV
This is a word you know. Words you know are to be written fast.

S

chh (making sound)
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
uu read
S LV CO/VP

S9

S

I was too... sick

T

stop
S+V

T22

V

AJ

DO

PP

PP S LV CO/VP

T

You'll need another 'o' for this type of 'too'. I was too...sick.

T

Pick up your mouth.
S LV CO/VP

S10

S

I was too sick (T: stop, Larry stop)
SV

T23

T
T

S LV

V

PP

S

VP

so that we can do this together

T

Push it up, saying it slowly.

T

C

PP

VP

DO/NP S LV

VP

DO

S

VP

PN V

PN VP

IO AV

T

QW
T26

PP

and if you are talking over me, you will miss me telling you to stop
CC

T25

VP

I asked you to stop for a very good reason because for you to write that word we are going to push it
CC

T24

PN

S

V PN V

T

What word were you pushing?
Tell me the word. Tell me the word.

S

I
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW

T27

S

V

PN V

T

What word were you pushing?

S

Sick

T

Now push the word ‘sick’

T,S

…i..ck
QW+LV NP/S

T28

T

What’s your first sound?

S

C'
QW+LV NP/S

T29

S

V

DO/NP

T

What’s your first sound? What letter makes that sound?

S

C'
S

T30

QW

VP

DO/NP

C QW

S

AV

V

DO/NP

T

C could make that sound but what letter always makes that sound?

S

S'
QW

T31

S

V PN

AJ

VP

T

(Teacher points at the paper puts a piece of tape on it) What letter were you supposed to write down?

S

S'
Ya so write an S. (T holds the S’s right hand to see and points to paper) write an ‘S’, do it again, do it again,
(T puts a piece of tape on the tape on the paper) write it quickly, now push again
(table continues)

T
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T-Unit Speaker
S

Explicit Instruction
(Student presses the paper with a finger) ‘S’
S

T32

T

VP

Let's say it slowly

T

...S...i...ck, push again, si...ck (S says too)

T

T36

V

RP/S+LVAV NP

PP

What do you hear? There's also a 'c' in that word.
AV

S

V

IO

PP

RP/S LV PN PN+V VP

T

So when you write this in your story, this is what i'll look like.

T

Add it to your story.

T

Just write it.

S

Done

T

Read your story
S

S11

DO

T

S
T35

V

IO AV

QW AX S
T34

S

We don’t push letter names we push sounds.
S+V V

T33

DO/NP

LV CO/VP RP/S+LV AV

S

I... was too sick. That’s all

T

Too sick to do what?

S

To go to school
S+V V DO S LV CO/VP

T

Let’s add that. I was too sick...
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction

T

...to (S says 'too')

S

I was too sick to go to

T

(T puts a piece of masking tape on the paper) mumbles

S

I was too sick to go to

T

read your story
S LV CO/VP

S12

I was too sick to go to school

T

Say school slowly
Sch...ooo...l.
QW AX

S

V

T39

AV

T

What did you hear first?

T

Please put it down.

S

S'

T

Say slowly, like ‘cat’. Stop.
RP/S+LV NP C

T38

N

S
T, S

T37

VP

S

VP

T

There's an 'h' that we don't hear

T

C S V IO
But we see it.

T

...no say it again...'schooool'.
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
RP/S+LV NP

T40

T

There's two 'o's.

T

Another one say it again 'schoool'
S

T41

T
T

DO/NP

S+LV

PP

(T gets up) We have to grab some sentence strips. We're out of sentence strips.
V

T42

VP

S

V IO/NP

CS

VP

IO

Let me grab a couple so we can record it.
EX RP/S+LV AJP

S13

S

Wow, that's a lot

T

Read your story by looking at the story (...)
S LV VP

S14

S

N

NP/S LV AVP

I was too sick to go to school. The period is right there.
S LV VP

S15

VP
VP

N S

LV

VP

VP

N

S

I was too sick to go to school. I...was...too...sick...to...go...to...school

S

Done

T

Say it again
S LV VP

VP

N

S16
S
I was too sick to go to school
Note. Refer to Table A1 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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Table B4
Week 18 Dialogue Transcription and Syntactic Coding
T-Unit Speaker
S

Dialogue Prior to Writing
Ya
QW AX S

T1

T
T

S

PN IO AV S

IO

AV P AV QW AX S

VP

DO

PP

C S LV

NP

C

Say it again

S
T
T
S

V P
NP

AV

N

T

DO/NP

C

SV

DO/NP

PP

I had a bloody nose and I had dry blood in my nose
SV

C

S

V

DO/NP

So did you go because you had a bloody nose
C

S

AV AX C RP/S

VP

N

AV

or because you already did and there was still blood there
SV

S3

V

Coz I had blood in my nose and it was dry blood and blood

C
T4

S

S

C AX
T3

VP

SV

SV
S2

AV

Are you going to wear these, yes or no? Why did you go to the nurse today?
C

S1

NP

Why did you go to the nurse today? You told me that when you came in.
V

T2

VP

DO/NP C S

V IO V

PP

I had dry blood and I have it still on my nose
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing
C

T5

T

AV AX

NP

V

LV RP/S AV

PP

C

PP

So when did the bloody nose happen? Was that here at school or before school?
PN/S LV NP

S4

S

It was last night
C QW AX

T6

So what did the nurse help you do?

S

She gets (...)
PP

C

PN C

S

LV V

T

Look at me.
V PN AX

T

What did she help you do?

T

Look at me.

T

V PN AX

What did she help you do?
S AV

T10

VP

Look at me because I can't understand you when you are talking,

QW AX S
T9

S

T

QW AX S
T8

V PN AX

T

V
T7

NP

PP

AVP

PP

PP

AVP

S

She just ...on me right here (student pointed to his mouth), in my on my nose right here,

S

right here and here
QW AX RP/S V

T

PP

How did that help with the bloody part?
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Dialogue Prior to Writing

S

Uhu

T

Made it go away?
IN S+V

T11

T
S

PP

VP

DO

Huh, I've never tried that for blood, to put Vaseline
S+LV

S5

AV V RP
VP

PP

we're gonna write about it
Explicit Instruction

T

mhm Sit up, sit up, sit up in your chair
S

T12

NP

S

V PN V

DO

PP

T

You told me what the nurse did. You said, "she put vaseline in my nose"

T

(points to the paper) "she"

S

Sh' 'ee'

T

Stop (sticks a tape on the paper)
QW

T13

V PN

AX N V

AV

T

Where did 'she' appear first?

S

Oh

T

Say 'she' slowly for me, say 'she' slowly

S

(coughs) 'sh' 'ee'
not chopping it into pieces, look at me, say it slowly, 'sshhee' (S says along)

T

(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
QW

T14

LV

T

What was your first sound?

S

S'

T

No, push it

S, T
T

Shh...eee
First sound is 'sh... .’ that's the sound.
C NP/S

T15

S6

V

DO/NP

V

QW LV

NP

C V

DO/NP

So the letters that make that sound are...What are the letters that make that sound?

S

Umm...'S'

T

S' 'H', sit up

S

S' 'H'
NP/S

LV N

T

so the sound is 'Shh'

S

Sh'
C

T17

C

T

C
T16

NP

NP/S

LV N N

T

But the letters are 'S' 'H',

T

now push it again, 'Shheee' (S says along), then the sound you hear

S

S V DO/NP
I made a seven,

S

I need to make
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
AV S

T19

V DO/NP

T

No you made a six.

T

E'

S

I know how to

T

No, just do,

S

Done.
S+LV AJ

S7

S

I'm done.

T

Read your story

S

She picked

T

She put

S

phuh', 'uuh'
AV

T20

T

T22

S

VP

DO/NP S+V VP S+LV AJ

PP

VP

AJ

T

Are you ready?

S

Yaa

T

Good,
AV S+LV VP

T

PN/S

Sometimes the way we say it, it might sound like an 'eh'. I’ll wait till I'm ready for you to listen
V

T21

NP/S

PN

PN

AV

NP/S

PN/S

VP

Now I'm gonna tell you something. Sometimes the way we say it, it sounds like (...)
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
C

T23

NP/S

LV NP

T

but the way it looks is a 'u'

T

Put'
C QW AX S V AV

T24

QW AX S V

PP

T

So what do we see here at the end? What do we see at the end?

T

Read your story.

S

She pit vas

T

What?

S

VAS - E - LINE

T

stop, Vaseline, Clap it with me

T,S
T

(claps along) VAS-E-LINE
so the first clap, do it again, (S adds) VAS
QW

T25

PP

LV NP

T

What is your first sound?

S

Vv...’

T

Put it in

S

VAS

T

Say it, part, that part slowly
VAASS

T,S
T

move your hand
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T
T,S

Explicit Instruction
say it, clap it with me again
(clapping) VAA-SL
QW AX S

T26

V

T

VASL. Clap it again.
(clapping) VA-S-E-LINE
Sounds like an 'E' looks like an 'I'. 'I...nnn',
QW AX S

QW AX S V

PP

What do you see or hear? What do you hear in that spot? (S says, 'IN')

T

Stop look here and listen carefully, eyes
V

S LV

QW

V

S LV

T

Where should they be? Where should they be?

T

Say it with me.

T,S

INNN
QW

T30

V CV

T

QW

T29

N P

What do you hear? VAS is already taken care of.

T

T28

V

T
T, S

T27

S LV AV

V

SV

PP

T

What will you see in that spot?

S

INT

T

S+V V DO/NP
You'll see an 'IN'

S

gg
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker
T

Explicit Instruction
So stop, look at me,
AV S V

T31

T

PN

NP

T

S

VP

PP

C

S

She pit Vaseline in need in, she pit Vaseline in my, M Y,
V

DO

She pit Vaseline in my nose

S

(S points with finger and says) 'Nn' 'O' 'Ss'

T
S
T

S

V

DO

PP

AJ

V

AV S+LV V

PP

S

T

C

S+LV V

Vaseline. Read your story.

RP/S+LV NP

S AV V C N

cause that's what we hear, we also see and 'E'
LV

PP

What was at the end?
S

S9

S+LV

T

QW
T35

PP

or you are looking at me because I'm talking

C
T34

C S+LV VP

T

S
S8

PN NP/DO

You’ll tell me a letter name. If I'm still talking to you, you're either looking where I'm point
C

T33

VP

When I ask you what you see, you're gonna tell me a letter name because we see letters with our eyes
S+V V PN DO/NP

T32

S+LV

V PN DO/NP

(coughs) you got me duct tape
Read your story
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S

S10

DO

PP

S

She pit Vaseline in my nose

T

Read it
S

S11

V

V

DO

PP

S

She pit Vaseline in my nose (T cuts strips)

T

Put it together

S

She, she pit vas-e
SV

S12a

S

She pit vas...vas...
S

T36

T

LV NP

Vaseline is the word
DO PP

S12b

S

...Vaseline in my nose
AV S

T37

T

AVP

C

S

V IO

Now we got to put it back together, because you pulled it,
V

T38

VP IO

IO

AV

P

S

V IO

AVP

PP

T

Pushed it together before you read it one more time all the way through.

T

Put it back together please
She pit,

S

(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Explicit Instruction
S

S13

S

V

PP

She pit Vaseline in my nose
QW

T39

DO
V

PP

T

What was at the end?

T

Now read it all the way through
S

V

DO

PP

T40
T
She pit Vaseline in my nose
Note. Refer to Table A1 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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APPENDIX C
WRITTEN TEXT ANALYSES
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Table C1
Written Text Analyses
Week 3 Analysis
SV

DO

PP

C

NP

I LiKe hot dogs with ranch and barbeque sauce.
Week 9 Analysis
S

V

DO/NP V

PP

V

DO

I saw you guys sitting on the floor watching me.
Week 13 Analysis
SLV

VP

VP

N

I Was too sick to go to School.
Week 18 Analysis
S

V DO

PP

She put Vaseline in my nose.
Note. Refer to Table A1 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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APPENDIX D
GENUINE DIALOGUE AND RESEARCHER INFLUENCE ANALYSES
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Table D1
Week 3 Genuine Dialogue and Researcher Influence Analyses
T-Unit Speaker Genuine Dialogue Researcher Influence
Dialogue Prior to Writing
T4

T

EX, CU

T5

T

CU

T6

T

OQ, EX, CU

S1

S

CU

T7

T

CU/CU, OQ, EX

S2

S

CU

T8

T

CU/CU, CL

T9

T

CU, CL

T

V

T10

T

CU

T11

T

CU, CL/CU

T13

T

CU, CL

T14

T

CU

T15

T

CU, CL

T16

T

CU

T17

T

CU

T18

T

CU, CL

T19

T

CU, CL

S3

S

CU
Explicit Instruction

T60

T

V

T
F
Note. Refer to Table A2 and Table A3 for explanations of each
abbreviation.
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Table D2
Week 9 Genuine Dialogue and Researcher Influence Analyses
T-Unit Speaker Genuine Dialogue

Researcher Influence

Dialogue Prior to Writing
S1

S

CU

T3

T

CU

T4

T

CU

T5

T

OQ, CU, CL, EX

S2

S

CL, CU

T

CU

T6

T

CU

T7

T

CU

T8

T

CU/OQ, CU, EX

S3

S

CU

T9

T

CU, CL, EX

S4

S

CU

T10

T

OQ, CU, CL, EX

S5

S

CU

T11

T

CU, CL, EX

T12

T

CU, CL, EX

S6

S

CU

S7

S

CU

T13

T

CU

T14

T

CU

S8

S

CU
Explicit Instruction

T15

T

CU

T16

T

CU

T59

T

B, F
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker Genuine Dialogue

Researcher Influence

Explicit Instruction
T

F

S21

S

B, F

T63

T

B, F

S

F

T65

T

B, F, V

T66

T

B, F, V

T67

T

B, F, V

T68

T

B, F

T

F, V

T69

T

F

T70

T

F

T

B, F

T

B

T

V

T72

T

B

T73

T

B

T

B, F

T74

T

B

T76

T

F

T71

T
F
Note. Refer to Table A2 and Table A3 for explanations of each
abbreviation.
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Table D3
Week 13 Genuine Dialogue and Researcher Influence Analyses

T-Unit Speaker

Genuine Dialogue
Teacher/
Researcher
Critical Friend

Researcher Influence
Teacher/
Critical
Researcher
Friend

Dialogue Prior to Writing
T2

T

OQ, CL, EX

S

CU

T

CU

CU, CL

T3

T

CU, EX, CL, OQ

OQ, CU, EX

S1

S

CU

T4

T

CL, EX

S2

S

CU

T

CL, CU

CU

T

CU, OQ, CL, EX

OQ

S

CU

S3

S

T6

T

CU
OQ, CU,
EX/CU, CL

S4a

S

CU

T7

T

OQ, EX, CL, CU

S5

S

CU

T8

T

OQ, EX, CL, CU

S6

S

CU

T9

T

CL, CU/

T5

OQ

CU, CL

OQ
OQ
CL
CL
Explicit Instruction

T12

T

A

T14

T

F

T
S

B
F, B
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Genuine Dialogue
Teacher/
Researcher
Critical Friend

Researcher Influence
Teacher/
Critical
Researcher
Friend

Explicit Instruction
T

B

T16

T

F

T17

T

V

B
A

T

B

T

B

T

F, V

T

V

T

F, V

T

F

T

A
A, B
A, B

S10

S

T23

T

A

T24

T

A

T25

T

A

T

A

T26

T

F, V

F

T

A

A
A

T27

T

B

T29

T

F
F

T

B, F

B

F
T32

T

T35

T
T
T

F
B
B

B, A
A

S14
S
B
Note. Refer to Table A2 and Table A3 for explanations of each abbreviation.
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Table D4
Week 18 Genuine Dialogue and Researcher Influence Analyses

T-Unit Speaker

Genuine Dialogue
Teacher/
Researcher
Critical Friend

Researcher Influence
Teacher/
Critical
Researcher
Friend

Dialogue Prior to Writing
T1

T

OQ, EX, CL

OQ

T2

T

-/OQ, CL, EX

OQ

S1

S

CU

T

CL

S2

S

CU

T3

T

CU, CL, EX

CU, CL

T4

T

CU, CL, EX

CL

S3

S

T5

T

CU
CU, OQ, EX/CU,
CL

OQ

S4

S

CU

T6

T

CU, OQ, EX

OQ

T8

T

CU, OQ, EX

OQ

T9

T

CU, OQ, EX

OQ

S

CU

T

CU, OQ, EX, CL

OQ, EX, CU,
CL

T

CU, CL

CL

T

CU

CU

T10
T11

Explicit Instruction
T

F

B,F

T

B, F

B, F

T
T

A
F

B, F
(table continues)
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T-Unit Speaker

Genuine Dialogue
Teacher/
Researcher
Critical Friend

Researcher Influence
Teacher/
Critical
Researcher
Friend

Explicit Instruction
T15
T19

T

B

T

B

T

F, B

B, F

T

A

A, V

T

B

T,S

V

T

V

T,S

V

T

B

T, S

V

T27

T

F

T29

T

T30

T

F

F

T31

T

F

F

S10

S

T36

T

T37

T

B

T38

T

B

F

B
F

F

T
B
Note. Refer to Table A2 and Table A3 for explanations of each abbreviation.

